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Manufacturers of

DRAWING and
SURVEYING

INSTRUMENTS

SLIDE RULES

DRAWING MATERIALS

DRAWING, OFFICE
STATIONERY

A. G TH9R-NT9N1 LTD
41 GAR-TfIDE JT. MANCHE/TfR 3

T50

SCALE MODELS
of every description
for every purpose

Are you INTERESTED in . . . Model locomotives, railway
equipment, ships (full -hull and waterline), motor -boats, sailing
yachts, engines and boilers ; architectural, display and museum
models ; drawings, castings and parts for the amateur model -
maker ? If so . . . send Id. stamp for (BPII2)

" BASSETT-LOWKE PUBLICATIONS"
a NEW Brochure giving details of all catalogues, booklets

etc. devoted to models and modelmaking.
Drawings, Castings and Parts supplied by Bassett-Lowke Ltd. are of the

finest quality.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON SHOWROOMS: 112, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.
MANCHESTER : 28, CORPORATION STREET.

Visit our London and Manchester Branches, where our staff is at your service.

THE " ZYTO " I5in. MOTORISED SAWBENCH
WITH TOTALLY ENCLOSED MOTOR

1.0 FOR CROSSCUTTING, RIPPING,
MITREING, BORING, GROOVING, etc.

Production of S. TYZACK & SON, Ltd.

EARLY DELIVERY.
PRICE AND FULL DETAILS
FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE " ZYTO " isin. Motorised
Sawbench has been specially

designed to meet the demands
of the carpenter and builder,
handyman and for all general

'woodwork. Sturdily constructed, with
heavy cast frame, ball -bearing spindle,
built-in dust chute, etc.

Brief Specification :
Saw -table 24in. x x 8in., with rise and
fall motion for grooving, etc. Takes
15in. saw. Long ripping fence with fine
adjustment.
Heavy spindle bored to take dowel
bits, etc.
Fully guarded in accordance with Home
Office Regulations.
Vee rope drive with novel adjustment.
2 h.p. motor provided.
Supplied single, three-phase or D.C.
current.

PLEASE STATE VOLTAGE.

We are stockists of all types of
wood and metal working machinery,

and welcome your enquiries.
Illustrated leaflets of "Zyto " wood-
working machines tree on request.

S. TYZACK & SON, Ltd.,
341

LONDON,LE.C.1.D
ST

"
Telephones : CLERKENWELL 8501 Ten lines. Telegrams : TYZGAR, FINSQUARE.

FOR PRODUCING
MONOCHROME
PRINTS IN A
WIDE RANGE OF

COLOURS

JOHNSONS NEW PROCESS

COLOURFORM
By this process it is possible to make prints in a very wide range

of colours. It is not a toning process nor are the effects
obtained by dyeing or staining. Almost any colour can be pre-
determined and actually formed by development. The exact shade
can afterwards'be matched with certainty and repeated whenever
it is required. Every stbp is under perfect control. The colours do
not fade. This COLOURFORM process will appeal to amateur
photographers who wish to break away from conventional black
and white and produce results that will excite admiration by their
sheer beauty.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET GIVING
FULL DETAILS AND METHOD OF PROCEDURE

(Mention " Practical Mechanics ")

Charming purple -browns, cool olive -blacks, delicate yellow -greens,
mauves, blues of the richest quality and an endless variety of

browns, from the palest sepia
to the deepest nigger -brown,
are all attainable. The possibilities
are literally unlimited.

GET THIS OUTFIT
FROM YOUR DEALER

For those who wish to experiment with this
processthe Johnson COLOURFORM OUTFIT
is available. It contains enough colour

developer to make up eight 10 oz. quantities. Three bottles containing the primary
red, yellow and blue colour-formers-to be added to the developer. One packet of
bleaching compound to make 20 oz. of solution (which may be
used repeatedly). A glass measure and a book of instructions. PRICE 151- COMPLETE

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CHEMICALS. LONDON, N.W.4
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LOOK ! ! !
liargliiit ffers

FOR EVERY
PRACTICAL M EC HA N IC!

BLOWER MOTORS. OF prime interest
to every experimenter. These motors
operate from 12 or 24 v. A.C.1D.C., but will
run from mains when fitted with a suitable
Dropper Resistance. Ideally suited for
ventilation purposes, as a hair dryer, and
particularly recommended for cooling car
interiors. AS NEW. A " MUST " FOR
EVERY MECHANIC.

ONLY IS - post free

RECEIVER UNITS 25173. Contain 6
valves types EF39, EK32, EBC33 and EF36,
together with one pair of 460 kcls I.F.
Transformers, resistors and condensers,
etc. Easily converted into a medium wave
superhet of outstanding performance. At
19iz

plus 3s. carriage and packing, this is
/1) an offer not to be missed. We have

available a specially reprinted article in
pamphlet form from the " Radio Con-
structor," which gives full details on
conversion; this pamphlet is issued free

RECEIVER R1224. A 5 -valve battery
superhet of imposing appearance and
sterling qual.ty. Valve line-up : 2VP23,
FC2A, FilL2 and KT2. Frequency coverage
is from 30 to 300 metres. Batteries required
are H.T. 120 v., G.B. 9 v., L.T. 2 v. The
R1224 is a proved favourite for operation
aboard trawlers and similar craft. Circuit
diagram provided. SUPPLIED BRAND
NEW IN MAKER'S PACKING. Most
reasonably priced at £4.19-6plus 7..6 carriage and packing.
Order early.

AMPLIFIER UNITS. Types 181165.
.A neat and compact unit incorporating the
following valves : 2 EF36, I EBC33, 2
EL32 ; together with microphone trans-
formers, intervalve transformers, countless
condensers and resistors, etc. An experi-
menter's goldmine for 251. plus 216
carriage and packing.

CONTROL UNIT 409. Perfectly suitable
for rapid conversion to an audio ampli-
fier, pulse generator, small transmitter,
etc. Includes a mains transformer 230 v.
50 cycle input : 300-0-300 at 40 mA,
6.3 v. at 2 amp., 5 v. at 2 amp. These are
service ratings and may safely be exceeded.
Valve line-up: I 5Z4G, I 807, I EF50,
cdmplete with all smoothing condensers and
choke. Wonderful value for £2.2.6
plus 51- carriage and packing.

PORTABLE TESTING INSTRU-
MENTS. These are perfect, brand new,
and i n the manufacturer's original container.
The Multimeter offered here is an indis-
pensable necessity for every electrician,
experimenter, service -man and mechanic.

'The instrument is a moving coil D.C.
volt-ohm-milliameter, contained in an
attractive carrying case with handle, and
the dial is calibrated for readings of 0-1.5
volts, 0-3 volts. 0-60 mA and 0-5,000 ohms.
Further ranges may be added as desired.
A range switch is also provided and the
basic movement is 6 mA 250 ohms
resistance. Incredibly cheap at 17/6
post free.
The demand is huge and constant, please
order early.

TELEVISION
How about constructing your own tele-

vision receiver from Government surplus
equipment ? It should not prove beyond
the ability of EVERY " Practical Mechanics "
reader to construct the apparatus at a cost
of about £15. A working model can be seen
in operation at our London premises during
viewing hours. A stamped, addressed
envelope will bring comprehensive details
-but hurry . . . .

WHY NOT PAY US A VISIT A
fully competent technical staff always in
attendance to advise and suggest. Our
stocks of equipment are huge and varied
and of extreme interest. Inspection invited.

Best Buy At Britain's
CHARLES BRITAIN

(RADIO) LTD.
Dept P.M.

II, Upper Saint Martin's Lane, London,
W.C.2.

Shoi., hours 9 to 6 (Thursday 9 to I)
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

cBR.

I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than Ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE
TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED NOW-BUT THERE IS
NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
A ero Engineering
Air and Vacuum

Brakes
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Auditing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Managemen'
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Colliery Examiner's
Colliery Overman's
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering

Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission,
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Free -Lance Journalism
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydro -Electric
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Joinery
Lettering
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Surveying

Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Eng.
Plastics
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Sales Management
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodworking Drawing
Works Engineering

And most of the Technical, Professional, Commercial and Civil Service
Examinations

(I.C.S. students preparing for Examinations are coached till successful)

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you our special free booklet on the subject in which you
ore specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Use this Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Name Age....
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Malika Farida, Cairo.
Eire : Anglesea Street, Dublin, C.4.
India : Lackshmi Bldgs., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort,

Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington.
N. Ireland : 26, Howard Street, Belfast.
South Africa: 45, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town.

ICS

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 High Street, Lewisham, London.
S.E.I 3.

(Near Lewisham Hospital.)
PHONE : LEE GREEN 0309.

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. (NO
C.O.D.)

MOTOR ALTERNATORS, Ex R.A.F.
as new, 230 v. A.C., 50 cys. I ph. input,
Output 250 v., 625 cyt. I ph. at .24 amps..
75/- each. Ditto, 1725 cys. output, 851 -
each. Please note both these machines
need a separate 24 volts D.C. excitation.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS
(Watt Hour). A.C. 50 cys., 2001250 v.
5 amp. load, 1816, post 21-. 10 amp., 211-.
post 21-. ; 20 amp., 251-, post 21- ; also a
few only Pre -Payment II- slot type, 2.0 amp.
load, less coin box, complete with syn-
chronous Motor, 351- each, carriage 316.
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new,
boxed. Moving Coil, first grade instru-
ments, 0 to 20 v., 101- each, or 3 for 25/- ;
0 to 40 v., 1216 each : 0 to 10 amps., 15/ -
each, all 2in, scale. 0 to 20 v., A.C.,
calibrated 50 cycles, 251- each ; 0 to 40
amps., thermo-coupled, 251- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 2001250
v., 50 cys., I phase, input, output 700101700
v., 70 mla., 4 v., 2,1 a., 12 v., 1 a., 301- each.
Another 5251525 v., 150 mla., 6.3 v., 5 a.,
5 v., 3 a., 371- each. Another 2,350 v. at
500 mla., 851- each. Mains Smooching
Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 mkt., 61- 150 mla.,
816 ; 350 mla., 251- ; 5 Hy., 250 m/a., 1716.
EX -GOVERNMENT (G.E.C.) ELEC-
TRIC FANS. 12 v., a.c.ld.c. laminated
field, complete with 5.1in. impeller. New,
boxed, 201- each, post II-,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Auto
Wound). Voltage Changers tapped 10, -

20, 25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 v.,
all at 1,000 watts, a combination of 24
voltages can be obtained from this trans-
former, new ex -Government Stock, £511010
each, carriage 5/-. Mains Booster Trans-
former, tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 200, 220,
225, 240 and 250 v. at 1,500 watts (new, ex -
Government), £51510 each, carriage 51-.
Another Auto Wound, capped 0, 110,

210 and 230 v. at 1,500 watts,
£611010 each, carriage 51-. Ditto, 2,000
watts, £71510 each, carriage 51-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input, 200-
250 v., 50 cycles, in steps of 10 v. Output
450101450 v. 250 mla., 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a.,
6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v., 8 a., 016. Ditto 450101450
v., 250 mla., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 4 v. 11 a.,
4 v. 8 a., 601-. Another 5001350101350/500 v.,
250 mla., 6.3 v. 8 a., 0, 4, 5 v. 4 a. twice,
6.3 v. tapped at 2 v. 2 a., 6716. Another
35010/350 v., 300 mla., 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4a.,
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. lapped 2 v. 2 a., 5716
Another 500/0;500 v., 300 mla., 6.3 v. 8 a.,
6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 4.4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 6716.
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, size
171;in. x 16%in. x 8in., containing 5 circuits,
5 Moving Coil 0 to IS, Ammeters, 10 to
50 VlMeter, 4 1 -ohm 12 amp. Resistances,

1 14 -ohm 1-4 amp. Resistance, all variable,
also Switches, Fuses, etc., condition as
new, £411010 each, carriage 101-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input 230
v., 50 cycles, output, 42 to 50 v. at 100 a.,
£15 each, carriage 101- another input,
2001250 in steps of 10 v. Output tapped
6, 12, 18 and 24 v. at 10112 a., 451- each,
carriage 21-, another 220 v. input, output
capped 12!, 25, 37,!,. 50, 60, 75, 87), 100,
110 v. at 1,100 watts, £411510 each, carriage,
716. (These Transformers are all double
wound.)
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES
(slider type), new, ex -Govt., 14 ohms
carry I to 4 amps., graduated, useful as
dimmers, etc., 1716 each ; "another 0.4
ohms, carry 25 amps., 1716 each, post 116.
Ex -Govt. Moving -coil Cell Testers, 3-0-3 v.
(new), 151- each.
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTORS,
12 v. D.C., input 230 v. A.C., 50 cys. I

phase at 100 w. output, 851- each, carriage
316. Ditto 24 v. input, 651- each, carriage 316.
PRE -PAYMENT II- SLOT ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS, 2001250 volts,
50 cys. 1 ph., 21 amp. load, 30:- each,
carriage 316 ; 5 amp. load, 351-, carriage 316.
EX-R.A.F, MICROPHONE TESTERS
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to
4S0 mlamp. 2!,in. scale meter shunted to
I rata incorporated Westinghouse Recti-
fier, the whole encased in polished teak
case, calibrated at present 0 to 10 v.,
251- each.
EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS
D.C.IA.C., 110 volts D.C., input 230 volts,
50 cys. I ph. at 500 watts output, weight
approximately 110 lbs. Price £811010 each,
carriage 101-. Ditto 2001230 volts D.C.
Output as above £1211010 each, carriage 101,
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IT'S HOME ENGINEERING

r --

I CAN &MD
ALMOST ARY-
rwm6 W/TA
PRESTACON
- FROM A
RADIO COWS
TO Ail SORTS
OF lalfla
CAP6ETS

WITH MACHINE -SHOP TECHNIQUE
Build your own radio

chassis and rot other gadgets
for the home ; construct
perfect working models to
your own plans. In fact,
create to your heart's content ;
you'll see your work materialise
into perfect precision produc-
tions. The Prestacon Press
is the instrument that, for
the first time, brings home
engineering to the handyman.

 Prestacon is the COM-
PLETE Press with all neces-
sary attachments including

Guillotine for shearing metal
from 1,," to 2" and up to 12"
long. Also attachments for
piercing round and square
holes and for cutting circular
and rectangular slots as well
as for bending metal to almost
any angle. All with absolute
accuracy.

 PRESTACON PRESS, 55/,
Complete model making out-
fit with working drawings,
84'-. Speciality kits also
available.

e StaC°11
,.RODUCT

MODEL

ENGINEERING

Obtainable from the Toy Department ot
leading Stores and Model Supplies Dealers

Illustrated leaflet detailing in full the scope of the
PRESTACON PRESS available on request from

Sole Concessionaires : L. REES & CO. LTD. (Dept. 20), 31/35, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

Naimmaimmune

SIR WM. BURNETT X, CO. (CHEMICALS) LTD.
GREAT WEST ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
BELFAST, TORONTO MELBOURNE
JOHANNESBURG WELLINGTON N.Z.

HEADPHONES WHICH
UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE

TYPE 'K'

S. G. BROWN, Type K '
Moving Coil Headphones supply
that High Fidelity Reproduction
demanded for DX work, monitor-
ing and laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE 47 Ohms

IMPEDANCE 52 Ohms at 1,030 c.p.s.

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x 10-12 watts at I kc,
.0002 Dynelcm2.

PRICE £5.5.O PER PAIR
Descriptive Literature on request.

Your local dealer can supply.

*For details of other S.G. Brown Headphones (prices
from 301- to 77/6) write for illustrated Brochure " P.M."

Telephone : Watford 7241 ow -4, _Et el
SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

Smee's 111111111k ,!...1111111
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TAKE UP PELMAN1SM
and Eliminate that Frustration Complex

THOUSANDS of people to -day
are living frustrated lives.

Day after day they are haunted
by a sense of frustration. They
feel they are being baulked in
their desires to do the things they
really want to do. They feel they
are not living the lives they really
want to live.

They feel discontented, dis-
gruntled, dissatisfied. They are
uneasy and unhappy. And, as a
result of suffering from frustration,
they often become the victims of
other mental evils as well. They
become Irritable and Morose.
They have fits of bad temper ;
their thoughts become Morbid.
They feel Depressed and Pessi-
mistic.

Half fees for serving and ex -Service members
of His Majesty's Forces.

(Apply for Services Enrolment Form.)

This leads to inefficiency in
business and to friction and un-
happiness in the home. It makes
men and women d misery to
themselves and all around them ;
their condition is purely mental.
It has its root in certain known
and definite causes Which can
easily be removed by correct
training.

Mental Science is conquering
this modern curse, and this feeling
of frustration is easily and swiftly
removed by a course of Pelrnanism.

Pelmanism eliminates the feel-
ings of Frustration and Inferiority
(and many other weaknesses as
well) and develops and strengthens
your Will -Power, your Determina-
tion and your powers of Initiative
and Concentration.

So why suffer from these failings
any longer ? Whatever, your age,
whatever your occupation, Pel-
manism will free your mind -from
these unhappy conditions and
change for the better your whole
outlook on life.

The general effect of the train-
ing is to induce an attitude of
mind and a personal efficiency
favourable to the happy manage-
ment of life.

The Pelman Course is fully
described in a book entitled " The
Science of Success." The Course
is simple and interesting and
takes up very little time ; you can
enrol on the most convenient
terms. The book will be sent you,
gratis and post free, on application
TO :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE
(Established over 50 years)

130, Norfolk Mansions,
Wigmore Street, London, Wa

Callers welcomed.
PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES : PARIS,
176 Boulevard Hausmann. AMSTERDAM,
Damrak, 68. NEW YORK. 271 North Avenue,
New Rochelle. MELBOURNE, 306 Flinders Lane.
DURBAN, Natal Bank Chambers (P.O. Box
1489). JOHANNESBURG, P.O. Box 4928.
CALCUTTA', 102 Clive Street. DELHI. 10
Aligore Road.

May, 1949

Come to The Radio Centre'
M.O.S. take pleasure in announcing the opening of one of the
largest radio and electrical stores in Great Britain, where you
will be able to inspect the latest in technical developments and
surplus releases. You are cordially invited to call and view our
huge display of radio and allied equipment at the Radio Centre,
33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I (I minute from Oxford

Street).

MOTOR ALTERNATORS
A brand new equipment to convert
D.C. to A.C. Input 24v. D.C. Output
200-250v. 50 cls. A.G. The output is
metered by means of an A.C. voltmeter
fitted to the front panel. A starting
switch is incorporated with front panel
control. Well ventilated. Portable steel
cabinet. Suitable for 80 watts.

Price £6. Carriage and Packing El.
MAKE THINGS GO WITH
M.O.S. MOTORS-11-I.P. A.C.
MOTORS Purchasers of our Electric
Motors have constantly requested us to
supply them with a pulley fitted for
immediate use, so we now present to you a superb A.C. Mains Motor, approximately

h.p., to work on 220-250 volts, 50 cycles A.C. It has a speed of approximately 2,500
r.p.m. and with sufficient power to drive grindstones, lathes, sewing machines, etc., etc.

These Motors are fitted with a tin. pulley ready for use with a small belt drive. The
pulley is permanently fixed to the spindle of the Motor and needs NO ADAPTATION
whatever. In addition the Motor is fitted with a 3ft. 3 -way mains lead'. The Motor is far
superior to those we have offered previously as it has been modified for A.C. mains only.
Price 3716, carriage paid.

BRAND NEW 8 -Valve COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
Army type RIO9T. Complete with 8 valves, power unit and speaker. Technical data
supplied. ONLY £61151-. Carriage and packing 101-.

SPECIFICATION: 6v. battery -operated communications type receiver with built-in
3)in.' speaker. Frequency coverage 1.8-8.5 me/s. (2 bandi). Size 14in. x 10in. x 1 lin.
Supplied with 6v. vibrator unit easily removable as a complete self-contained unit, leaving
a receiver which can be operated off 2v. L.T. and standard H.T. battery. 8 -valve superhet
consisting of R.F. amplifier, mixer with separate loOal oscillator, 2 stages of I.F. amplification,
combined signal detector. A.V.C. diode and 1st A.F. amplifier, followed by output stage.
B.F.O. may be switched in for C.W. Valves used are ARPI2 and ARR. Spare vibrator and
valves supplied.
Terms C.W.O. Remittances payable to E. & G. Distributing Corporation, Limited.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., Dept. P.M.,
SO The Radio Centre, 33, Tottenham Court Road

THE BRITISH MADE PRECISION SMALL TOOLS

BRIDGES

Ground to
fine limits and electroni-
cally hardened, Bridges
(Swiss Type) Drills
satisfy the most exacting
needs of the watch-
maker and engineer.

PIVOT DRILLS
For drilling very small
holes. Range of sizes:
.05 mm. (.002") to
.5 mm. (.0197").

FLAT DRILLS
 Similar to pivot drills.

Rangeof sizes: .25 mm.
(.0098") to 3 me,.
(.1181").

STRAIGHT FLUTE DRILLS
Recommended for brass.
Range of sizes: .35 mm.
(.0138") to 3 mm.
(.1181').

STANDARD
SPIRAL FLUTE DRILLS
Improved design for easy
ejection of swarf. Range
of sizes: .1m m.(.0039")
to 3 mm, (.1181").

SINGLE SPIRAL FLUTE DRILLS
Fordrillingto extremely
fine limits. Range of
sizes: .1 mm. (.0039")
to3mm.(.118n.

Obtainable from your usual supplier ;
in case of difficulty write for name of your
nearest stockist. Details of Bridges
" Small Tools and Speciality Instruments,

sent on request.
S. N. BRIDGES & CO., LTD.,

Parsons Green Lane, London, S.W.

EVERYTHING FOR THE HANDYMAN
Wood Mouldings, Dowelling, Table and Chair Legs, Lamp
Standards, Coffee Tables, Plywood Substitute, Balsa Wood, Wheels,
Cabinet Handles and Knobs, Cabinet Fittings, Sheet, Strip and
Tubular Metal, Hinges, Screws, Transfers, Doll's House Fittings,
Electrical Accessories, Saws, Planes, Vices, Drills, etc., and Hundreds

of Other Lines.

Special Fittings Obtained to Order Within a Few Days.
SEND 6d. FOR OUR LATEST ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

B. KOSKIE
75 LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN, E.C.1
Closed I o'clock Saturday. Phone : HOLBORN 4777

PLASTICS (MANCHESTER) LTD.
It, Whitworth Street, Manchester 1.

Tel: Con. 0272-1725.
THE LEADING PLASTICS STOCKISTS FOR
THE MODEL MAKER AND HOBBYIST

As Official Stockists for
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
ERINOID, LTD., and UTILEX, LTD.

WE STOCK I !

"PERSPEX" (Acrylic Sheet). Clear and all colours sheet and rod.
From 1i16in. thick upwards .(Standard I.C.I. prices).

" CRINOTHENE " (Brand of Polythene). This is a ductile embossed
sheet about .015 thick in all colours. Sold by the yard, 34in. wide,
used for lampshades, bags, etc., etc.

" CASEIN" Sheet, Rod and Tubes, etc.
CAST RESIN in a variety of shades and forms.
P.V.C. SHEETING (Admiralty Specification) for Curtains, Aprons,

Rainwear, Shower Curtains, etc.
ACETATE FILM and SHEET. All colours, plain and embossed, for

Lampshades, Fabricating, etc.
Lacquers and Dyes for " Perspex " (Acrylic Resin). Cements, Polishes.

Luminescent Powders, Transfers, Instructional Manuals, etc.
FREE PRICE LISTS AND INFORMATION ON REQUEST.

Fractional H.P. ex-R.A.F.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
ILk H.P., BRAND NEW,

made by Hoovers.

ONLY

37/6
each.

Plus 2/6 Carr
NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH.
SMALLER AND CHEAPER TYPES.
Size 111n. x 51in. x Silo. Weight
Volts 200250 A.C., 2,000 r.p.m.

IDEAL FOR
POLISHING, GRINDERS. Etc., and
a dozen uses. Existing Spindle is on.
diem., lin. long. All-purpose Extn,
Spindles, to screw on. 7/6 pair extra.

USEFUL UNUSED W.D.
BARGAINS !
Carriage Paid.

AIRCRAFT LANDING LAMPS-
R.A.F. Suitable floodlightb, 22/0.
ASTROGRAPHS-R.A.F. Complete
in neat wood attache case 181n. x 12in.
x gin. (case alone worth more). 17,1.
LATHE LAMPS-R.A.F. (Chart -
board). Polished reflector. s.b.c.
larnpholder, on adjust. arm with spring
clip, flex, etc., I2!-.,
LACQUER, Fungus Resistant-U.S.
Army. For treating Electronic or
delicate equip. against damp. Sealed
1 Gal. Can, 21/-.
TOOLKITS-R.A.F. For 500 w. and
1.000 watt Generators. Tool Box with,
lack, 12in. x 9in. x 511n., contg. 3 brass
drifts, race extractor, assembly block,
ring spanner, 2 box spanners. 2216.
TRANSFORMERS-R.A.F. In : 230
v., Ph. 1, 50 cycles. Out : 13-15 volts
(4 taps) at 60 amps., £4. Another : In :
230 v., 50 cycles. Out : 6.75-0-6.75 volts;
at 19 amps., 42/6.
AUTO Do. In . 230 v., 50 cycles. Out
57.5 -volts, with taps every 11.5 v. up to
228 volts at 21 amps. (115 v. avail,
between taps). Heavy job by Stand.Tel, & Cables, Ltd., £5 5s.

AUTO COLLECTIONS LTD.,
15, Lawrence Street, Northampton.
Send ld. S.A.E. for Radlo,Elec. List.
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The " Leytool " Hand Drill
Brace is a noteworthy improve-
ment on all previous hand drills.
Well balanced, with a comfort-
able grip that fits snugly into
the hand, it is compact in size
and is positively a pleasure to
use. Solid one-piece die-cast
body. All gears accurately cut
and totally enclosed. Specially
hardened chuck spindle and jaws.
Self-lubricating bearings. Takes
drills up to 1 -inch diameter.
Standard of manufacture equal to
a high - grade pre-

24/".cision tool for accuracy.

If any difficulty in obtaining locally,
send your order direct, or write for

fully descriptive leaflet.

2 -Speed Ratchet
Combination Spanners
Breast Drill (Mechanic's

Set)

LEYTONSTONE JIG

Patent No. 587049

LEYTOOLS are
QUALITY TOOLS
All Leytools are entirely

Universally 4 -bladed original and patented de -
jointed Pocket signs. Write for free
Socket Screwdriver illustrated booklet.

Spanners

& TOOL CO., LTD., High Road, Leyton, London, E.10
Telephone : LETtonstone 5022-3-4

Air Illiuistry Surplus

AMMO ASSISTER
This ingenious instru-
ment originally used for
boosting speed of am-
munition belt. Consists
of 24 volt D.C. motor
compound wound h.p.
for 21 minutes. This
motor automatically
switches on by means of
a micro -switch. The
motor is connected to a
right-angled drive which
itself turns an internal
clutch -mounted sprocket.
The whole in heavy
metal frame with stain-
less steel guide. Weight
approx. 20 lb.
(Carr. paid 23/6U.K. only.)

DISTRIBUTOR PANEL
This instrument makes high quality timing device
for dark rooms, laboratories, Experimental works,
etc. All gea.rs are of the finest quality and
intervals between impulses can be adjusted over a
large range ; limited quantity only. Supplied in
fitted wooden transit case together with blue-
print for its conversion to a dark -room timer.

26/6(Carr. paid.)

SLIDE RHEOSTAT

,.,--
t./7. ..-

--7:11)

...

CHARTBOARD
Parallel arms, rule and
protractor 17 in. sq.
Makes a handy small draw-
ing machine and is con-
structed to rigid A.M.
standards. A hinged
perspex cover for tracing,

25/ -etc., is included.
(Postage II3d.)

12 amp.. I ohm, rigidly
constructed to A.M.
specification. Worth
251-.
(Post and

Packing 9d.) 8/6

PERMANENT MAGNET
Heavily built, with keeper. I) in.
between poles. Has many laboratory
uses. Weight 17 lb. Approx. 8 in.
sq., 1,1 in. cross section. 18/6(Carr. paid.)

AERO SPARES CO.
Dept. 125,

71, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
Head Office: 69, Church Street, Edgware Road,

London, N .W.8.
Tel.: AMBossadot 4856

AuthenticPLANS
FOIL MODELMAKERS

The modelmaker who works to Model -
craft plans, whether they are of old-time
ships, liners, aircraft, period houses or
road vehicles and railways, can be perfectly
certain that they are as authentic as pains-
taking research can make them. They are
moreover compiled to follow a step-by-
step system of construction which is set

out in the accompanying instruction sheets.
The Modelcraft List of plans, kits and acces-
sories now covers over 600 items-prob-
ably the most comprehensive in the world.
It is one of the finest introductions to the
hobby of modelmaking and no regular
modelmaker is without a copy on his shelf.

Modelcraft List costs Is., post free, and is
kept up-to-date by Modelcraft Magazine
which appears quarterly. A subscription to
both List and Magazine, costs 4s. 6d. a year.

MOIDEILCRAVE "F',.
77(L), Grosvenor Rd., London, S.W.I

INTIFORITD
TYPE ML7

Ir HEAVY DUTY BENCH LATHE
Supplied through leading Tool Merchants.

Extensive
range of

accessories.

MYrORD ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
BEEsTON NOTTINGHAM 'Phone: 542.22 (3 lines)

07.148A

THERMOLECTRICS LTD.
CHAPEL WORKS. HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.

Here is an opportunity for the amateur engineer to
acquire a precision Bimetal Thermostat of first -
grade quality, capable of controlling A.C. currents
of 1 AMP within the temperature range 50 degrees
Fahrenheit to 200 degrees Fahrenheit. The sensitive
Element is encased in a Bakelite Moulding, the
current being carried by fine silver contacts. Con-
nection is made by solder tags. Adjustment
throughout the range by adjustment screw located
in top of moulding.

PRICE
3/9 EACH.

APPLICATIONS : Temperature Control, Chicken Brooders, Incubators, Time
Delay Switches, Soil Heating, Fire Warning, Circuit Breakers, Overload Switches,
etc., etc.

Please send me precision Thermostats as described above for which
I enclose P10 value

Name

Address

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.
New Unused Govt. Surplus Stock

AIR COMPRESSORS, TYPE D.37116
fitted splined shafts, in wood cases,
15', post 1/4. ELECTRIC PUMPS.
self -priming immersible centrifugal
type, delivery 10 g.p.m.. lift approx.
25ft., 24-v. AC/DC, 25/-, post 14.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input
230v.. output 50v. 11 amp., or with little
alteration mov. at 56 amp.. 25 -. carriage
5'-. ACCUMULATOR CUT-OUTS,
enclosed in bakelite cases, two types.
12 or 24v., both 60 amp., 7'6, post. 9d.
BERKSHIRE MOTORS, 24v. AC:
DC, 1.7 amp., fitted reduction gearbox.
final drive 1,000 r.p.m., 10'-. post 1/4.
MAINS MOTORS, 200'250v. ACIDC.
takes approx. lamp., fitted encloseu
fan blower. also reduction gearbox,
final drive approx. 25 r.p.m., 2.5f-, post
1/4. WALKIE TALKIE AERIALS,
copper collapsible, 9 -sections, fin. dia.tapers to 3/32in., total 7ft. long, also
makes good fishing -rod. 2,6. Post 6d. :

3 for 6/9, post 9d. NUTS. BOLTS A
WASHERS, BA. sizes, 11b. assort.,
2,8. post 9d. ARTIFICIAL HORI-
ZONS, contains " Sperry " gyroscope.
originally cost E25. 5/-, post l'-. MOV-
ING COIL HEADPHONES. 7/6,
post 9d., moving coil microphones,
fitted switch, 3'6, post 6d. TELE-
PHONE SETS, consists of two com-
bined mikes and phones, 25ft. twin
connecting flex, provides perfect two-
way communication, self -energised.
no battery required, can be extended
up to 500ft. without impairing recep-
tion, 7/6 set, post 9d. BURGESS
MICRO SWITCHES, make and break,
1/6, Post 3d. MOTORS fitted overload
clutch and 42in. flexible drive, 24v.
AC/DC, 1 h.p., exceptional bargain,
20/-, post 1/4. HEADPHONE LEADS.
fitted high or low Impedance matching
transformer, with switch, 2'6, post 6d.
SLYDLOK FUSES, 33 amp. type. 3'-.
post 3d., 30:- doz.. post 1-. MAG-
NETIC COMPASSES TYPE P-8,
alcohol fluxgate, another bargain, in
wood carrying cases, 10/-, post
FUSEBOXES, enclosed bakelite 4 -way.
contains 4 20 -amp, fuses, with 4 spares
in cover, 2/6, post 9d. TERMINAL
STRIPS, bakelite panel 15in. by 41n..
contains 28 plated terminals. 1/6,
post lid. Also thousands of other
interesting items, send for current lists,
2d., with s.a.e. Orders over 30', not
over 15 lbs., sent post-paid, carriage
orders extra in all cases. Our C.O.D.
service is cancelled for the time being,
MOORPOOL CIRCLE

BIRMINGHAM, 17
Tel. : HARborne 1800 or 2664.
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PREPARE FOR COMPETITION -NOW!
As the Engineering Industry swings into its normal stride, the inevitable competition
for the secure and well -paid posts will return. It the man who stands out from the
rest because he is technically trained who will be in the happy position of taking over
the more responsible, more secure, and better paid positions. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to get this all-important technical training
quickly and easily in your spare time. This 100 -page book is full of valuable information
and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations. Among the
courses described are :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.Mech.E. Mining Practice A.M.I.E.E. Electricity Supply
A.M.I.E.D. Estimating City & Guilds Electrical Meters
City & Guilds Foremanship General Electrical Eng. Electrical Design
General Mechanical Eng. Jig & Tool Design Alternating Currents Illumination
Diesel Engines Viewing & Inspection Power House Design Installations
*Draughtsmanship & Tracing Welding Traction Telegraphy
Works Management Sheet Metal Work Mains Eng. Telephony
Press Tool Work Maintenance Eng. Mining Electrical Engineering
Pattern Making Metallurgy
Foundry Practice Refrigeration WIRELESS GROUP

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.P.E. Cost Accounts
Commercial Eng. Languages

CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP

Inst. Mun. Engineer
A.M.I.Struct.E.
M.R. San.l.
City & Guilds
Sanitary Inspector
Specification
Structural Design

Mining Surveying
Road Eng.
Hydraulics
Municipal Eng.
General Civil Eng.
Structural Eng.
Reinforced Concrete
Railway Eng.

SURVEYING AND BUILDING GROUP
A.R.I.B.A.
F. R.I.C. S.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
L.I.O.B.
F.A.I.

Costing & Valuations
Heating & Ventilating
Clerk of Works
Surveying & Levelling
Building (all branches)

C. Si G. Telecommunications
General Wireless
Short-wave Wireless

Advanced Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Sound -film Projection Eng.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.M.I. General Automobile Eng.
City & Guilds Garage Management
Automobile Repairman Electrical Equipment

Course High Speed Diesels

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.F.R.Ae.S.
R.A.F. (Maths.)
Pilots' Licences
A.R.B. Licences

Aero Engines
Navigators' Licences
Aeroplane Design
Meteorology

UNIVERSITY DEGREES
London Matriculation University Entrance
School Certificate Intermediate B.Sc.

* Our Diploma is accepted for Graduateship of the Inst. of Engineering Draughtsmen and Designers.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
" NO PASS ---NO FEE "

If you are earning less than t10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future seuro, and
describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to write for your
copy of this enlighten ng guide to well -paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECILNOLOGY
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE. LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS 'KIND, IN THE WORLD.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(including postage)

Inland - - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Abroad - - 10s. per annum.
Canada - - - 10s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics " is specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of these are therefore

expressly forbidden.

PRACTICAL
ECHAN ICS

Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies" are

temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM
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FAIR COMMENT
Model Engine Developments

Iv the early days of model aeronautics
in this country, when the controlling
body was the Kite and Model Aero-

plane Association, the only source of power
we had was the twisted skein of elastic,
first used by the Frenchman Penaud in
1871. The disadvantage of this form of
motor power was that the power was not
constant, being greatest when fully wound
and gradually diminishing to zero towards
the end of the flight. Thus it was im-
possible so to adjust the model that it
remained stable throughout its flight. When
the centre of thrust passed through, as it
should do, the centres of pressure and
gravity, the model would be 'over -elevated
at the commencement of its flight, and to
correct this, and to allow for the initial
burst of thrust, models were under -elevated.
Hence, at the end of the flight, they had
a very steep gliding angle. Downthrust
was not used then.

Miniature petrol engines were not pro-
duced until the early part of the present
century, and one of the very first was the
Bonn -Mayer, which was a Vee-twin engine
of 3o c.c. This necessitated a very large
and heavy model, and in spite of the fact
that D. Stanger made the first record for
an engine model with a flight of 51 seconds,
a record which stood for many years until
it was beaten by Col. Bowden, that form
of power did not catch on. A few years
later I designed a 15 c.c. horizontally
opposed twin -cylinder two-stroke petrol
engine with flywheel magneto. Then, in
America, several firms commenced to pro-
duce engines of to c.c., 6 c.c., 3 c.c. and
2 c.c., and American aero-modellers deserted
elastic for this new power unit.

It was thought that 2 c.c. was the ulti-
mate, until some years ago I produced a
highly successful design for a x c.c. engine
for which we sell blue prints. The Ameri-
cans invaded the English market with their
engines, and petrol models became extremely
popular. Many thousands of these engines,
including the Brown Junior, the Baby
Cyclone, the Gwin, the Ohlsson and the
Dennymite, were sold in this country ; some
are still on sale and most are still in use.

This country followed the lead of America
and developed a large number of miniature
petrol engines of from I c.c. to 15 c.c.,
with the result that the importation of
engines from America practically ceased ;
apart from the question of import restric-
tions, English aero-modellers were able to
purchase from English manufacturers.

The difficulty has always been the ignition
system, which often weighs more than the
engine. Such engines were temperamental

By THE EDITOR
and running on a mixture of petrol and oil-
petroil-they needed a nicety of carburetter
adjustment which was often outside the
ability of amateurs. Carburetters were of
the surface type.

The Swiss were the first to produce
miniature diesels, and that marked an im-
portant step in model aircraft progress.
These engines eliminated the need for start-
ing accumulators, change -over switches and
dry batteries, as well as that most trouble-
some unit, the midget ignition coil. The
miniature diesel engine was a complete
prime -mover in itself, depending upon self -
ignition due to compression and dispensing
entirely with all electrical equipment. These
engines run on a mixture of ether and
lubricating oil, and they are remarkably
reliable and easy to adjust.

This country commenced from that point
to produce miniature diesels, and just as
it was thought that finality had been reached
the Americans commenced to produce the
new glow -plug ignition engines, which have
certainly taken America by storm and prac-
tically killed the manufacture of petrol
engines and diesels. We shall shortly he
producing the glow -plug engines in quantity.

In the meantime one or two firms are
marketing C 02 engines, operated, of course,
by carbon -dioxide. There is nothing new
in this it is indeed older than any other
form of? power unit and was first marketed
by Fieux in France in 1908. -I still have
one of these engines . which operated from
a Prana sparklet bulb, as used in soda
syphons. The duration of run, of course,
is only a few seconds. They had a vogue
for about two years. An effort was made
to revise this type of engine in 1932 when
the Japanese took one of my designs for
such an engine, as published in the columns
of Aeronautics, and exported a fair number
of these engines to this country.

Now a few of such engines are being
offered on the English market as if they are
something new ! I draw attention to these
facts because a reader of my new book, The
Model Aeroplane Handbook, objects that
does not deal with C 02 engines! For
his information, and that of other readers
who may be similarly misguided, may I
point out that there is no difference between
a C 02 engine and a compressed -air engine.
There is a complete chapter in my book on
compressed -air engines, and these may be
operated equally well by steam, by com-
pressed air, by carbon -dioxide or by dry
ice. When my book went to press many
of the new engines had not made their
appearance, and diesels were just beginning
to become popular. These latter. are, of
course, dealt with.

The glow -plug engine is similar to the

diesel in that it does not carry electrical
equipment, but in many other respects it
resembles the diesel, although it usos a
somewhat higher compression ratio. To
start it, however, compression alone is
insufficient. A tiny plug is fitted into the
cylinder head and an accumulator is needed
for starting. A lead is taken from one
accumulator terminal to the plug and
another to " earth," which is any part of the
engine. This heats the plug up and is
sufficient to ignite the initial charge. As
soon as the engine starts, compression is
sufficient to keep the engine going.

All miniature petrol engines are secured
to their bearers by means of flanges on the
crankcase. Provided therefore that the
power of the engine is as specified it matters
not whether the engine is a diesel, a petrol
or a glow -plug.

Concessions to Inventors
THE Inland Revenue have recently

announced a decision which will be of
great interest to inventors. It is that
reasonable awards for suggestion schemes are
not liable to income tax unless the sugges-
tions are part of the employees' regular duties.
Most works have a suggestions box into
which employees are encouraged to drop sug-
gestions for improved methods of production,
economy in the use of materials, or for im-
proved devices. Those suggestions which
are adopted bring a small financial reward to
their creators.
Plutonium

THE announcement that we are producing
plutonium in this country is one of

great importance to science. It is being pro-
duced at the Atomic Research Department at
Harwell. Hitherto, plutonium has been listed
as one of the missing elements according to
Mendeleef's periodic law. Plutonium is made
from uranium, and the interesting question
arises: if uranium is an element, that is,
something which is indivisible, how is it pos-
sible to make another element from it ?
Prize Essay

THE Council of the Royal Society of Arts
has awarded the prize of £50, offered

last year under the Thomas Gray Memorial
Trust for an essay on " The Applications of
Radar to Navigation," to Captain J. Klin-
kert, F.R.Met.S., Assoc.I.N.A., Extra Master,
at present serving as assistant lecturer at the
Sir John Cass Nautical School, London.

In recognition of the high standard of the
essay placed second by the assessors, the
Council has also awarded a special prize of
£m, in addition to that originally offered, to
Mr. Digby Jones, chief officer in the service
of Messrs. Alfred Holt & Co., Liverpool.
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An Oscillatin Electric Fan
Constructional Details of a Useful Appliance

for the Home Workshop
By F. G. RAYER

be used ; in addition it should be quiet
running, and not consume excessive
current. There is no need whatever for a
large motor, one about tin. by zin..by 3in.,
including spindle, being powerful enough.

Fan Blades
To simplify balancing four are used, and

Fig. t shows the dimensions. Aluminium
sheet 18 or zo S.W.G.
is satisfactory, and all

The completed electric fan with connecting flex and plug.

THOUGH this fan was constructed for
use in a small workshop from a 32 -
volt supply it can equally well be

adapted for use with other voltages available
from either batteries or mains. The method
of construction does, in fact, lend itself
readily to modification, especially in the size
of the finished unit.

The motor should be obtained first because
the dimensions of some of the other parts
will depend upon this. Many different types
of motor are now readily available, as an
examination of advertisements in PRACTICAL
MECfIANICS will show. A type should be
chosen which is suitable for the supply to
Part of Frame TopCut Away to
Show Gearing

Worm

Motor
Spindle

Frame Bolted
to Motor

Crank
Worm on '

Motor Spindle

Gear Motor
Fig. 2.-Side view and plan of gear box.

the blades should be
cut exactly the same
size. The edges
should be filed smooth
and then rounded
slightly. Each blade
should then be bent in
a gentle curve for the
whole of its length to
increase rigidity.

Two discs of 18
S.W.G. brass
diameter should now
be centrally drilled so

that they are a push fit on the motor
axle. Four holesare now drilled through
these discs and through the narrow ends
of the blades so that the latter can be
mounted between the discs by means of
four 4 B.A. bolts. The 90 deg. 'angles
of the blade -ends should be brought
closely together so that all the blades

Fig. r. - Dimensions of fan blade.

will give more silent running as speed is re-
duced. The twist should be slightly more
near the spindle because the periphery speed
of the blades is higher.
Stand

This is made on the simplest lines and is
shown in Fig. 4. The base should be at
least 3in. square, and a 5in. length of 3/16th
or lin. diameter rod supports the motor.

Gear
Box

Link

Flex

Fan

Motor

Heavy
Base

Fig. 4.-Side view of the fan showing the
rocker mechanism.

Stays help to hold this firm, and it is secured
so that it cannot rotate. There is no point
in mounting the motor higher than necessary.

A bearing bent up from 18 S.W.G. metal
is bolted to the motor base -plate (see Fig. 5).
The size of the latter will depend upon the
motor. If the motor has no fixing holes a

Fig. 3.-Method of securing inner
ends of blades.

are secure, as shown in Fig. 3, which shows
the fitment before the top disc is placed on,
the blades being sandwiched between the
discs. The completed fan is fixed to the
spindle by soldering.

The motor should then be held in the
hand and momentarily connected to see
which way it runs. The four blades are then
bent about in. forward on the trailing edges
so that the air -stream created is forward.

,It will be found that a fair degrer of twist

1

II

Holes

Bush and Set
Screw,..

1/4(0 o 0 0

4I I /[-'1
xed
Crank

".r.,...S_upporting
Brackets

(3 Required)

Bearing

i"

0

CI D
0

0

Fig. 5.- Details of brackets, crank and
base -plate.
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metal strap should be cut to pass completely
round it, and if the motor has a round body
the base -plate should be curved to correspond
so that a proper fit is obtained.

The bearing should be placed centrally so
that the motor and fan will balance. Exces-
sive wobble should not be allowed, and the
base must be heavy enough to prevent the
back -thrust of the fan toppling the whole
unit over.
Rocking Mechanism

A double set of worm gearing is necessary
for this (see Fig. 2), and the necessary parts
may be bought new or taken from a broken
speedometer or other mechanism. The total
ratio is not particularly critical, but should
be in the neighbourhood of 500 or i,000 : t.
(The ratio of one gear should be multiplied
by the ratio of the other to find the total
ratio. E.g. two gears with 3o teeth would

Making

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

provide a total ratio of 90o I.) If it should
be found that the fan oscillates too rapidly
then the gear ratio must be increased, or the
speed of the motor reduced by increasing
the angle of the blades.

A framework is made to bolt to the motor
and the size of this, together with position
of holes, must depend upon the actual parts
used. Bearings for the vertical shaft are pro-
vided by the top and bottom of the gear
box, secured by small bolts (6 B.A.) tapped
into a small flange and the edges of the
larger frame.

Make sure the gears run smoothly and
apply grease to the bearings and worms be-
fore fixing the top of the gear box on.

The crank fixed to the bottom of the ver-
tical shaft should have a throw of about
t, -in. A link goes from this to the fixed
crank (see Fig. 4), and by pivoting this link
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in any of the four holes provided (Fig. 5)
the degree of oscillation of the fan can be
adjusted. The link can he ;in. wide, cut
from 20 S.W.G. metal. A length of about
21in. should do, unless the motor is large,
but no difficulty should arise in determining
the actual length necessary once the motor is
fitted up.

When everything is satisfactory all the nuts
and bolts in the fan and gear -box should be
painted with a penetrating, quick -drying
varnish to seal them against working loose.
The fan should be placed on a shelf. If on
the bench it is best to bend- up a guard from
in. wire -netting.
No switch is included because the fan is

brought into use by inserting a plug con-
nected to the twin flex into a supply point.
A switch could be fixed to the base or wired
up anywhere, as convenient.

Blue prints
How to Use Ferro-prussiate Paper for the Reproduction

of Drawings By J. BOYLAN

OF the several methods of copying
drawings, charts and plans, ranging

from the " Hectograph " to the more modern
Photostat, the blueprint process, using
ferro-prussiare paper, still excels in giving an
unlimited number of true, well-defined, and
lasting reproductions from one master tracing.
Expensive apparatus is available to carry out
the printing, but excellent results are possible
at little cost, using the minimum of equip-
ment.

The process itself is similar to that of
printing photographs from transparent nega-
tives ; a sheet of sensitivised blueprint paper
is screened by a tracing transparent
paper or cloth, exposed to the light for a pre-
determined time and finally fixed. The action
of the light on the treated surface of the
paper causes a chemical change, with a

resultant change of colour when treated with
water. Before exposure the active side of the
paper is a very light shade of green, and
when processed the unscreened paper turns
blue, while that shaded by lines on the
tracing remains white. An application of
intensifier will produce a deeper shade of
blue.

The intensifier in powder form and the
blueprint paper, supplied in rolls from
3oin. by 2oyds., are obtainable through any
drawing office suppliers, and the material cost
per print, 2ft. by -2.ftt., is about 31d.

Printing Frame
The essential piece of equipment is a frame

of suitable size recommended to be 32in. by
26in., to take the full width of the paper ;

Rubber or Felt
Racking

Fig.J.-A simple
printing frame
showing the .felt
packing and clips.

Fasteners

the front of the frame is of glass or Perspex,
to which the tracing is fastened on the inside ;
a hinged panel with rubber or felt packing
can be closed to hold the blueprint paper
against the tracing and glass (Fig. 1). A light,
even pressure over the full area is necessary ; any
tendency for gaps to form between the tracing

Fig.

he indicated by corner marks to facilitate trim-
ming after processing. The frame must be
clean and dry, and the tracing mounted on the
inside, using a small piece of adhesive tape at
each corner of the extra border.

The blueprint paper should be handled in
subtitled light, and if it is intended to keep
some of the paper on one side for future use
it is best to cut the roll up in a darkened room,
using faint red light. The sheets of cut paper
should be put in bundles of five or six, each
bundle being carefully wrapped in brown
paper and stored away from the light until
required for use. Scraps of paper should be
kept to provide for exposure tests.

The instructions for

2-Method of mounting the tracing.

and the paper will cause blurred prints, and
should be corrected.

A picture frame modified with a hinged
back, packing and fasteners, is perfectly
satisfactory for the job.

A bath to take the print and to hold about
4in. of water, and a clean sheet of plywood
or other material to back the wet prints while

they are sponged down
with the intensifier
solution, are the remain-
ing items of equip-
ment required. For ease
of stowage when not in
use, the bath should
be of a size to ac-
commodate the printing
frame.

The drawing required
is copied, or drawn direct
on to the tracing cloth
or paper with black draw-
ing ink ; a light dusting
of french chalk will
overcome the apparent
greasiness of the tracing
cloth. The overall size

7ro2Ing fixed of the tracing is made
larger than the re -

(0 glass with 'ape quired finished size ofat corners the blueprint, which can

Corner mixing the intensifierMarks are given on the outside
of the carton.

Daylight Printing
Daylight printing requires a

bright, sunny day, and it is
necessary to find the correct
exposure time for prevailing
conditions and different speeds
of paper. A strip of unexposed
paper is placed between the
pages of a book, leaving a small
portion exposed to the sunlight ;
every five seconds the strip
should be pulled out about
lin. from the book. After

a minute the strip of
paper is removed from

Adhesive rape at the direct light and
Corners washed in clean, cold

water. It will be found that there is a time
giving the maximum intensity of colour, and
this is given by multiplying the number o
zones from the first to the maximum by five
seconds. If no fading occurs up to one minute
a further test is necessary, using a longer
interval until fading occurs. A further
allowance of 15 per cent. is added for the
tracing paper. For extra rapid paper the
best time for daylight printing varies between
20 and 3o seconds.

The frame is now loaded with the blueprint
paper, ensuring that it is correctly positioned in
relation to the tracing (Fig. 21, and then exposed
to the direct rays of the sun for the required
time.

Washing and Intensifying
At the end of the exposure the frame is

removed from the light and the exposed
print removed and washed in water ; the print
will show up immediately and can be taken
from the bath and spread on the board, while
the intensifier is applied with a small sponge
or soft swab ; an even covering of the solution
is necessary.

The intensifier solution can be left on for
about 3 minutes, after which the print is
thoroughly washed in water and pinned LT
to dry at room temperature. The prints now
require trimming and are then ready for use
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Wind Tunnels 3
Further Technical and Operational Details. By_I-1. E. NUTTER, A.M.I.E.E.

(Continued from page 141, February issue)

ALARGE proportion of the work done
on model testing is a determination of
aerodynamic characteristics of com-

plete 'planes and parts thereof. Under
these conditions lift and drag can be readily
determined, but the behaviour of the machine
under the resultant forces imposed by its
own power plant cannot be determined. A
method of doing this is to incorporate in the
'plane a power plant of suitable type, and for
this purpose the electric motor is the most
popular.

The model naturally has to be an exact
scale model and should this for example 'be
1/ loth full size the propeller will also be
1/ loth the diameter of the actual propeller.
Therefore its speed must be to times the
normal speed, in order to maintain the model
propeller tip speed the same -value as the

frequency converters, and a typical range of
frequency would be from 6o to 45o cycles,
arid the . provision of several sets enables a
number of models to be run at the same time
under different conditions. Aerodynamic
considerations demand an accurate knowledge
of the power. delivered by these motors, and
for this purpose -measurement of the electrical
input is taken as a basis, the motors being
calibrated on a dynamometer, and the watt
meter being calibrated accordingly.

The supporting of the models inside of the
tunnel is done in a number of different ways
greatly depending on the choice of the tunnel
operators. The -two fundamental features
of any system are the provision of means of
supporting the . model and the measur-
ing- of - the -forces and moments acting
on this model. The support of wing sections

Fig. t4. Model of a wing section in a wind tunnel.

full scale unit. Should the proposed pro-
peller speed be 900 r.p.m. then the model will
have to run at 9,000 r.p.m. with a power
requirement inversely, as the square of themodel size.'

The design of a motor of. this type is very
specialised and invariably, is of the high -
frequency type. The main difficulty is the
extreme limitation of space which usually
occurs. As an example, utilising the r/ loth
scale, and assuming a nacelle frontal diameter
is to be 4oin., then the model will be a mere
4in. Further, assuming that an 1,800 h.p.
engine is to be installed, the problem is to
produce an 18 h.p. motor with a diameter
of 4in. Cooling methods effect serious limi-
tations, as the employment of air cooling
would mean its d4charge as a jet and conseT
quent effect on the accuracy ; water cooling
is thus usually employed. Some very inter-
esting models have been made with speeds
as high as 8o,000 r.p.m. for r/toth h.p, with
a body On. diameter rising as high as
3,000 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. with a diameter
of 29in.

Supply of power to the models is by
means of variable frequency alternators br

r Fig. 16.-Diagtathwatic view
of a six -component balance.

and similar components can be satisfactorily
done by using a ring supporting system.
This consists of a large ring completely
around the working section with two face
plates for model support on the horizontal
centre line and two on the vertical centre
line. Fig. 14 shoWs the application to a
wing section supported from a single position,
and Fig. is wing and nacelle supported from
two positions.

Three-point System
The method most commonly associated

with all wind tunnels is the three-point
system, in. which the scale model is supported
by three struts. Two of these are vertical
arms attached to Points on the wing and the
third one is attached near the tail. These
struts being supported from the balance sys-
tem, any force or moment transmitted by the
model as a result of the airstream is auto-
matically applied to the weighing system. By

Fig. 15.-A wing and nacelle in a wind tunnel.
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Two :barn struts

Strut guards

Incidence adjustment
rack

Worm

Pitching moment
neigh beam

0
0 0

\1

Lee) {tome

Lv't we/gbbeam

Drag weighbeam Balance bed

Fig. 17.-Diagrammatic view of the

the provision of remote controls the attitude
of the 'plane can be changed whilst actually
in the tunnel under test. The total angles
of attack of over too degs. are usually
possible.

A third type is termed a strut support
system and in this the tail strut' is removed
and the main trunnion arms are replaced by
two other arms each having a double strut
at the top. The model is connected to these
systems and by making the rear struts
remotely adjustable the model can be adjusted
as to angle of attack whilst undergoing test.
The angles of attack are much smaller than
the previous method, and the model cannot
be changed as regards yaw.

The measuring system in all cases is an
exceptionally fine piece of work due to the
very fine limits of accuracy which are

Rear strut

Floor of woriong section

P4cning moment arm

obtainable. Quite fre-
quently lift forces of
5,000lb. and moments
of the order of
15,000 1 b./i n. a r e
measured to an accur-
acy of 4 per cent. of
the load or 1/ froth of

per cent. of range,
whichever is t h e
greater.

When supports are
used for the model it
is necessary to deter-
mine the tare drag of
them and the effect of
the supporting system
on the airflow around
the model, and for this
purpose a so-called
image system is em-
ployed. This consists
simply of an inverted
frame supported from
the working section
ceiling on which are
attached main and tail
strut wind shields,
which are an inverted

Watts parallel Inchon
linkage for drag frame

R.A.E. balance.

duplicate of those al-
ready in use for t h e
model. It will be noted
that the actual control
struts are provided with
wind shields serving no
purpose in the measure-
ment but serving to reduce
the airflow disturbance, and
it is these wind shields only
which are employed in the
image.

A wide variety of bal-
ances have been worked
out, as can be expected
from consideration of the
number of types of tunnels
which have been men-
tioned. In the case of an

Fig. 19.-Balance control room of the t2ft. tunnel.

Eiffel tunnel unit the whole of the equipment
will be mounted inside the test chamber and
not subject to pressure differences. A dia-
grammatic view to show the principle of such
a six -component balance is shown in Fig. t6.

Installing the Balance
In the case of return flow tunnels, there

are two methods of installing the balance.
It can either be mounted inside of the tunnel
shell, when it will be entirely free of ground
or tunnel foundations, or, on the other hand,
the expansion or contraction of the tunnel
caused by pressure air temperature changes
causes considerable difficulty in maintaining
the unit exactly level inside. When the
conditions inside are of varying density all
the controls of every type must be brought
through the shell and the pressure tight
against these varying conditions. The balance
may also be anchored externally to the tunnel
with a view to eliminating any troubles
due to external vibration. A typical foun-
dation block for this purpose would weigh
nearly too tons and be set in a pit of
springs, provision being made for individual
adjustment to them for lifting and statically
levelling the unit. The mounting of the
balance with the model in the airstream It_ls

Centre Of Gravity
Of Mode/

Note (x Connections To
Lever System Of Force
Measuring And Indicating

Mechanism

Fig. t8.-Diagrammatic view of the Toledo
balance.

the effect of providing an overturning
moment to this block, despite its great weight,
and means have to be provided to limit all
possible motion. Normally a limit of about
5/ tooth of an inch would be fixed and
further movement mechanically restrained.
Means are provided to adjust the natural
frequency of the block so that no trouble
can be caused this way.

It has already been mentioned that a six --
component balance is employed and these
components are lift, drag, cross -wind force,
pitching moment, rolling moment and yaw-
ing moment, and all can be measured by
means of direct readings without any calcu-
lation.

An elementary diagram of the principle
employed in the R.A.E. high-speed tunnel
balance is shown in Fig. 17, and the
balance consists of a framework mounted in
a suitable manner so that all vertical and
horizontal forces applied to this framework
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Fig. 20.-Hydraulic balance unit under construction.

can be measured. Actual measurement of
forces and moments are measured by means
of weighing arms, the rider weight of which
is controlled by means of a motor -operated
lead screw. Each motor is provided with a
Selsyn transmitter to give a direct reading in
the control -room of the position in which
the actual balance is situated.
 A further type of balance employing the

more conventional type of weighing means
is that made by the Toledo Company, in
which the model is mounted on a floating
framework coupled together so that the ten-
dency of the 'plane to react in any direction
affects the lever system which gives the direct
indication of the measurement to be made.
In common with other types all the forces
and movements which regularly act on such a
model are measured simultaneously. Vary-
ing conditions passible in an aerodynamic
experiment call for a scale measuring loads
lifting as well as the usual downward
pressure. In Fig. 18 a diagrammatic view
is shown of the lever system employed. A
point to notice is that there are none of the
usual knife edges or pivots on the floating
sections, which are suspended from their
guides by means of flexible steel tapes.

Method of Weighing
The method of weighing is to employ

double pendulums which move into such a
position that they automatically counter-
balance the load on the scale platform. The
final connection links to the indicating heads
are illustrated in Fig. 19.

A method widely employed in a number
of the largest tunnels employs a  hydraulic
measuring system which replaCes all the
balances of the beam type which are other-
wise used. The main element of this balance
consists of a hydraulic unit of fie cylinder
and piston type, the piston being coupled to
the strut or other measuring unit ; any force
exerted on this strut is balanced by a
hydraulic pressure set up in the cylinder and
any pressure change is transmitted to the in-
dicating unit. Due to the elimination of all
mechanical parts there is practically no inertia
and limitation of the piston stroke for full
movement is always less than I/ tooth of an
inch.

The peculiar nature of the loads on a

balance of this type means that plus or minus
readings will be required and for this pur-
pose the piston is pre -loaded by means of a

special spring unit ; automatic means are also
provided to counteract changes in volume
through temperature. The piston unit being
complete in itself, connections to the balance
supports will be by struts in place of the
movement parts used in balance systems.
The maximum movement of any strut is
only the same as that of the piston, so that
a very rigid unit can be built up. The
use of these pistons in different positions on
the balance enables all the. forces and
moments to be individually measured.

The moments and other forces are indi-
cated on dials, one for each load, and Fig. 20
shows, a part of the weighting cabinet and
the balance under construction. The hydrau-
lic pressure set up by the movement of a
piston operates a Bourdon tube which tends
to displace a pivoted load plate. Any move-
ment of this load plate is counteracted by
means of an air -operated servo, the air enter-
ing through a simple jet orifice system, the
servo balancing the hydraulic pressure already
set up by a direct pull through a spring
system which returns this load plate, to its
neutral position. The addition or subtrac-
tion of different loads can be arranged by
grouping the different Bourdon tubes so that
their final effort is exerted on the single load
plate. The spring system employed,for all
the different elements is designed to have a
linear characteristic between the deflection
and the force acting on it, and it is the exten-
sion of this spring which finally controls the
dial pointer by means of a rack and pinion,
thus finally indicating the reading set up by
the, act of the wind loads on the hydraulic
piston.

Cathode-ray Equipment for Locating Thunderstorms

now be fixed with a. high degree of
accuracy up to a range of 1,500 miles by the
use of special cathode-ray direction -finding
apparatus known as " Sferics " sets, made by
the Plessey Co., Ltd, Ilford, Essex, to the
design developed by The National Physical
Laboratory for the Meteorological Office.
Sets have been installed at four specially
selected sites controlled by the British
Meteorological Service.

The apparatus at each station is accom-
modated in two huts, one of which houses
the cathode-ray direction -finding (C.R.D.F.)
equipment, consisting of power supplies,
signal amplifiers and display unit. The
other contains the aerial system, which com-
prises four multi -turn loops, six feet high,
two of which are placed in a N -S line and
two in the E -W line.

A compass scale is
superimposed on the
face of the C.R. tube
for recording the direc-
tion of the impulse
received from a light-
ning flash occurring in
a storm area. Impulses
received from a N -S or
E -W direction would
be incited up by the
N -S or E -W aerials
respectively, causing a
bright line to appear
momentarily on the
face of the cathode-ray
tube along the cor-
responding diameter of
the scale. Signals from
any other direction will
give a line on the tube
in an intermediate
position.

The receivers oper-
ate on a frequency of

about 12.5 kc./sec., equivalent to a wave-
length of 24,000 metres, this being the
frequency at which maximum energy is
radiated by lightning discharges. Another
reason for using this low frequency is the
freedom from interference by commercial
W/T stations.

The four observation stations are located
at Dunstable, Bedfordshire ; Camborne,
Cornwall; Leuchars, Fifeshire ; and Irvines-
town, Northern Ireland. Dunstable is the
control station of the four and is also, of
course, the central forecasting station and
communication centre of the Meteorological
Office.

Observations are,made simultaneously from
the four stations 12 times daily, between
7 a.m. and to p.m. and the results are
plotted at Dunstable on a special chart of
gnomonic projection.

Equipment installed in the plotting room at the Meteorological Office,
Dunstable, Beds.
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Lens Calculations Made Easy
With the Aid of a Mechanical Model

TtHERE seems to be a common notion
that lens calculations are difficult.
They are, if you do them the hard,

old way. But there is an easy way, too. It
was first introduced and used by practical
men. For a long time the theorists looked
down on it as a rule of thumb, unfit for
advanced work, but it is a mistake to despise
the instinctive reasoning of the practical
man ; it may contain a touch of genius, and
if a practical rule works well, there must be
a theoretical reason for it. The "easy way " is
no exception to this: It has now an unshakable
mathematical basis to support it, and it is
used with advantage for the most advanced
work taught in the majority of the grammar
schools of this country.

The first step is to understand in a practical
way what lenses actually do. It is quite easy
to make a mechanical model to illustrate
this. The writer made one about 55 years
ago and exhibited it at the Science Masters'
Conference a year or so later.

The Mechanical Lens
(1) The working drawing.

Take a sheet of foolscap paper, place it
horizontally, and rule a line the full length
along the middle. In the centre of the line
draw a section of a converging lens about
3in. high (Fig. r). The horizontal line is
the "principal axis " of the lens. On it mark
the two "focal points," F, F, each 2Airi. from
the centre of the lens. On one side of the
lens draw four evenly -spaced rays, parallel to
the principal axis (say, .6in. and r.2in. above
and below). On the other side of the lens

Fig. 1.-Working drawing for the lens model.

make all these rays paSs through the focal
point F, as shown.
(2) The rays

Each of the four bent rays must now be
copied in some rigid material. Each must
have a hole for a pivot at the point of bending.
A fifth, perfectly straight ray may also be
pivoted at the optical centre of the lens.
Various methods will suggest themselves
to readers. Perhaps the best is to make each
strip out of two pieces of tin wide and
gin. or min. long. They should be joined at
the required angle with a touch of solder.
The result will be a ray igin. or zoin. long,
bent through a fixed angle and pivoted at
the point of bending. Strips of thin tough
card joined with paste might be used instead,
although they would require to be about
twice as wide to give sufficient mechanical

) strength. A piece of stiff wire is also satis-
factory if it is turned through a complete
circle at the point of bending, m allow for
pivoting.
(3) The Base Board

The original drawing, placed on a board
with five pins as pivots, may be used, or

something more elaborate and permanent
may be made up. The essential thing is to
have the representation of the lens, its
principal axis and the two focal points. In
any case, a model of some sort will greatly
help in understanding what follows.

How a Lens Works
It can be proved theoretically that, with

certain limitations, to be mentioned later, a

-4-

A working model, in thin cardboard, of
a double -convex lens and rays of light.

ray of light on passing through a lens is bent
or deviated through a definite and fixed angle.
The size of this angle of deviation depends on
the power of the lens and the distance the pivot
of the ray is from the centre of the lens. The
original direction of the ray does not affect
the amount of bending. We have made the

Fig. 2.-Diagram of searchlight beam.

rays of our model so that they will obey this
theoretical law.

If we set 'up our model as in Fig. r it will
represent a parallel beam of light from a
distant source falling on a converging lens.
This is what we used to do as schoolboys
when we used a lens as a burning glass. The
lens pulls the rays inwards so that they all
pass through one point, the principal focus, F.
A real image of the distant object is formed
at that point. It is called " real " because the
light really goes there and the image can
therefore be caught on a screen. (The dis-
tinction between real images and virtual
images is important ; there will be more
about this subject later.) Note here what is
meant by the
power of a lens;
the greater the
power, th,e nearer
the focal point is
to it.

Now let us bring 0
our source of light
nearer to the lens.
The real image
moves farther

Real
Object

By J. A. STORER, B.Sc.

away. This can he seen by manipulating the
rays of the model and bringing the object
nearer and nearer to the lens. The image
moves steadily farther and farther away until
the source is at the previously unused focal
point ; the " image " rays are then parallel
and the image is " at infinity "-(--a very
great distance away). A flashlight bulb and
a lens arranged like this (Fig. 2) proyide us
with a model searchlight. (An army search-
light is made with a mirror instead of a
lens because this gives greater efficiency.)

I

It is very fascinating to arrange the ray*
of the model and to see how the image moves
up and down the principal axis according to
the position of the object or vice versa.

See also how the one set of rays opens out
as the other narrows down, the interplay of
convergence and divergence. (Readers will
possibly know the word "vergence," which is
used tp cover both.) As one vergence increases,
the other decreases. An object and its related
image are said to be at conjugate focii (Fig. 3).
(Conjugate-yoked together.)

Lens Calculations'. Power
Lens calculations are concerned with :
(a) The vergence of (the light from) the

object, or the power of the object.
(b) The vergence of (the light to) the

image, or the power of the image.
(c) The alteration of vergence caused by

the lens.
(t) The power of a lens is equal to the

vergence that it can give to a parallel beam,
or give to cause a parallel beam. (Figs.
I and 2.)

A parallel beam has neither convergence
nor divergence.

Look again at Fig. 1. The object has no
vergence. The vergence of the image=
the power of the lens.

In Fig. 2, the image has no vergence and
the vergence of the object-the power of the
lens.

In Fig. 3, object and image together share
the total power or vergence of the lens.

(2) The power of a lens the sum (algebraic)

Real '
Image

Fig. 3.-Conjugare foci-interchangeable.
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Fig. 4.-Larger object. Fixing one point on the image. -

of the powers of object and image. Many
opticians dispense with the word "vergence "
and use the word " power " in all cases.

Lens Calculations. Signs
At first sight one would think it necessary

to distinguish between convergence and
divergence ; in fact, this distinction is made
under the old system. Under the new system
distinction is not made, for the following
reasons. On our model, or if you look at Fig.
3, you could choose either end and say it was
the object while the other would be the
image. If they are not marked and if the
direction of the light is not marked, nobody
can say which end is convergence and which
divergence. Object and real image are inter-
changeable. It is well worth while to dupli-
cate the working of the model with experi-
ments, using a reading glass or other con-
verging lens, a small electric light as object,
and a post -card as screen on which to catch
the image. You can then satisfy yourself
that object and real image can actually be
interchanged. These real things, object and
image, are given the same sign, and are called
positive. Converging lenses have a real
focal point and are also positive.

(3) The powers of converging lenses, of
real objects and of real images are all positive.

This system is often called the " Real-is-
Posime " system.

As long as we use only converging lenses
(which are thicker in the middle than at the
edges), and keep object and image outside the
focal points, the objects and images will all

Object

Fig. 6.-Similar triangles.

be real, so there will be no minus signs. The
virtual image with its minus sign comes later.

The Diopter, the Unit of Power
The power or vergence of a lens is its ability

to concentrate a parallel beam of light to a
real focus (or to spread it out as from a virtual
focus). Power is expressed in Diopters.
As we have already seen, the ,greater the
power, the shorter the focal distance. Hence,
to calculate power, we must divide by the
focal length. " Divide what by the focal
length " ? you will ask. The opticians have

*chosen the metre, so :
The power of a lens, in diopters, is calcu-

lated by dividing the focal length (in metres)
into one metre.

Of course, you may, if you like, change
both measurements into centimetres (i metre
=too cms.), or inches (t metre=40in. (39.4
to be more accurate). You get the same
result each time. Foi example : Calculate
the power of a lens which has a focal length
of 5 cms. (5 cms. =o.05 metres= 2in.).

5 cms.
=20 diopters

Power=
zin.

=20 diopters
The vergence for object

and image is calculated in
exactly the same way.

To find the distance of
the focal point, object or

image, when you know the power, simply
divide the diopters into i metre (or its
equivalent in cms. or ins.).
Example :

Calculate the focal length of a lens which
has a power of 20 diopters.
Focal I metre Focal too cms.
length - zo diop. length -20 diop.

=0.05 m. =5 erns.

First Calculations
(i) (a) What is the

power of our
model lens ?
Power= 4oin.'
2 iin. =- x 6 Diop-
ters. Ans.
If the object is
8in. from the
lens, where is
the image ?
Power of the
object -4oin. /8in.= 5 diopters.
Power of the image= 6 -5=
diopters.
Distance of image-4oin./ti diop-
ters = 3.6 inches. Ans.
You can make up plenty more and
test your answers on the model:
(Of course, you cannot expect to
do very exact work on a model.)

(2) An object 8in. from a reading lens
gives a real image 4in. from the
lens on the other side. What is

the power of the glass,
and what is its focal
length ?

(a) Power of the object=
4oin. '8in.= 5 diopters.
Power of the image

4oin./4in. to
diopters.
Power of lens= the
total =15 diopters.
Ans.
Focal length =4oin. 15
diopters = 2.67 inches.
Ans.

Examination of my spectacles.
(a) They are thicker in the middle

than at the edges; hold them at
arm's length and look across the
room, or if that fails across the
road, things appear upside down;
both tests proclaim them to be
converging. (Real images are
upside down.)

(b) Hold at arm's length, look through
one lens and rotate this lens on

(3)

(b)

Image

1'1'1

Image

;

(t)

Fig. 7.-Taking a portrait.

Focal 4oin.
length zo diop.

= zin.
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its principal axis, like a cart wheel
-a fence across the road shows
the same relative thickness of
upright and horizontal all the
time ; the glasses are simple lenses
and there is no correction for
astigmatism.

(c) The trees across the road form a
real image on the wall when the
spectacles are 45 cms. from it.
Both lenses act at this distance,
Power of the object= metre/
25 metres = .04 (may be
" neglected ").
Power of the image= too ems./
45 cms.=-2.2 diopters.
Power of the lens=2.2 diopters.

(d) I have a stronger pair with a focal
length (as found in c) of approxi-
mately 3o ems.

11111108Pj°15.
I I

I

Otuect `tl(r)\
. image

Fig. 5.-Image of top and bottom Font of object.

Power of stronger pair = too cms.
3o cms.=3.3 diopters.

(e) If I wear them both together, the
total power of the two lenses in
contact --2.2+3.3-= 5.5 diopters.

All this is fairly straightforward. It all turns
on rules i and 2. You have to work in powers
or vergences ; but you can only measure &stances.
Hence turn the distances into diopters, do the
addition or subtraction, and then turn the
diopters back into a distance if necessary.

Magnification
So far we have only discussed point objects

and images on the principal axis. Now let
us take a bigger object and find some points
on the image by means of our rays (Fig. 4).
Still keep outside the focal point so that
everything will be real and positive.

After all, we are only finding sample points
by means of sample rays. Two rays are
enough to fix the position of a point, so let
us remove the straight ray from our model
and find the image of the top of the object
with one pair of the rays we have left, and
the bottom with the other pair (Fig. 5). You
can find out a lot of things about images this
way. Some of them provide a very con-
siderable headache for the makers of camera
lenses.

Magnification is the size of the image= the
size of the object, even when the image is
smaller than the object as in a photograph
and the magnification is a fraction (such as
x/9). Let us take a straightforward object
and its image, as in Fig. 5, and remove the
rays. Now bring that neglected straight ray
into action, joining first the top of the object

.
How the image is formed.
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to the top of the image and then bottom to
bottom (Fig. 6). We get two triangles of
exactly the same shape. These similar
triangles have a valuable and very practical
characteristic : take any two measurements
(sides, heights or any similarly drawn line),
either both from the same triangle or one from
each, and divide one into the other ; now
take the corresponding two measurements
and divide them in a similar way, and you
get the same answer from each division.
Test this in as many ways as you like, but
what interests us is that :

Size of image image distance (v)
Size of object -Object distance,(u)

or, of course,
Size of image Size of object
Image distance Object distance.

Examples en Magnification
(1) My camera has a focal length of 4in.

The film is 2,1in. by 31in. What will be the
magnification if I photograph somebody at

Lamp Condenser
Image
6' Square

30Ft.

Slide in Carrier 3"High
Fig. 8. -Characteristics of an optical lantern.

a distance of 3ft. 4in., and how- much will I
get in ?

The first step is to calculate the image
distance ; then we can work out the
magnification.

Power of the lens, 4oM.I4in.= to diopters.
Power of the object, 4oin. '4oin.= r diopter.
Power of the image (by subtraction)

= 9 diopters.
Image distance = 4oin./9 diopters =4.4 ins.

Image Iinage distance
Magnification -Object distance

4.4in. I full size.
4.01n. 9

A head and shoulders 27in. in height -will
go in nicely in the vertical position (Fig. 7).

(2) I am buying an optical lantern to use
in a hall 3oft. long. What must be the focal
length of the projection lens if I want a
picture on the screen about 6ft. square. The
object is a slide with a picture size of 3M.
square (Fig. 8).

The image is so far from the lens that
the object will be practically at the focal
distance. It will not help to be too particular
because projection lenses are not made to
fractional sizes.

Object distance Image distance
Size of object Size of image

Object distance (in.) 3o x t2in.
sin. 6 x t2in.
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. . Object distance and focal length -- 15in.
Power of projection lens =

=2.66 diopters.

Virtual Images and the Minus Sign
So far we have not been concerned with

signs. Everything has been Real and Positive.
Now let us turn to our model again and push
our object nearer to the lens than the focal
point (Fig. 9). The rays are diverging at a
pretty considerable angle when they reach the
lens. It pulls them in a lot, but it cannot
stop them diverging. It cannot cause them
to converge together and form a real image.
It has not sufficient power. All the outgoing
rays seem to be diverging from the point
marked " I."

If this is repeated as an experiment,
using a lens and a small bulb or other object,
and one loOks through the lens from anywhere
on the line A B, the light will appear to
come from the image " I " because the eye
cannot make allowance for any bending of
rays of light. The image is virtual.

When light converges
on an image, that image
is real and we say that
its vergence is positive.
Here we have light
diverging from an
image ; this is surely

4.4 the wrong way round,
and the image isn't
really there anyhow, it
is only virtual. Could
anything be more
natural than to say that

its vergence is negative? Well we do, and
everything works out correctly.
Example :

Let the object be aitl. from our model
lens. The image distance turns out to be
loin.

Power of the lens (we have done this already)
=16 diopters.

Power of the object, 4oin. f2in. = 20
diopters.

(This is :more than the power
of the lens, as we.saw above.)

Power of the virtual image
-(4oin./ min.) -4 diopters.

Total -Power of the lens- 16
diopters.

We have been using the lens as
a simple magnifying glass, but
there is no need to bother about
signs when working out the
magnification.
Magnification

Image Image distance
Object Object distance

--
loin. -5 times as large.tin.

The " Easy Way " depends on distinguish-
ing .between real and virtual images. Here
is a summary of the main points :

Real
(1) All the light really goes there.

(2) The image is
A really there, and

can be caught
on a screen or
seen suspended
in space.

(3) The light con-
verges to the
image.

(4) The image is
inverted.

(5) Examples are:
cinematograph
pictures, pic-
tures thrown by

-1rr
tJ

11

/0' '1
9. -Virtual image -simple inagnifying glass.

Fig. m.-Diveiging lens -virtual focus.

the optical lantern or epidiascope, the
photographic image.

Virtual
(r) Light does not go there.
(2) The image only seems to be there, and

it cannot be caught on a screen.
The light diverges from the image.
The image is the right way up.
Examples are : converging lens used as a
magnifying glass, all ordinary images
with a diverging lens, the normal use of
spectacles, all images in a plane mirror.

(3)

(4)

(5)

Example : Spectacles for Long Sight
What power of glasses would be required

by a man who cannot focus an object nearer
than 3oin. and who wishes' to read a book
held Join. from the eye ?
The object is to be at min. and a virtual

image is required at 3oin.
Power of the object = 4oin./toin.= 4 diopters.
Power of the virtual image = '-(4oin./3oin.)
- -11 diopters.
Power of the lens (algebraic sum)- (+ ) 2N

diopters (positive . . converging).

Focal length = 4oin./8
8

=40 X 3 = t5in.
3

Fig. u. -Diminished image.

Diverging Lens
Take the rays off the model and turn them

over. They are now bent outwards and
represent the action of a diverging lens.
Fig. to shows how a parallel beam is made
to diverge as from a virtual focal point (F).
The power (and with it the focal length) of
a diverging lens is obviously negative.

Fig. JJ shows an object as seen throne
a diverging lens, with one point on its virtual
(and diminished) image.

Example : Spectacles for ShCrt Sight
A man cannot see clearly beyond 4ft. and

he wishes to see distant objects. What is
the power (and the focal length) of the glasses
he requires ?
The object is very distant, and a virtual image

is required at 48in.
Power of the object=4oin./ a very large

number. May be neglected.
Power of the virtual image --(4oin./48in.)=

-5/6 diopters.
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...Power of the lens= -5,6 diopters. Nega-
tive.  .the lens is diverging.
Focal length=4oin.1( -5/6)- -40in. x6/5

= -48 inches.

Spherical Mirrors
Spherical mirrors act just like lenses except

that the light comes back instead of going
through. It is not quite so easy to make a
mechanical model to illustrate their acfion,
but it can be done.

Fig. 12 shows a parallel beam brought to a
focus by a converging mirror.

Fig. 12. - Diagram
showing . the focal
point of a converging

mirror.

Fig. 13 shows the effect of a diverging
mirror on a parallel beam. The driving
mirror of a car is usually of this type as it

gives a diminished image and therefore a
wider field of view. Note that there is only
one focal point, but there is an additional
important point, the centre- of curvature,

C

Fig. t3.-Showing the effect of a diverging
mirror on a parallel beam.

" C," twice the focal distance away. The
calculations are done in exactly the same way
as for lenses.

Imperfections of Lenses
Earlier in this article it was mentioned

that lenps have limitations. The two chief
are : (t) the lens must be thin; (2) the rays

must not make a large angle with the principal
axis. The result is that (1) a thick lens
will not normallf give a sharp image, and (2)
the outer parts of a picture thrown by a
lens may be out of focus. You may have
noticed that the image made by our model
was curved, so that the edges would be out
of focus. If we want a powerful effect and
also a clear image we must use several thin
lenses instead of one thick one ; we must
use only the rays near the principal axis ;
and also, it is better to use only the centre
of the lens. This last is, of course, the chief
reason for the stop in a camera lens.

Because they disregard these limitations,
our rays are not suitable for the accurate
determination of the positions and sizes of
images ; their use is to give a clear general
understanding of what takes place.

Another trouble is the rainbow fringe
which may be seen sometimes round the
image made by a simple lens. This is cured
by fitting a weaker lens of opposite sign,
made of a different sort of glass, and specially
calculated to suit it. You will find that the
object glass (lens nearest the object) of a
good telescope is corrected in this way.
It is important not to disturb the arrangement.

An Automatic. Dark-room Clock
A Useful Appliance for the Amateur Photographer.

DEVELOPMENT by time and tempera-
ture is probably now the most -used

method. With panchromatic materials it is
essential because even a dark -room safety -
light will fog such negatives. This makes a
simple method of knowing when development
is completed very useful, and the addition
described here (which may be added to
almost any clock) saves all trouble in calcu-
lating how many minutes will elapse, or try-
ing to read the time by a dim light.

Part of the clock dial is calibrated " back-
wards " in minute intervals and an extra
hand is used in conjunction with these mark-
ings. When this hand reaches zero a contact
is made and a buzzer sounds. Accordingly
the procedure is as follows :

Take the temperature of the developing
solution and from the usual' table determine
how many minutes are required for develop-
ment. Set the extra hand to indicate this
figure and, put the plate or film in the solu-

To Battery B. Buzzer

To Framet
of Clock

New
Scale

25

Contact

0

30

Fig. T.-The clock face showing
out of the new dial.

the marking

tion. When the buzzer sounds remove the
negative as development is complete.

The arrangement will not interfere with
the normal working of the clock.
Constructional Details

A thin brass contact is mounted so that its
end comes opposite " 12 " on the dial, as
shown in Fig. r. If the dial is of metal
this contact must be insulated with washers
of fibre or similar material.
. A stout piece of steel or iron wire with
the longer end filed smooth and a blob of
solder on the shorter end is suitable for the
extra hand. This hand is mounted so that
it turns because of slight friction between
it and the minute hand; it can be turned
in any direction without moving the minute
hand from its position. Fig. z shows the
best method of arranging this. The spring
washer does not need to be strong.

If the axle of the minute hand does not
project sufficiently (at least Bin. is required)
then it may be lengthened by soldering a very
small bolt head -downwards on the central
boss of the minute hand. The extra hand
can then be- fixed to the shank of this bolt.

Electrical Circuit
When it reaches the upright position the

extra hand makes light contact with 'the
brass strip. The electrical circuit is as
follows: Clock frame to battery; battery to

Frame

By F. G. RAYER

New Hand

Minute Hand

Hour Hand

Spring Washer

Fig. 2.-Side view of the clock mechanism show-
ing the additional hand and washers.

buzzer; buzzer to contact strip. A switch
may be inserted in.one battery lead to prevent
the buzzer sounding for several seconds each
time the extra hand passes the " 12 " o'clock
point.

.Chlorine and Corrosion
ACCORDING to a report just issued by

the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, many towns during the
recent war, which liad not previously done
so, began adding chlorine to domestic water
supplies. This was done mainly as a safe-
guard in case water mains were fractured by
bombing, but generally the use of chlorine
was continued when the war ended to protect
the purity of the supplies during distribu-
tion. Many water engineers, however, con-
sidered that chlorine was causing increased
corrosion of brass fittings such as ball valves.

Tests, using hard waters and soft waters, have
now been made at several waterworks by the
laboratory in collaboration with the depart-
ment's chemical research laboratory and the
British Non -Ferrous Metals Research Asso-
ciation. Chlorinated and unchlorinated water
was passed through fittings of different kinds,
including ball valves which were arranged to
flush automatically ; the number of flushes
was usually between 40,000 and 5o,000 in
each series of tests. Chlorine, in the con-
centrations used in waterworks practice, had
no decisive effect on fittings made of cast
brass but did increase corrosion in valves
made of hot -pressed brass.
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The Cleaning and Restoration
of Oil PaintinAs

Practical Methods and "Trade" Secrets Revealed

By J. F. STIRLING

(Concluded from page 213. April issue)

varnishing a picture set it at
a safe distance in front of a fire for
a few hours so that the canvas is

gently warmed throughout. If this is not
done the canvas may contain traces of mois-
ture which will work their way through the
varnish skin and cause it to " bloom " badly.

Apply the 'varnish with a soft brush or,
better still, with the tip of the finger. Try
to get a perfectly even film of varnish on
the picture, and do not get the film too
thick. If there are any particular rough
areas on the picture surface, these, should
be subsequently revarnished.

The varnish layer will dry within a week
and harden within a month. After that
time it is advisable to rub a little high-
grade wax polish over the varnish surface.
This not only gives extra protection to the
picture, but it takes away that high gloss
which the varnish sometimes gives and
which, to many people, is unpleasant. The
wax film keeps the air away from the varnish,
and forms an additional precaution against
its gradual yellowing. The wax film will,
of course, in time attract and hold atmos-
pheric dust and dirt, thereby becoming dis-
coloured, but it is very readily removed by
wiping over the picture surface with a cloth
charged with white spirit, and such a picture
is equally readily re -waxed.

Only a hard wax mixture is to be recom-
mended. The following is excellent for the
purpose:

Carnauba wax (prime yellow) 2 parts.
Beeswax ... t part.
Paraffin or ceresin -wax ... 2 parts.

(Melt together gently. Then add about
parts white spirit, or just sufficient of the
latter to enable the wax Mixture to remain
slightly soft when cold.)

Keep Water Away
When cleaning a picture it

is not advisable to apply
water or even a damp cloth
to its surface. Most particu-
larly, soap and water should
not be used, for any such
solution penetrates down
through the minute cracks on
the picture surface to the
ground beneath the picture,
where, attacking the glue or
other binding medium, it may loosen whole
areas of the picture and cause them to scale
or flake away.

Often enough, an old painting may have
developed " blisters " in areas, these being,
caused by lack of adhesion of the paint layer
to the ground or of the ground to the
support. When occurring in backgrounds
it may be easier ' gently to remove these
blisters or scales and to retouch in with fresh
paint, but, usually, it is better to re -cement
the blistered areas to the ground or the
support.

This can be done by pricking the blister
with a needle and by introducing on the
needle -end a quantity of glue solution under
the blister, subsequently allowing The area to
dry under light pressure. Professional
restorers often use a hypodermic syringe for
this pilrpose' but the careful application of
a common pin or needle will suffice for the
same use.

An old picture may often be holed in
places. In such instances, if the canvas is
otherwise sound, the picture should be laid
lace downwards on a perfectly smooth sur-
face, such as, for example, a marble wash-
stand slab. With a needle carefully tease
out the fibres around the edges of the hole

Revarnishing a restored and renovated picture. Here we sec a
brush being used, but the finger tip may be employed equally as

well and, perhaps,' better for the purpose.

A final " spotting" of a picture with fresh paint before the
surface varnish coat is applied.

or tear in the canvas and draw them
together. Then moisten them with a little
glue solution. Place a wax paper over them
together with a light weight to keep them
in position. Let the glue set over night.

In the interim prepare a piece of strong,
thin linen fabric. Cut it with a serrated
edge so that it does not form a hard outline.
Then, after the glued fibres of the canvas
have set in position, re -glue the area lightly,
and, also, the prepared linen backing. Bring
the latter into contact with the canvas and
press it down firmly. Again, allow it to
dry overnight. In this manner, after a little
judicious touching -up on the punctured sur-
face of the picture, the local repair will be
almost invisible.
Remounting and Relining

Very often the canvas support of a picture
which is old and which has not been
attended to may be in a completely fragile
and even rotten condition. Such a canvas
punctures almost at a touch. In these cir-
cumstances it must, either be remounted or
relined.

The mounting of a canvas is simple
enough, the only requirement in this instance
being to cut the canvas away from its
wooden frame or " stretcher " and to cement
it with glue to a suitable non -warping ply-
wood board.

Relining a canvas-new canvas material being cemented over the
old canvas in the manner described in this article.
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This method, however, has never been in
favour with picture restorers. It gives
additional weight to the picture and, often,
it depreciates its commercial value.

The orthodox process is the " relining " of
the canvas. This, in brief, consists of
cementing an entirely new canvas back on
the rear of the old canvas, so that the pic-

The reinforced or " relined " canvas is
now firmly nailed to the stretcher and any
overlapping edges of the new lining are
trimmed away.

For an adhesive for relining purposes
glue has been used for a long time, but it is
now coming into disfavour owing to its bad
reaction to moisture, and to its tendency to

attract mould growths. In place

By means of a hypodermic syringe, small
amounts of glue can be injected below
the surface of a blister in an important
part of a picture, thus cementing it
firmly to the canvas. An ordinary
needle may also, with care, be used for

the same purpose.

ture is completely reinforced by the new
back. Good strong linen or sailcloth may
be used for the purpose ; even high -quality
hessian sacking may be employed, but, for a
valuable picture, it is always best to use only
the prepared canvas which is obtainable from
dealers in artists' materials.

Lay the picture face downwards on a
smooth slab as before. Scrape away as many
of the irregularities of the old canvas back
as possible and spread a light layer of the
adhesive over it. Then cut the new canvas
so that it overlaps the old one an inch or
two all round. Spread a layer of the adhesive
on this. Then bring the new canvas in firm
contact with the old one, and place them
under firm and even pressure overnight. If
the old stretcher is wormed or rotten it
should be replaced with a new one.

Test

of it an adhesive consisting of
equal parts beeswax and pale
resin, melted together with a
small quantity of Venice turpen-
tine, has been recommended.

The rear of an old or new
canvas must never be wetted.
This would cause unequal ex-
pansion and contraction of the
canvas, and possibly fracture.
Never, also, apply any oil or any
similar material to the rear can-
vas. Oils tend to oxidise, par -
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impurities. The only objection to this is
that the wax, being soft, attracts dirt. No
other type of wax, however, should be used
for the purpose, not even the hard wax used
for putting over the final varnish of the
picture.

If the picture does not lie taut on its
stretcher, much can be done to improve
matters by hammering in more tightly the
wooden corner wedges of the stretcher. It
is also a further aid to insert into the
stretcher a " cross backing " in the manner
shown in one of the accompanying illustra-
tions.

Panel Paintings
Pictures painted on wooden panels are, in

general, treated in the same manner as are
those done on the more usual canvas. If
the wooden support has warped, a lot may
be done to bring it back to a respectable
degree of flatness by glueing criss-cross bat-

tens on its rear surface.

With firm pressure and very little heat, a reinforcing patch on a
canvas back is ironed into position before being left overnight to dry.

titularly linseed and other drying oils, and,
in oxidising, they also tend to bring about
an oxidsation of the canvas material itself,
thereby causing it to deteriorate and, in bad
cases, actually to powder.

It is a good plan, however, to brush over
the rear canvas with a molten mixture of
paraffin wax or ceresin wax 4 parts, white
spirit t part. This puts d barrier layer of
an absolutely inert and unoxidisable wax over
the rear of the canvas, which effectively re-
moves it from contact with atmospheric

The rear of the wooden
panel should be waxed to
prevent it from mould and
insect attack. The wooden
back should not be painted
over with protective paint,
since this lowers the com-
mercial value of the pic-
ture.

Small pictures may De
conveniently framed under
glass, but the larger ones
should ba framed " open,"
that is to say, without
glazing. A large sheet of
glass not only imparts ad-
ditional weight to the pic-
ture and strain on its frame
and hangings, but, in cold
weather, it tends to con-
dense moisture on the
inner side of the glass. It
is best, therefore, in private

houses, to leave the picture open to
the air on both sides and to rely on
the wax film barriers on both sides of
the picture to guard it from atmo-
spheric deterioration. The frame should
have two small corks glued to its lower end
at opposite sides in order to keep the pic-
ture out of actual contact with the wall. It
is also a good thing to dust a little D.D.T.
powder over the bottom stretcher of !he
picture in order to deal with straying insects
and especially spiders.

Instrumentation of Brabazon I

THE installation of test instruments in
the Brabazon t is now nearing com-
pletion, and, because of the aircraft's

size and operational role, the extent of test
and instrumentation and laboratory facilities
is considerable to ensure that the utmost
value shall be obtained from every hour of
flight and ground test. More than half of
the fuselage interior will, in fact, be occupied
by t,000 instrument dials and oscillographs.

To save time in checking performances,
completing and refining design, and, ulti-
mately, to accelerate production of the
Mark II aircraft, all instrument indications
will be recorded photographically or plotted
automatically for analysis in the flight
research laboratory.

As a general rule, instruments used for test
purposes are of the synchronous electrical
type, each having a transmitter containing an
element sensitive to the quantity to be
measured and means of electrically repeating
the indications of these elements to the dials
located in the fuselage. So that each group
of dials shall tell the complete story of some
function or aspect of performance without

the need for cross reference, instrument dials
are grouped in 12 panels.

Photographic Recordings
For the photographic recqrdings two types

of camera are being employed. For those
panels where readings will remain approxi-
mately constant as one condition of flight is
held, the periodicity of photographic record
will vary from one photograph every to
minutes to one every other second. For this
purpose a negative size 5in. x Sin.-sufficient
to accommodate 17o dials-is used. Where
the rate of change of dial indication will be
higher, as for instance response of the air-
craft to control movements, the periodicity of
record may be as high as 4 per second.
For this purpose specially -built 35 mm. cine-
matograph cameras are used, the negative of
which can accommodate over 6o dials.
 Control of the 12 cameras is from a master

station on the flight deck, where the chief test
engineer will be stationed, but test engineers
observing the dials can at any time override
the master control should they notice any
trend or condition which, in their opinion,

should be recorded. Normally, however, all
cameras will take photographs at the same
instant to obtain a full record of all perform-
ance under the selected- condition of test.

Mirror galvanometer oscillographs, two in
number and each capable of recording 15
quantities simultaneously, will record low -
frequency vibrations of up to 6o cycles per
second-such as those caused by aero-
dynamic forces-and steady strains in the
structure. High -frequency vibrations, up to
t,000 cycles per second-as those caused by
engine forces-will be recorded by cathode-
ray oscillographs which can handle four
measuring points at a time.

In addition to the instrumentation
described, three lamp recorders, each con-
taining 120 lamps, will carry out a continuous
watch on the operation of Various emergency
devices. Should any one of the lamps light
up, it will produce a line on a slowly -moving
film and thus record exactly the timing and
duration of the associated operation.

Finally, to cover the inevitable special cases
which will arise during the Brabazon tests, a
number of portable and self-recoiding types
of instruments have been provided. These,
in conjunction with two double -beam
cathode-ray oscillographs, will enable any
flight phenomena to be observed.
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The Elements of Mechanics
and Mechanisms -19

Drowned Orifices-Borda's Mouthpiece-Triple Discharge
By F. J. CAMM

SO far we have considered orifices dis-
charging liquids into the atmosphere,
but all orifices do not discharge in this

way. In some cases they are submerged, as
when a pipe discharges a liquid from one
tank into another tank containing a liquid.
These are known as drowned orifices. In
these cases the rate of discharge is consider-
ably reduced. The discharge of a liquid

A re-entrant or Borda's mouthpiece.

from a vessel can be considerably increased
by fitting an external mouthpiece to the outer
side of the orifice. This may consist of a
short length of pipe, which is secured to the
outside of the orifice. When the liquid stream
issues through the orifice it will at first con-
tract (vena contracta), but will immediately
expand and fill the pipe. In such a case, the
coefficient of discharge can he as much as
0.85.

Convergent Mouthpiece
With a convergent mouthpiece the co-

efficient of discharge can be increased to
0.975, which closely approaches its theoretical
or calculated rate of discharge.

It is also possible to have a divergent
mouthpiece which is made convergent up to
the vena contracta, after which it diverges or
opens up. As the degree of divergence in-
creases, the velocity of flow at the vena con-
tracta also increases. This, of course, is only
true up to a certain critical point beyond
which the liquid would issue in a series of
gulps.

Borda's Mouthpiece
The re-entrant or Borda's type of mouth-

piece is in reality an inverted pattern of the
straight -sided external mouthpiece, but it

Divergent mouth-
piece.

(ALL RIGHTS RESERVED)

is fitted so that it projects backwards into
the tank from the orifices. With this type the
issuing jet of water, after its initial contrac-
tion and subsequent expansion and diverg-
ence, will not touch the sides of the mouth-
piece tube, and the issuing jet is said to be
running free.

A " running free" ; B " running full."

Contraction at
Liquid

Illustrating, the p'incipk of the " external
mouthpiece" fitted to an orifice. Note the

contraction of tin, liquid in the mouthpiece.

Triple Discharge Vessel
Now consider the case of a water vessel

having three orifices of equal size and
situated at varying distances from the base of
the vessel. ObvioUsly liquid would not issue
from them at identical rates. Their rate of
discharge, in fact, would be proportional to
the square root of their respective depths
below the surface of the liquid: the lower the
orifice the greater the rate of discharge. In
other words, if the lowest orifice is four times
as deep below the surface as the uppermost
one, it will discharge twice the amount of
liquid in unit time.

Pump Action
A pump is a device for the mechanical dis-

placement of liquids or gases or for imparting
energy to such fluids. Pressure pumps,
generally known as force pumps, impart
energy to the fluid and giVe it an artificial
head. Suction pumps, which raise the water
or other liquid by suction, only operate effi-
ciently when the height to which the liquid
is to be raised is not great. They are low -

lift devices. The maximum height to which
fluid can be raised by means of a suction
pump is theoretically equal to the height of
the water barometer-about 34ft. In prac-
tice, of course, it will raise water no more
than from 25ft. to 3oft. This loss of effi-
ciency is due to mechanical defects, and also
to the fact that water under the influence of
a partial vacuum created by suction exudes
its dissolved gases. Pumps are usually
of two types-centrifugal and reciprocat-
ing. In the latter type, a piston or
plunger moves up and down in a
barrel or cylinder, so creating a vacuum
or a positive pressure in the cylinder. Such
pumps are single acting, when the water acts
on one side only of the piston or plunger,
and in this case the water is sucked into the
cylinder by the outward stroke of the piston
and forced out of it on the inward piston
stroke. It is possible to calculate the
volume of liquid which will be delivered by
a reciprocating plunger pump. This is merely
the volume displaced by the plunger at each
stroke multiplied by the number of delivery

Showing the paths taken by water jets issuing
from similar orifices placed one above the other

in the side of a vessel.

strokes of the plunger in unit time. The
volume per stroke will be equal to the area
of the plunger head multiplied by the stroke.

The actual discharge is nearly always less
than this, and the difference between actual
and theoretical rates of discharge is known
as the slip, which is usually expressed as a
percentage of the calculated rate.

(To be continued)

Convergent
mouthpiece.
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1.-A sketch (in water-colour) for a
memorial window.

THE designing of a painted window, or
even of a small ornamental panel to
hang in the window of an ordinary

room, calls for a thorough knowledge of all
the operations which go to the making of it.
It is to a great extent upon the artistry put
into the preliminary design that the beauty
of the final work depends.

The Sketch
This design is made in pencil on hot -

pressed water-colour paper, with all the folds
of drapery, the outlines and shading of heads,
hands and details of accessories, carefully
rendered.

All lead lines are drawn in and it is then
fully coloured in water-colours with some of
the shadows accentuated with colour.

Although it is, of course, possible to
modify portions of the colour scheme when
the glass is being selected for cutting it is
advisable to determine the whole of the
colours, right from the start, and especially
so if the design is that for a window to go
in a church, because the sketch will have to
be submitted to the Diocesan Advisory Board
or other church authority. Fig. r shows a
sketch, the subject being St. George.

Having completed the colouring, fill in the
lead lines with black, using a fine sable brush,
but do not make the lines too intensely black
because they may have to be washed up if
alterations are called for.

Taking Templates
On the return of the sketch after final

approval it becomes necessary to take tem-

Stained and Painted
The Necessary Operations from the Designing

plates of the exact size and shape of the heads
of the lightsHthe headglairthe arched; and
frequently ornamental, of the viindOW
openings. Templates are cut from paper-
usually by the most reliable of the firm's
glaziers, but individual artists prefer to do
it themselves, using ordinary strong brown
or white paper. The cutting is done with
a pair of scissors, after the tinier has been
pressed into the angle next to the stone.

It.is best, after the paper has been held in
position, to cut away all the superfluous parts
which it is known will not be required, leav-
ing, say half an inch or perhaps a little more.
Then lay it in place again and with a pencil
or a thumbnail get a sharp bend in the angle.
Cut carefully on the line of this bend. Now
mark on the paper on each side the exact
points where the springing of the arch occurs.
Usually there is a saddlebar on the spring-
ing line, in which case the matter is easy,
for the paper can be allowed to overlap the
bar and a rubbing taken with the'pencil along
the centre of the bar. CUt the paper along
this line. Next, with a long rule or steel
tape, measure from the centre of the bar
down to the sill of the window. This will
give the right dimensions of the rectangular
part of the light. Take measurements also
either from the 'sill or the top bar for the
positions of each and all of the other bars.
Make sure that the sides of the. light are
parallel from top to bottom and square with
the top bar and the sill.

The head template may be tried in the
next light in order to see if it will fit. In
the case of new stotfework the heads may
be all exactly alike, but in old chinches it
is usually necessary to cut a template for each
head. The papers should then be Marked
" A," " B," and " C," or, preferably, " left,"
" centre," and " right,' so that no mistake can
be made later in making the outlines.

The Cartoon
The next work for the artist will be the

making of the cartoon. This is an exactly
full-size shaded drawing of one of the lights
as shown by heavy lines in Fig. a. Some
artists use black or sepia wash, as does the
writer, whilst others use chalks; others again,
and these are perhaps in the majority, work
in charcoal. Both chalk and charcoal,
especially the latter, are easily smudged, and
so it becomes necessary to spray them with
a spirit -and -gum fixative. The primary
object of the cartoon is to provide something
from which to copy when painting the glass;
that is to say, when tracing the drawing, tak-
ing out the highlights, the half -tones and
painting in the deepest shadows. The lead
lines should be carefuly painted in, and in
doing this it will be as well to decide upon
what widths of lead shall be used, for they
will not all be the same. In a normal size
window with lights of i$ inches to about
24 inches they vary between one quarter -inch
and half -inch, whilst the edging lead, which
enters the groove in the stone for rather
more than half its width, may be half -inch
or five -eighths of an inch wide.

The Cutline
The cartoon completed it is laid upon the

table and over it is placed a sheet of tracing
cloth, or paper, large enough to cover the
cartoon. The cloth is, of course, the more
durable of the two materials, but it is very
expensive, and for a single job the writer
considers 'that in these days tracing paper is
good enough, if care is taken when glass i3

laid and cut upon it, for it is upon this paper
that the eating is clOne.

On the outline the lead lines drawn -in
the traced over with a fairly fine
biiish and solid black water -colour -Or "pro-
cess black " the centre of each lead only
being traced with a line having a uniform
width of rather more than 'one -sixteenth of
an inch or a little, less than one -twelfth. It
matters not what the overall widths of the
leads may be ; all the lines Irked. must be
the same.

Cutting the Glass
The cutting of glass is a simple. operation

to those who have had an infinite amount
of oraCtice, but even to the novice it is not
difficult, provided the shapes are not too com-
plicated. The beginner in stained gliss
work should therefore aim so far as possible,
when making his designs, at siniple forms for
each piece of glass so as to make the cutting
easy, avoiding small-radhis curves and long
slender strips, especially those of the latter
which come to a point at one end.

In the writer's large book, " The Art and
Craft of Stained Glass " (Pitman), a whole
chapter was devoted to cutting, and it is sug-
gested that the present reader should refer
to this work, say at a public library, for full
details of difficult cutting, grozing and such
other operations which would occupy too
much space to describe here. It must
suffice to say that few glaziers of church
windows now use the diamond. The stan-.
dard-tool is the wheel cutter, which is cheap,
less liable be
resharpened and thrown away when really
worn out.

Fig. 2.-Making a forward cut.

In a general way, when malting a cut the
wheel handle is held by the thumb and
between the first and second fingers of the
right hand. The wheel is pressed on to the
part of the glass farthest from the body, not
very heavily, and drawn towards the operator.
That is the normal way of cutting, but when
the line to be followed is curved, bending
to right and left, the writer makes a practice
of pushing the tool forward, away from the
body. The part of the cutter just above the
wheel is gripped in the usual way but held
nearly vertical to the glass ; then the left
thumb is pressed downwards on the top of
the handle and so, as the wheel travels, it is
possible without any obstruction to see
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Glass Windows
to the Finished Windows.

exactly the course to be followed. The idea
is sketched -in Fig. 2.

A skilled glass -worker would complete such
a fracture, as the cut shown, with his hands
alone, but a beginner is well advised to
carry the operation further by rapping from
underneath with the back of the cutter, as
depicted in Fig. 3, letting the raps commence
at one end of the cut and continue until a
bright streak appears in the thickness of the
glass. The movements of the cutter should
be by the second finger Only, with the wrist
held rigid. Follow this up with another rap
at the end of the streak ; then another, until
the brightness aPpears right along the cut,
after which a liftle persuasion and perhaps
another rap will Cause the glass to become
two pieces. Aking all newly fractured edges
of glass draw a file-for the safety of. the
hands.

Dark glasses, such as " antique " ruby, are
not so easy to deal with because the cutline
cannot be seen through them ; so either the
glass must be laid underneath the cutline or
a small piece of tracing paper used to obtain
the outline of the piece to be cut. In either
case a piece of greasy carbonA paper is placed
between either the glass and the cutline, or
the glass and the tracing, and the drawn out-
line followed with a hard pencil. This will
transfer a greasy line 'On to the glass. If
this line is dusted over with any white
powder, such as french chalk, then there is
the line on the glass ready for cutting on.

Waxing Up
Having cut all the glass for the window,

or for one light of it, make a point of
thoroughly cleaning every piece. A clean rag
and some wet whiting is advisable. At this
stage it may be as well for the beginner to

Fig. 3.-Rapping a cut.
" wax up " all his glass. A sheet of quar-
ter -inch plate or other thick pure white
glass large enough to take the light, or por-
tion of the light, and not too large for the
easel is laid down over the cutline. On this
is laid every piece of the cut glass for the
light, each in its correct position as indi-
cated by the cutline.

Now will be required a quite small iron
saucepan, and in it about a quarter of a
pound of pure beeswax. This must be melted
over a gas ring. With a tool, which can be
made of sheet copper, strip iron or a pointed
slip of common sheet glass, and having the
saucepan in the left hand, the molten wax
is taken up-as much as the implement will
hold-and allowed to drop between the
glasses at every place where three glasses
adjoin ; in other words, drop the wax at
every point or angle of every glass. Fig. 4
will convey the idea. The small sketches at

must be
and put

By E. W. TWINING

the top show, on the left,
how the wax is conveyed
to where it is required,
and, on the right, the tool
tilted to such an angle
as will cause the drop to
fall.

As the easel glass will
have to be raised to an
upright position, and as
the wax will have to bear
the weight of the stained
glass, see that each drop
of wax flows on to both
the easel glass and the
stained glass, and if one
drop from the tool is not
enough to do this, apply
two or three all at the
same spot. Be sure the
wax is hot enough and
the tool also, but care
must be taken not to
burn the wax. Take it
off the gas ring just as it
begins to show slight
traces of smoke; never go
away and leave it on the
ring.

For large work, i.e.,
large pieces of heavy Fig. 5.-
glass, more elaborate
waxing tools are required for transferring the
wax from the saucepan. The writer uses one
shaped like an elongated spoon with a narrow -
pointed spout set in a wooden handle. This
enables more wax to be carried, and as it is
of fairly heavy gauge metal it retains the
heat.

The easel glass having been raised, set on
the easel And the general colour scheme
critically examined, it is, if everything is

satisfactory, again laid
flat on a table or bench
and all the coloured
glasses removed. This is
best done by cutting
through the wax verti-
cally with a knife at every
point, then, starting at
some point on the outside
'edge, driving the point of
the knife along the sur-
face of the easel glass and
letting it strike under a
coloured glass near a
waxed point ; this will at
once loosen and lift it.
As each piece is removed
the wax remaining on it

chipped off, the fragments collected
back in the saucepan for re -use.

Tracing on the Glass
Tracing, the first portion of the work of

painting, should now be commenced. Glass -
painters' tracing colours, opaque, vitreous
enamels, are to be used, a mixture of the
purple -brown and the black in equal parts.
If the artist has obtained his glass from
Messrs. Hetley and Son of Soho Square he
can also purchase from them Heaton's
colours: " Tracing Red No. 7 " and a
" Tracing Black." For use take about a
heaped teaspoonful of each and mix them
together on a square piece of common
window glass to serve as a palette. Now add
four or five drops of strong gum (ordinary
gum arabic dissolved in water), work this into
the colour with a palette knife and add water

Scrub, stick and needlework on a head.

as required until the mixture is of such con-
sistency that it will not run.

Tracing brushes should be of two or three
sizes ; they should be long and slender in the
hair and should, when wet, come to a fine
point. A little experience will soon show
which brush is best for the varying thick-
nesses of the lines to be traced.

Lay the first piece of glass (preferably the
head of the figure) down on the cartoon,
which must be laid flat down .on a table in
a good light, the window being preferably
in front and a little to the left of the work.
Moisten the brush- with water and work
some of the colour into it. The lines to be
traced on the glass will follow, of course, 
those of the " drawing " in the cartoon, and
should vary in thickness the finest being
around the highlights and thickening up to-
wards and bordering the shadows. All lines
traced should be perfectly opaque, yet
with the minimum of colour. It will be
found that going over a line a second time
after the first is dry will render the paint
thick and lumpy, and there will be trouble
in firing ; the heavy -parts will crack, flake
off, and what is known as " fry."

When all the tracing is done the glasses,
may be lightly fired in the kiln in order to
fix the lines and prevent their being washed
up when the next painting is done, namely,
the laying of the matts. There are two ways
by which this firing of the tracing can be
avoided, if desired : one is to matt over the un-
fired tracing, taking the risk of a lint moving,
and, if it does, touching up afterwards ; and
the other is to mix and use the tracing colour
so that it is insoluble in water. The latter
is the old-fashioned way-a very sensible
way-when fat oil of turpentine, thinned
with ordinary. distilled turpentine, is used
with the colour instead of gum and water.

The first method of working, matting over
unfired tracing, is followed by many glass -
painters and by all those who work in a
broad style with heavy tracing lines and
matts which are boldly stippled.
Laying Matts

Now with regard to the laying of matts :
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Fig. 6.-Scrubwork

'The first thing to do is to wax up all the
antique glasses again. Now get another
palette glass and on it mix in the same way
with gum and water a brown colour-
Heaton's " Brown No. 63" is admirable. A
large, flat, camel -hair mop will be required,
one of about three-quarters of an inch across
the ferrule. This is dipped in water to
moisten all the hairs and then partly loaded
with the brown colour. Try a stroke with
it on an odd bit of glass held vertically. The
brush must not be so loaded that the colour
runs down, nor must the matt so laid be too
dark to see light through it. When dry, try
it for rubbing off with a dry brush or
" scrub."

At this stage we come to a very vital ques-
tion: What style or technique is the artist
going to work in ? Are the matts to be
stippled or badgered. The writer prefers the
smooth -badgered matt, which is perhaps the
more difficult to execute. In either case the
same tool is- used, namely, a badger -hair
softener.

In badgering a matt-it must be done
immediately after the matt is laid uniformly
over a piece of glass-the colour is quickly
and very lightly stroked with the tip of the
hairs, the badger being used dry and held
vertical in relation to the glass. Brush in
all directions in order to evenly distribute
the colour but finish in only one direction.
Fig. 5 illustrates a head that has been
worked up from a perfectly laid and badgered 
man.

Stippling is more simple and not so
difficult to execute ; the matt, which must
be laid much darker than for badgering, is
stabbed with till' badger and by this means
varying depths of tone can be obtained. The
longer the stippling is carried on the lighter
becomes the tone. When- viewed from a
distance the stippled matt lets more light
through than does the badgered matt,
although the ultimate results are the same.
Stippled work calls for less. care and less
skill in doing the subsequent scrubwork, and
often less scrubbing is needed. The artist
is recommended to try out a number of matts
all on one odd piece of glass, in each case
carrying the stippling further than in the
matt preceding it. Thus he will find that in
the final one most of the paint will be
stippled away leaving minute lumps uniformly

on a scroll.

distributed over where the matt was laid.
The writer makes a practice of using both
badgered and stippled matt in the same
window : badgered
for *flesh and some
drapery and
stippled for acces-sories and
borders.
Scrubs and
Scrubbed Work
'Scrubs are
chiefly hog - hair
brushes made for
picture painting,
whilst a few may
be of sable, when
'they have become
too worn for water-
colour. 'They are
c o n v e r t e d
for stained glass
work by singeing
the tips of the
hairs in a small gas
flame and then
gently rubbing
away the charred portions on a piece of No. o
glass-paper.

The working up of the mans, in the glass
on the easel, would be too lengthy a matter
to be dealt with here, and the writer again
refers his readers to his book 'previously
mentioned, where the subject is fully dealt
with. A careful study of Fig. 5 and of the
portion of the scroll, Fig. 6, will be very
helpful.

Sticks and Needles
Beside the scrub pointed wooden sticks

and needles are used ; the needles are
pushed into wooden holders. An example
of the use of a stick will be found in the
coronet around the head in Fig. 5. As a
matter of fact most artists use for sticks the
ends of the scrub handles, by pointing them
with a penknife. Sticks are chiefly used for
taking out broad highlights on the edges
of drapery, scrolls and lettering of inscrip-
tions, whilst the needle is for finer lines and
the touching up of scrubwork.

After the scrub, stick and needle work is
completed the glass is fired, waxed up again
and the effect critically examined. It will

probably be found that some glasses, par-
ticularly those of heads, hands and some
parts of draperies, appear too flat and need
some deeper shadows put in. They must
be gone over again with either a matt or
with colour, stippled -on just where it is
required, and this must be fired.

Firing and Stain
It is surprising the number of times that

some pieces of glass have to go through the
kiln. The writer frequently finds it neces-
sary to fire the head of a figure four times
for the painting and then, once again, for
stain.

Now staining is our next process, but
it is not thii from which the term"" stained
glass " is derived. Stained glass is stained
glass before the artist handles it. All the
beautiful colours are introduced, in the
process of manufacture, by the addition of
various metallic oxides, but this does not
concern the practical side of the glass -
painter's work. The only staining which he
will require and have to do himself is the
changing of localised portions of a piece of
white or other light-coloured glass to yellow ;
for instance, the hair on a head, a diaper
pattern on a robe, the reverse side of a scroll
and a dozen other different things. A com-
plete range of yellows is obtainable from
palest lemon to deepest orange or red -brown.
The exact shade required is got by varying
the strength of the stain and, with much
more powerful effect, the temperature and
period of firing it. Then again, some glasses

Fig. 4.-Method of
" waxing up." -

are soft and take the stain at comparatively
low tetriperatures.

The stain used is pure silver, in chloride
form, ground between a slab and muller in
water until it becomes an impalpable paste.
This grinding is. a very arduous job, and
it is a great saving of labour to buy if from
Messrs. Hetley and Son, from whom it is
obtainable as Heaton's " Strong No. t "
stain. It is tinted with yellow lake. To use
it mix it with water with just a very little
gum. It is further thinned with water and
painted or allowed to flow on to the back
of the glass, opposite to the part to be
coloured yellow, using a large tracer or other
long-haired brush. In floating on this stain
it ,is well to have the glass quite horizontal,
painted side downward, and beneath it a
mirror arranged to reflect the light of the
window upwards. Transfer the glass to the
table and keep it horizontal until the stain
is dry.

In firing, the stain must be placed down-
ward on the plaster of the kiln, that is to
say, painted side up, just as when the paint
was being fired.

(To be concluded)
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Letters from Readers
Making an Ellipsograph
SIR,-My attention has been drawn to the

article by T. Hadfield entitled " Making
an Ellipsograph " appearing in the March
issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

The instrument described is certainly an
efficient and simple application of the well-
known method of drawing an ellipse by
means of two pins and a length of string, but
it has serious drawbacks from the draughts-
man's point of view.

In considering ellipsographs it should be
borne in mind that such an instrument will
be used chiefly by draughtsmen engaged
upon the preparation of pictorial drawings,
because with this type of work ellipses virtu-
ally replace circles appearing in " flat " ortho-
graphic views. An ellipsograph should be to
the pictorial draughtsman what a pair of
compasses is to the layout draughtsman.

It follows, therefore, that the principle
upon which any such instrument is based
should lend itself to a practical application
that is not only simple and cheap to manu-
facture but-what is of equal importance-it
must be easy and quick to use. Otherwise
who will use an instrument in preference to
well-known methods of approximation ?

The principle upon which Mr. Hadfield's
ellipsograph is based does enable a simple
instrument to be made, but unfortunately the
same thing cannot be said for the method of
locating and using it. In order to draw an
ellipse of given size, it was Stated to be
necessary first to mark off to scale the major
and minor axes thereof. This means, of
course, that the magnitude of both axes must
be known or predetermined, whereas so far
as pictorial drawing is concerned the length
of the major axis only is known ; the actual
length of the minor axis being relatively un-
important and dependent chiefly upon the
type of projection in use.

Following the instructions given for using
the ellipsograph it would seem that no less
than six successive steps have to be taken
before -,commencing to draw each ellipse.
These stages are, viz.:

r. Calculate minor axis (assuming the
ellipsograph to be used for pictorial work) ;

2. Mark out major and minor
'3. Draw arc to cut major axis at X and Y ;

4. Adjust instrument as to length of
string ;

5. Adjust -gap between the two outlets of
string 

6. Position instrument correctly relative to
the terminal points of the axes; and

7. Draw one-half of the figure, incline the
instrument and complete the ellipse by draw-
ing the other half.

Imagine going through this procedure fifty
times or so during the preparation of a
drawing.

I agree with the author's comments on the
trammel method of producing ellipses, and it
is quite true that the majority of ellipses
which the draughtsman has tp draw are com-
paratively small in size-vely often smaller
than tin. major axis.

For ink -tracing purposes it should be pos-
sible to use a stylographic pen in place of
pencil, but I doubt whether the instrument
could successfully be used for ink work.

My own ellipsograph which produces
approximate ellipses sufficiently accurate for
the perspective drawings requires only to be
adjusted as to the major axis and takes no
longer to draw any specified ellipse than it
takes to produce a circle with a pair of com-
passes. Patent application has been made for
this ellipsograph, and arrangements have
been negotiated for its manufacture.-W.,H.
HILLS (Croydon).

Improvement for Cycle Rear Lights
SIR,-On many of the old type cycle lamps

two small pieces of green glass were
fitted so that you could sec if it was still
alight. This, I think, was totally unneces-
sary ; but would it not be an excellent idea
if fitted to the sides of rear lights.

Many times have I cycled with my head
twisted round looking for the red glow and
being a danger to the public in general until
I carried out this modification. Trusting this
may be of interest to other readers.-A. R.
JONES (Lowestoft).
A Model Launch.
SIR,-As a regular reader of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS I thought the enclosed
photograph might be of interest tp other
readers of this journal.

It is a model launch I have just com-
pleted from a set of " Modelcraft plans," with
minor modifications of my own. It is 23in.
long by 6in. beam ; powered with a " Rev -
master " motor and driven from a 6 -volt

fouling properties on subsequent coats of
paint. To be effective the latter will have
to be treated with the necessary poisons ; in
other words, a coat of the normal type of
anti -fouling composition is necessary.-
W. M. MORGAN (Cuffley).

"Fixing Wood -block Flooring"
SIR,-With reference to your reply to the

query " Fixing Wood -block Flooring "
in the March issue.

A composition which has been used in
naval dockyards for many years for the fix-
ing of Corticene cork carpet to steel and
other decks is a very suitable solution to the
problem.

I found some years ago that pitch tended
to become brittle and powder, leaving the
wood flooring floating, and I tried the naval
composition with such success that the floor
so treated is still in perfect state after about
18 years of constant use.

The composition varies a little according
- to the personal tastes of the user, but is

An eenricafly-driven mode launch made by A. C. Rossell (Coalville)

battery it attains a speed of approximately
4 miles per hour. May I offer congratula-
tions to PRACTICAL MECHANICS which is full
of interest and puts technical problems in
everyday language-simple enough for the
tyro to understand ?-A. C. ROSSELL (Coal -
vine).
Anti -fouling Compositions
SIR,-The following comments on an

answer to a reader's query in the
February issue may be of interest to other
readers:

The manufacture of anti -fouling paints
by the addition of copper naphthenate solu-
tion to paint (nature not specified) is an
unusual method to which there are a number
of serious objections. Among these are the
following:

t. The addition of copper naphthenate to
paints made on an oil or varnish basis fre-
quently impairs the drying very seriously.

2. The amount of copper so added is
insufficient to prevent fouling, and in any
case it has not been established that copper
naphthenate alone is 3n effective poison.

3. Continuous immersion in water needs
special types of paint.

For this purpose manufacturers use a
specially formulated paint and the fouling
resistance is achieved by the incorporation
of high percentages of copper .and mercury
compounds (generally in the form of oxides).

The application of copper naphthenate
solution to a wooden hull before painting
will certainly protect the wood from decay,
but such treatment will confer no anti -

substantially as follows :
Crude resin 75 per cent., tallow 25 per

cent., melted together with gentle heat and
used hot. This does not dry solid, but on
cooling settles down to a fairly hard and
very tacky bond with a slight " give."

A mixture similar to the above but using
a mixture of beeswax with a proportion of
raw linseed, whale, or rape seed oil in the
place of tallow is used under conditions
where there is some heat, over engine rooms,
etc., and in tropical conditions. This latter
is the best mixture for wood floors as there
is a tendency for tallow to creep and form
ugly patches if used too thickly .-A. WRIGHT
(k_Treenford).
Working and Polishing Perspex
SIR,-I have been greatly interested in the

articles on Perspex work which have
appeared in PRACTICAL MECHANICS from time
to time. In the March issue I notice that
Mr. J. Arsbit, of Bury, was inquiring about
a polish for Perspex, and, having been work-
ing Perspex myself for several years, I
wondered if the following details would in-
terest readers:

The first point which struck me on read-
ing through the various articles was the fact
that cements and cement formula: published
are expensive in comparison to my own
methods. The following is my way of
making cement: I first purchase a tin of
amyl acetate. A point I should like to men-
tion here is this: A friend of mine on going
into several shops asked for amyl acetate but
was told that it was not stocked. I told him
I could get sont:, and did so at the first shop
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I entered. The difference was that I asked
for banana oil and was served with it. This
brings to light the fact that -many materials
and liquids are not known by their true
chemical names.

However, to revert to the cement making.
All that is needed after obtaining the
banana oil is a small amount of Perspex
filings mixed with it. I have. found a very
large drop in costs by using this mixture.
The speed of drying can be regulated to a
certain degree by reducing or increasing the
amount of filings mixed in.

The next point is about polishes.
Mr. Arsbit did not mention whether he

wanted polish for the worked edges or the
surface of the Perspex. If proper care is taken
the surface should not need actual polishing
apart from an application of Perspex Polish
No. 2, which is slightly greasy, and requires
a rub over with methylated spirits to take
away the greasiness. The protective paper
covering must not be removed until all work-
ing of the parts is completed.

I work the edges in the following manner :
For a clean, straight edge I use a smooth-
ing plane with a very keen edge and a very
fine cut. This is followed by using a fine
grade of sandpaper until all marks are re-
moved. For polishing I next use Dura-glit,
which is well known and easy to obtain. I
have also used a fine grade of lapping com-
pound with every success. Finally an appli-
cation of Perspex Polish No. 2, followed by
methylated spirit.

I have not so far found a cheaper substitute
for the Perspex Polish No. 2, which imparts
the final high glossiness which is not marred
by the application of methylated spirit.

Further protection to the surface of the
Perspex during the working can be obtained
by using very soft material such as velvet
between the jaws of the vice.

For working curved edges, etc., needle files
of varying types are used in place of the
plane, followed by the method already men-
tioned.-K. A. TRUCKLE (Peasedown).

The Time Element !
SIR,-I always read with interest your

" Fair Comment," and in the February
issue it is especially attractive and illuminat-
ing. I am gratified to note your appreciation
of H. G. Wells under whose magic influence
I came in 1895 and have read and possess.
almost all his works except for a few lost by
fire, shipwreck and theft.

Assuming that the universe is four dimen-
sional and static, a time element would
appear to be unnecessary, although Dunne's
ingenious thesis requires a series. I suggest
that from the point of view of an observer
at infinity all events- appear simultaneously
because discrepancy in age (time element
between events) tends to a constantly dimi-
nishing part of the whole and therefore has
zero value at infinity. By the way,"is it not
high time we abandoned the meaningless
absurdity of expressing the interval between
events in terms of " Time." Presumably by
" so.000 years " we mean 2 s Rad. so' (S);
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we certainly do not know, nor can we know,
the amount of Time (if any) which has
elapsed during our apparent journey round
the sun. What seems to be a very general
experience that, to put it colloquially, time
is flying very fast these days may be due
to an acceleration of angular velocity and

that therefore the time element is shortening.
I am aware of serious objections to this

suggestion-conservation of angular momen-
tum, radius of, orbit and so forth-always
supposing that our mathematics are not based
on fallacious assumptions.-G. D. NELSON
(Fowey).

New Model Uniflow Engine .

MESSRS. BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., of
Northampton, have just placed on the

market a model Uniflow engine of unique
design. The model, which
has a single cylinder of
s1/s6in. bore and in.
stroke, was recently tested
while mounted in a speed-
boat hull. The boiler used
was 7fin. long and 2iin.
diameter, fitted with three
tin. diameter water tubes,
and mounted in an alu-
minium casing. It was
fired by a methylated spirit
burner having an asbestos
wick 6in. long and 3/16in.
wide, fed from a container
tin. diameter and Sin. long.

From cold, a working
pressure of 9olb. was
reached in 7P minutes,
and at this pressure the
speed of the engine was
3,606 r.p.m. On raising
the pressure to 1201b. per
sq. in. the speed increased
to 4,100 r.p.m. At the
higher pressure the engine
worked excellently with
considerable torque. The
pressure was maintained
continuously during the
entire run of x8.1 minutes
with the safety valve
blowing the whole time.
The steam pipe from the
boiler was carried through
the casing, a 24in. length being coiled. in the
flame of the burner to provide superheat and
a maximum value of expansion.

The price of the complete,'finished engine,

as illustrated, is £5 9s. 6d., purchase tax
extra if applicable. The complete set of
finished machined parts are priced at £4 15s.

The new model Uniflow engine.

The set of castings, materials and ball -races
will cost £2 5s. Further particulars of this little
engine can be obtained from Bassett-Lowke,
Ltd., St. Andrews Street, Northampton.

Books Received
Electricity in the Small Workshop. By

Ian Bradley and Norman Hallows.
Published by Percival Marshall and
Co., Ltd. 6o pages. Price 3s. net.

THIS book deals concisely with the exten-
sive subject of the use of electricity in

the small workshop. The first chapter deals
with electric power from the mains, small
D.C. and A.G. generating sets, and electric
motors of various types. Chapter two is
devoted to electric lighting requirements,
adjustable bench lamps, fluorescent lighting,
and installation. Electric heating is dealt
with in chapter three, various types of heaters
being described. Such subjects as lighting
circuits, switches, overloading of motors'and
fuses, are dealt with in chapter four. The
book is illustrated with several line drawings
and half -tones.

Railway Hobbies Year Book, 5949. Pub-
lished by Railway Hobbies, Ltd. 4o
pages. Price 9d. net.

MODEL railway enthusiasts will find this
book ahandy work of reference, includ-

ing very complete lists of manufacturers
and retailers of model railway equipment,
lists of books and periodicals for railway
enthusiasts, and tables Model Railway
Standards and Gauge Conversion Factors.

Johnsons Photographic
Competition

MESSRS. JOHNSONS of Hendon have
recently issued a list of prizewinners in

their photographic competition which closed
on December 31st, 1948. The interest in
these competitions is increasing and this
time Messrs. Johnsons had to make selections
from over 4,000 prints. Owing to the large
number of entries it was necessary to double
the number of prizes awarded.

Four first prizes of £5 each were awarded
to: Mr. R. Boardman, 9, Linden Avenue,
Atherton, Manchester ; Mr. H. L. Hancock,
75, Shakespeare Avenue, Wellsway, Bath ;
Mr. S. Darlington, 35, Alderley Road,
Northwich ; Mr. M. Callan, 35, Moor Lane
Eas,:, South Shields.

There were also 6 second prizes of £2
each ; zo third prizes of £i each, -and 41
fourth prizes of Ios. each. In addition, z6
consolation prizes were also awarded.

Morc and better prizes are being offereu
in the 1949 competitions, full details being
set out in a folder, copies of which can be
had free on application to Johnsons of
Hendon, Ltd., Hendon Way, Hendon,
London, N.W.4.

SAVE that WASTE PAPER
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THE WORLD OF MODELS

Fig. 2.-Hcrr von Bronsfeld's fascinating
model of an imaginary harbour, with varied
architectural features and numerous model

ships and boats.

MODEL news from Germany is still
infrequent, so that I was interested
to receive, not long ago, a courteous

invitation to a model railway exhibition in
Esslingen, Wiirtemberg, and another to a
model railway gathering in Leipzig. Unfor-
tunately, in these earnest and busy times,
beset with travel regulations, visas and per-
mits, we cannot just answer the call of adven-
ture, pack a bag and follow our inclination
by accepting an invite of this kind, so I was
obliged to refuse. I was glad, however, to
receive this indication that German model -
makers are now able to combine their efforts
once more. A hobby always becomes doubly
absorbing when we can meet others with
interests similar to our own, through model
clubs, etc. Even so, model -making in Ger-
many today is largely handicapped by short
age of supplies, and much ingenuity must
be exercised by those enthusiasts who make
models of any kind in their spare time. They
are sometimes quite envious when they see
English model, catalogues, where ever-increas-
ing. -ranges of parts and fittings for scale
models are appearing.

" 00 " Gauge Model Railway
Early this year I had some correspondence

with the German owner of a 00 gauge model
railway, Mr. W. Richter, of Leipzig, who
purchased materials and models for his rail-
way from Nuremberg in pre-war days. In

Model Making in Germany :

Cornish Beam Engines Scale

Model Factory

By "MOTILUS"

model of the factory looked like the other.
During one Leipzig Spring Fair I saw for
the first time The Railway Magazine,'
and a new world opened for me. What a
variety had the English railways by the
four groups! Our Reichsbahn is uni-
formed, but here one railway company had
other details and colours to another. That
enticed me very much to rebuild my bought
models in the style of the four companies.
Then I saw in the magazine a notice,

Fig. 3.-The upper cylinder and valve gear of the Cornish pumping engine in Cook's Kitchen
shaft, South Crafty mine, Cornwall. This engine was built for a South Wales colliery in
1873, by Harvey & Co., of Hayle.. Photograph from the Shell film " The Cornish Engine."

one of his letters to me he tells the following
story of the conception of a novel idea which
led him to convert his German railway into
an English one:

" My ,models had, naturally, the Contin-
ental style, and when my layout grew larger
the models had no further variety: one

Fig. r.-Three German 00 gauge locomotives rebuilt into English style by Mr. W. Richter.

Model Railways-Bassett-Lowke ': that
was a new possibility to know more about
English railways. With the help of the
pictures and text I became an ' explorer,'
subscribing to ' The Railway Magazine,'
and receiving it monthly at Leipzig."
That, in his own words, is how Mr.

Richter, with the help of English railway
magazines and model railway catalogues, was
able to rebuild his locomotives and coaches as
he had planned. He believes that there can be
very few in Germany who can claim to have
such a model railway with English character-
istics. One of the accompanying illustrations,
Fig. r, shows three of Mr. Richter's rebuilt
model locomotives, which were originally
German Reichsbahn 2,4-2 locomotives. BeL
sides these Mr. Richter also has a Southern
Railway electric, centre -rail motor coach
model, a standard Southern Railway coach,
a London Transport locomotive, and two
articulated overhead transmission coaches,
one Garrat and the other American. His
total collection now includes representative
rolling stock of all the four leading railway
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Fig. 4.-The engine house at Parkandillick, near St. Austell, in the Cornish china clay
working district. The engine in this shaft was built in 1852 by Sandys Vivian & Co., of
Hayle. It was moved to its presint sits in 1912. The white pyramid in the background is one of
the waste tips of gram particles left after the china clay has been extracted. Photograph

from the Shell film " The Cornish Empire."

companies, as they were before being taken
over by British Railways.

Naturally, Mr. Richter deplores that he
can no longer subscribe to English railway
and model magazines. He is among those
who regret the prospect of uniforM appear-
ance for Biitish Railways rolling stock,
although he is hoping that the grouping
system will still retain some dislinctik,e fea-
tures. At present Mr. Richter is engaged in
constructing model coaches to show the
development of English railway coach build-
ing. So far he has model trains representing
1835, 186o and 1875. His chief raw material
in this work has been tinplate obtained from
ordinary tins such as are used in canning
food, etc. Such is the shortage of supplies
of material for this hobby in Germany.

A Model Harbour
I also have a model -making correspondent

in Frankfurt -on -Main, Herr Erriil von Bron1-
feld, who is keenly interested in all branches
of the hobby:. railways, shins and architec-
tural models. Mr. Bionsfeld's latest endeav-
our has been the building of a model
harbour: this is to a scale of :1250, or
approximately rooft. to tin., the same
standard as is used a great deal in English
waterline ship modelling.

The harbour prototype is imaginary, so
that the buildings in the model represent
various styles of national architecture,
although they are, of course, predominantly
German. Gabled houses flank the dockside,
along with warehouse buildings and ship-
yards. There is a twin -spired cathedral,
a model of Lubecker Dom, the old cathedral
of Lubeck. Over four hundred waterline
models of ships of many nations throng the
harbour itself. Among numerous smaller
craft can be seen stately sailing ships, modern
battleships and many internationally known
commercial vessels. These latter include a
model of the first German ship to win the
Atlantic Blue Riband, in 1906, the HAPAG
liner, Deutschland also another German
Blue Riband holder, which won the title in
1930, the Norddeutscher Lloyd liner,
Bremen. Mr. Bronsfeld is particularly
proud of two excellent waterline models of
large modern liners, the Holland -America

Nieuw Amsterdam, and the Cunard White
Star R.M.S. Queen Mary, although- he
tells me that tit& two models arc not his
own work. In the photogriph reproduced
here (Fig. 2), Mr. Bronsfeld is seen with part
of the model harbour; as he is placing a
small ship into position his hand gives some
idea of the ;Cale size of this ambitious model.

Being also a model railway enthusiast,
Mr. Bronsfeld is now setting out to build a
model town, centred round his German
00 gauge railway purchased in 1948. He
is continually adding to this railway by
making his own rolling stock, stations arid
other lineside buildings and equipment. Like
Mr. Richter, Mr. Bronsfeld is thinking of
including some English- and American -type

locomotives and coaches to introduce variety
into his layout.

As Mr. Bronsfeld has recently met one or
two fellow townsmen who are also interested
in the model railway hobby, he is hoping
that they may be able to hold a small model
railway exhibition in Frankfurt some time
this year. In finishing his last letter to Inc
he wrote that he was just off to a gathering
of "model railway friends" in Wiesbaden,
and has promised to send me a report on
their activities.

Cornish Beam Engines
In the summer of 1947 I referred in one

of my articles to Cornish beam engines, and
the fOrniation of the Cornish Engines
Preservation Society. I am pleased to learn
that the Shell Petroleum Company are taking
a great deal of interest in the activities of
this Society. To assist in the good work
did Shell film unit has made a f 6mm. sound
film of the history of the Cornish engine.
In addition the same unit has made six
separate films (also r6mm. sound) showing
individual engines that are still operating.
These six films were all made in 1947: the
first three show engines in the Camborne-
Redruth mining area, and the others relate
to engines in the St. Austell china clay
working district.

Included in the Camborne-Redruth group
is a film depicting the famous engine in
Cook's Kitchen shaft, South Crofty mine.
This engine was built by Harvey & Co. at
Hayle in 1873 for a South Wales colliery.
In 1881 it was reconditioned for work at
Wheal Tresavean, near Redruth, when it was
supplied with a new beam. Later it was
moved to Wheal Grenville, near Camborne,
and was finally erected at South Crofty in
1892, where it is still working in a specially
built concrete engine house (Fig. 3).

Each of the engines recorded in these films
differs in some way from the rest. In the
St. Aukell group, for instance, there is a
film showing an engine at Parkandillick, near
St. Austell (Fig. 4). This engine was built
in 1852 by Sandys Vivian & Co., Hayle,
and was erected at Old Sump shaft, Wheal
Kitty, St. Agnes. It was reconditioned and
removed to its present site in 1912. Its par-
tiOlar feature is the arrangement of the
valves, which allow a simple form to be

Fig. 5.-Model of the new Lotus factory at Stone, Staffordshire, built to a scale of
to ift. The factory was designed by Mr. Raymond E. Hawkins, L.R.I.B.A., of Cannock.
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employed for the steam passage, and it is the
only engine left in Cornwall with this
peculiar arrangement.

"The Cornish Engine" Film
Mr. Sturgess, of the Shell Petroleum Com-

pany, in introducing " The Cornish Engine "
film to  a large audience last February,
said :

" England and the world owe much to
Cornish engineering pioneers, and this film
makes a valuable contribution to steam
engineering history. It is a tribute by the
Shell Co., deeply involved in the prime
movers of to -day, to the great engineers who
developed the prime movers of the past."

Readers will no doubt'be interested to know
that these films are to be on free loan for
specialist engineering audiences, universities,

colleges and technical schools, from the
Petroleum Films Bureau, 29, New Bond
Street, London, W. r.

The travelling model railway exhibition
organised by Mr. H. Elliott of Spalding, to
which I referred in ,my model notes last
December, is still touring the country and
remains a cause of much attraction wherever
it is shown. The exhibition was displayed
at Derby last February and proved a great
attraction. To his already considerable
collection of locomotives and rolling stock,
Mr. Elliott has added a streamlined "Pacific"
locomotive and a new " Super Enterprise "
steam locomotive. He is still hard at work
modernising the whole of the signalling
system on his railway. All model railway
lovers would wish to congratulate Mr. Elliott
on showing so admirably the capacities of
this popular hobby.

A Scale Model Factory
The drive for exporting British goods and

the necessity for up-to-date factories and
equipment with which to tackle this
tremendous undertaking, has resulted in the
building of a certain number of new
factories and extensions to others. The illus-
tration (Fig. 5) shows a recent model of a
new factory erected by Messrs. Lotus Ltd.
in Staffordshire: a splendid example of a
well -planned modern factory, designed for
efficiency. A striking feature of this factory
is the complete absence of internal stanchions
of any kind, which has resulted in a clear
working floor space of 266ft. by I2oft. What
a contrast are these modern buildings to the
uninspiring edifices of the Victorian period,
around which grew the mean slum areas
which we all now so strongly deprecate.

Trade Notes
Varley " Door Light "

THIS new light is particularly useful for
the home, garage, shed, cupboard, or

cellar.
It came about by a demand for lighting

up the interior of a gas refrigerator when
opened, but to be switched off automatic-
ally when the door was closed. The already
popular Varley " All Purpose " torch was
reconstructed by devising a new " head " and
fixture so that the closing of the door would
depress the plunger or switch which would
remain " up " when the door is open. This
unique development enabled the " Door
Light," as the invention was called, to be
used where " mains " were not normally
available. The larder, a dark cellar, a store
cupboard can now have its " Door Light "
and. the danger of. using matches, candles or
other naked lighting is removed.

The Varley "Door Light"

To fix a " Door. Light " is a matter of a
few moments with a screwdriver, and it is
sold in a special triangular shaped box com-
plete with fittings and instructions.

The device can also be carried. in the
breastpocket and so frec the hands of those
on outdoor pursuits like postmen, travellers,
etc., as the light is on the side, with a wide
beam of great brilliancy and penetrating
power.

Another style of " Door Light " can be
fixed in car engines and in the " boot" and
thus a light is under the bonnet when break-
down occurs or luggage is wanted.

The new " Door Light " is of robust

make, cream coloured, and. takes two dry
cells of the U -type which last for a long
time and can be replaced easily upon renewal.

The retail price is 9/9 plus 2/I purchase
tax; obtainable from all leading ironmongers,
electricians and stores.

The manufacturers are Oliver Pell Control
Limited, Cambridge Row, Burrage Road,
Woolwich, S.E.18.

Photography and the Metric System
THE Photographic Industry Standards

Committee of the British Standards
Institution has agreed that the, photographic
indus:ry should play a leading role in the
introduction of the metric system for assisting
the export drive.

To this end Messrs. Johnsons of Hendon.
have.accepted their share of the responsibility
for encouraging the practical use of the

metric system in
photography.

The use of metric
weights and measures
offers many advan-
tages, hence the pub-
lications of m o s t
formulae in alternative
systems, but the
complications involved
in their presentation
in imperial measures
and avoirdupois, and
sometimes even in
apothecaries weights,
are obvious to all.

Messrs. Johnson's
export trade and the
need for increased
production called for
standardisation in
packing and a start
was made by market-
ing a new style Pac-
tums in units of
twenty and one hun-

dred instead of selling in multiples of one
dozen. Approximately twelve months ago
the firm standardised Acid Fixing into 250 -
gramme and 500 -gramme sizes, and Aiol
has subsequently been changed to metric
sizes.

The firm are now making a further step
in what must be a gradual change and are
standardising the packaging of the majority
of their solutions into metric sizes.

A folder giving further particulars and
comparative tables can be obtained from
Johnsons of Hendon, Ltd., Hendon, London,
N.W.4.

The Circlometer
THIS novel drawing instrument quickly

converts fine measurements into large
divisions for marking off or drawing circles.
It is simple to use, avoids eyestrain, and
dispenses with compasses dividers and rules
Made of transparent celluloid, the holes are
arranged in two formations: in rows radiat-
ing from the centre of the disc, and in lines
following an increasing spiral scroll. Each
row is indicated with the finer divisions of
the scale on the outer ring which is marked
with a plus sign. Each line on the scroll is
used for the larger divisions of the. scale. By

- Pin
The new Circlometer drawing instrument.

following the chosen scroll line to its inter-
section with the row required a great degree
of accuracy is easily achieved. For example,
using the architects' scale of 8ft. to tin.
(marked 8/12), the scroll line numbered 4
will intersect the row numbered 5, at
4ft. sins. from the centre of the disc. The
corresponding setting on the t/f ooth ,inch
scale (marked to/to) would be .45 inches.
Directions for use are as follows: (i) Locate
disc with centre over the required position;
(2) Insert the pin securely through the central
hole of disc; (3) Turn disc by pencil or
Marker in the hole at the required radius, as
described. The instrument is priced at
and further information can be obtained from
the sole manufacturers, Pattim Engineering
Works, Broadway, Weymouth.

SAVE THAT CARTON
Every empty breakfast food,
sugar, cigar ett e, soap -flake
packet is urgently needed for

salvage.
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QUERIES0Av4
ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page 64 (THE CYCLIST),
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Removing Oil Stains from a " Terazo"
Floor

rOULD you supply me with a formula for a
"-- preparation which would remove oil stains
from a " Terazzo " floor ?

This floor scents to be porous, and the powder
which was supplied to remove the stains is
useless. -R. T. Forrester (Dunfermline).

YOURS
is a very difficult query to answer without

our having made an examination of the floor in
question. We should want to know the exact type
of terazzo material used, its matrix or binding agent,
and, also, the nature of the staining oil.

If the floor has a matrix (binding agent) of tar or
bitumen it will not stand solution treatment with
petrol or paraffin. If, however, the floor has a cement
binder between the terazzo pieces, try going over it
with a paste of whiting and paraffin, white spirit or
petrol; the idea of this being to dissolve out the oil
and to absorb it into the whiting.

If the floor cannot be so treated, spread over it a
paste of chloride of lime and water. Let this nearly
dry. Then brush over it a dilute acetic or hydrochloric
acid (one part acid, five parts water), or even strong
vinegar. Chlorine gas will be disengaged (Note: this
has a powerful, pungent smell, but is not harmful in
small amounts), and this may destructively oxidise
the oil stains, bleaching them away, in fact. The
process cannot be guaranteed in its results, but it is
worth trying.

If the stains are bad and they -have not penetrated
deeply, they may be found to be removable by going
over the whole of the area with a fine abrasive so as to
remove the surface " skin " of the stained fragments.

Capabilities of Electric Motors

MAY I request your advice on the following
points ?

I have only single-phase 230-v. A.C. power
available, and it appears that motors of over
1 horse -power for this type of current are not
readily available.

(a) Would a motor of this horse -power drive a
ann. circular saw, or, alternatively, what diameter
saw could be driven, assuming no heavy loads ?
What is the optimum peripheral speed of a saw ?

(a) Secondly, is this power sufficient for a ioin.
planer, and again, what tool speed is
recommended ?

(3) And lastly, will a horse -power motor
be sufficiently powerful to drive (a) a single -
cylinder compressor to maintain 5o p.s.i. for
spraying and (b) a lain. lawn mower (cutting
cylinder only) ?-D. Pearse Baker (TeddingtOn).

WE advise the use of a motor of at least t h.p.
kJ-) to drive a lain. circular saw, a larger motor
being suggested for heavy work. A speed of 2,000
r.p.m. at the saw is suggested. We would advise the

h.p. motor being used with a saw of not more than
gin. in diameter, the saw speed being 3,000 r.p.m.

(2) The h.p. motor would he much too small to
drive a loin. planer.

(3) A 5:3 h.p. motor should be suitable for driving
the cutting cylinder of a lain. lawn mower.

It is not possible to say if the t 3 h.p. motor would
be large enough to drive the air compressor, without
knowing the volume of air delivered at the 501b. pressure.
It would only he suitable for a very small compressor,
delivering not more than one cubic foot per minute.

Painting Soldered Brasswork
CAN you please inform me of a simple treatment

to be given to brass with soldered joints to
enable enamel or paint to adhere more firmly ;
also whether paint or enamel would be more
durable after the treatment ?-P. R. Moss (Ware).
RUB the brasswork all over with a coarse emery

cloth so as to roughen the surface slightly. Then
give the surface a thin coat of a flat grey priming paint.
When dry, rub this down with a fine sandpaper and
apply a similar thin coat of the grey priming paint.
Rub this second priming coat down a little, but not as
much as the first. On the resulting surface put the
final coat of enamel. You will find that the above
treatment will give an enamel coating of maximum
durability.

Silvering Compound
T HAVE an antique brass dial belonging to a

grandfather clock. I wish to re -silver the
chapter ring. Can you please furnish me with
instructions how this should be done ?-J.
Nicholson (Otley). -

A SILVERING compound for the silvering of
" chapter rings of longcase clock, can be made
from the formula below.

Silver chloride .. 20 parts (by weight).
Cream of tartar .. 6o
Common salt .. 6o ,.
This powder is made into a paste with water and

rubbed on the cleaned brasswork with a soft cloth.
Silver in the characteristic " white " form is at once
deposited. The chapter ring, when silvered, should.
be lacquered with a clear lacquer.

You should be able to get the above material from
your local pharmacist, or, alternatively, you can purchase
them from Messrs. Wm. Canning & Co., Ltd., Great
Hampton Street, Birmingham, which firm also sells
ready made silvering powder for the above use, in
addition to a clear lacquer for finishing.

White Cement for Garden Ornaments
WOULD you please tell me how I can 'make

cement white permanently, as I wish to
make some cement curbings and ornamentations
for my garden ? Also, what percentages of
sand, cement and colour should be used to ensure
hard wear ?-L. Eaton (Dereham).
NIX together one part ordinary Portland cement,

two parts sharp sand (not sea sand) and one
part of a white pigment such as zinc oxide of titanium
oxide. When slaked with water, this will give a white
cement. If you are going to make the cement into
stones, artificial rocks, etc., you should mix large stone
fragments with the cement. These stone fragments
can be of any colour provided that they do not show on
the surface of the finished articles.

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages front
time to time are old ones, and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible
with their enquiries.

Weed -killers
THAVE a 600ft. driveway which is overgrown

mainly with grass, and would be quite im-
possible to clear properly by hand. Therefore I
would like to use a non -selective weed -killer.
Could you recommend a chemical or chemicals
that would meet these needs ?-R. F. Owen
(Midhurst).
THE cheapest non -selective weed -killer for your

purpose consists of a , solution of creosote in
caustic soda solution. Make up a strong solution
of caustic soda by dissolving, say, t part of the caustic
in 3 parts of hot water. To the solution add 2 parts
of creosote. Apply liberally to the ground, preferably
in dry weather, and at intervals of a lew days. Three
applications should be sufficient. Creosote is obtainable
at any firm of builders' merchants or oil stores. Caustic
soda can be had from any retail pharmacist.

Sodium chlorate would not be very suitable for the
above use. It is too selective.

An alternative weed -killer consists of a strong solution
of copper sulphate to which some sulphuric acid (the
more the better) has been added.

There are, of course, very drastic weed -killers
containing lead arsenate and other arsenic compounds.
If you can obtain any of these at your local horticul-
turist's, you may care to use them. Their effects are
permanent when used in quantity, but they are
dangerous to handle and work with.

Leather Dyes
 T HAVE a leather strap, tanned brown on one

side, but natural colour on the other, which
I wish to dye black. It is to be used as a shoulder -
strap for a portable radio, so the dye must be
heat resisting and waterproof so as not to mark
clothing, etc.

Could you please advise me of a suitable dye
or stain ? Would a fixed Indian ink or marking
ink he suitable ?-D. J. Grant (Walthamstow).

YOU cannot possibly dye leather satisfactorily by
means of Indian or any other type of ink, since

these are all based on water, and they will not penetrate
the leather sufficiently to give any depth of colour of
general fastness.

You can use an oil -soluble dye or even a spirit -
soluble dye, dissolve in methylated spirit, or in white
spirit, paraffin or turpentine (genuine or subs.). Several
applications of such solution to the perfectly dry
leather, followed, finally, with a layer of a hard wax
polish, should effect the result and produce a non -
rubbing dye.dye. It is, of course, best to use an actual
leather dye which can be dissolved in any light oil and
used in the same manner, several applications being
made. In all cases the dye solution should be used as
hot as possible and the leather itself should he as dry
as possible in order to effect maximum penetration of
the dye into the leather.

Such dyes are not soluble in water. Hence they will
not wash out. But, unfortunately, they may tend to
rub in too much dye accumulates on the surface only.
This is best counteracted by sealing the dye in with a
final layer of wax.

Before commencing operations the existing glazed
surface should be gone over with fine sandpaper so that
the surface " skin " may be slightly roughened and
be brought into a more dye -absorbable condition.

Oil and leather dyes can be obtained in small quan-
tities from any firm of wholesale chemical suppliers_
as, for example, Messrs. Griffin & Tatlock Ltd, Kemble
Street, Kingsway, W.C.2; Messrs. Baird & Tatlock
(London), Ltd., St. Cross Street, Hatton Garden,
E.C.1 ; or Messrs. W. & J. George & Becker, Ltd.,
17-29, Hatton Wall, E.C.i

Filtering Tap Water
THE effect of impurities in the local tap water

is causing me some difficulty in producing
highly glazed photographs.

Since I use distilled water, and filter all solu-
tions, the difficulty does not arise until the
washing stage, small particles of dirt being then
introduced. which not only embed themselves in
the print, but also cause serious scratching of
the chrome plate.

The large volume of water necessary for
efficient washing precludes the use of distilled
water. I have been experimenting with several
filter funnels, but find that normal filtration is
far too slow.

I should be obliged if you could suggest a
suitable design for a water filter which will
remove these troublesome impurities and yet
allow a sufficiently fast rate of flow to be main-
tained. -M. Ailchin (Fareham).

"A DISC of zoo mesh brass or copper gauze fitted
inside a large funnel should prove satisfactory

for filtering all coarse particles from a main water
supply. Two such funnels would make doubly certain
of the absence of such particles from the water, and
the speed of flow should not be very appreciably reduced.

Alternatively, you can make use of the method of
upwards filtration. For this you must provide yourself
with a closed metal container having an inlet and an
outlet pipe. The inlet pipe goes to the bottom of the
container. The outlet pipe is taken from the top. A
ring of the above gauze is fitted near the top of the
container. The ring should have a metal " frame "
and should be so arranged as to be removable for
cleaning. The inlet water to this apparatus rises
upwards to the outlet pipe, and, in so doing, must
pass through the metal gauze, which will effect suffi-
cient filtration for your purpose.

A combination of the above two methods should
completely remove your troubles.

THE P.M. BLUEPRINT SERVICE

12 FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE.'" New Series. No. I.
3s. 6d.

10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series.. No. 2. 3s. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE..
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OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT

10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.
A MODEL AUTOGIRO'

Full-size blueprint, 2s.
SUPER -DURATION BIPLANE'

FA -size blueprint, 2s.
The 1-c.c. TWO-STROKE PETROL ENGINE.

Complete set, 7s. 6d.
STREAMLINED WAKEFIELD

MONOPLANE -3s. 6d.
LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE

Full-size blueprint, 3s. 6d.
P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.

Complete set, 10s. 6d.
P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK' -2s.

The above blueprints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

An * denotes constructional details are available, free,
with the blueprint.
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Painting Aluminium
T HAVE just built a large two-seater sidecar,
-1 the body of which is covered with sheet
aluminium, with the exception of the rear locker,
which is timber.

Will you please advise me on the priming,
undercoating and finishing colour (finishing
colour to be black) to obtain the best result ?
If you advise brush cellulose is it possible to slow
down the drying ?-A. Jackson (Hockley).

FIRST of all, di/solve t part of caustic soda in
about 6 parts of warm water and go over all the

aluminium parts with this solution. The liquid will
remove surface grease and will slightly matt the
aluminium surface. The woodwork should not be
treated in this manner. Mop away all the caustic liquor
with plenty of fresh water. Then wipe as dry as possible
and give a very thin coating of a flat grey priming
paint. Get the coating as even as possible, but the
thinner it is the better. Do the same to the woodwork,
Let the coating dry and harden. Then apply a similar
thin coat. Let this dry and harden. Then, with fine
glasspaper rub the whole of the coating until you get
it as smooth as possible.

You can then work this up with either an oil enamel
or a cellulose enamel. The oil enamel is more con-
trollable and is, slow drying. The cellulose paint is
more difficult to apply but it gives a rather glossier
surface and, moreover, it is unattacked by oil and
petrol. You cannot very well slow down the drying of
the cellulose enamel without altering its qualities.

Alternatively, you could use one of the bake!ite
enamels based on synthetic resin of the bakelite type
This gives a good gloss and is highly resistant to oil
and grease. The Bakelite Co. of Birmingham would
supply you with this material. You can get ordinary
oil -based enamel from any good paint store, whilst an
excellent firm of cellulose paint specialists is Messrs.
Nobles & Hoare, Ltd., 3, Cromwell Road, London,
S.E.r.

On the Whole, unless you are .weli experienced we
think that you should not attempt cellulosing your
sidecar, but rely -on either en oil enamel or a bakelite
paint, the latter being easily brushed and being obtain-
able in a slow -drying oil variety and a quicker -drying
spirit variety. The headquarters of Bakelite, Ltd., /8,
Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.r, would, no doubt,
be glad to give you exact information as to the par-
ticular type of their product to use.

Electric Light Cable
T HAVE a temporary garage about loft. away

from my house. What type of cable should
I run for electric light ? Is it necessary to run the
cable in tubing ? I was thinking of using lead -
covered cable, under the garden soil.-R. R. Gill
(Burnley).

TWIN lead -sheathed cable would be very suitable
for supplying the garage, as it is waterproof.

The cable should, however, be protected from mechani-
cal damage where necessary. This can best be done
by fitting the cables in screwed conduit, preferably
galvanised. Alternatively the cable could be pro-
tected where necessary by wooden casing above ground,
and by covering this with strong tiles below ground.
The sheathing on the cable should be connected by
means of a stout copper wire to a reliable earthing
point, such as a main cold -water pipe. It is advisable
that a fuse be connected in the " live " pole of the cable
where this is connected to the house wiring, with a
removable link in the other pole.

Fireproof Roofing Tiles
WHAT is the composition of fireproof roofing

tiles, and the general method of manu-
facture ? I understand that they are composed
of a special heat -treated cement.-N. Cooper
(Birmingham).
THE roofing tiles which we think you refer to are of

the asbestos -cement type. They consist merely
of asbestos powder mixed with cement and then
allowed to set hard in shallow trays.

Asbestos powder for this type of work can be obtained
from Turner Brothers Asbestos Co., Ltd., Rochdale,
Lanes.

The tiles are not heat -treated in any way, since the
application of heat would tend to disintegrate the cement
mixture. Such tiles have good fireproof properties,
but they tend to " age " with lapse of time and to
become very brittle. Moreover, they are not as
weather -resistant as the slate tile, or that of the furnace -
baked variety.

Removing Water from Gelatine
T SHALL be glad if you will inform me of an
-1- easy process to remove all water contained
in inflated gelatine in order to re -use the latter
for further application.-F. Costaras (Ismailia,
Egypt).
THERE is no easy way of removing water from

gelatine. The only method is one of prolonged
heating at a temperature not exceeding Ito° C., and,
for preference, the heating should be done in merle,
that is to say under conditions of reduced air pressure,
in which instance a lower temperature can be employed
and there will be less danger of the gelatine undergoing
partial decomposition by heat.

The exact conditions orthe process will depend on
the type of gelatine, its physical and chemical nature,
the amount of water to be removed, and the final
purity of the material which may be required.
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Polished and Toiled Metal Window
Frames

A CLIENT of mine has recently supplied,
fixed and glazed complete, five large shop -

front windows, each Sft. high and 26ft. long, as
shown in the accompanying diagram. The
framing is in extruded bronze and all the windows
are now in use.

The point is this : These windows were specified
to be finished in sandblast and toned, although
at the time I pointed out that polished and toned
would be more suitable. However, at the
architect's request they were finished as specified.
Now after three months the architect dislikes the
somewhat dulled and dingy appearance of
what could have been a beautiful job.

Can you suggest a means of brightening the
surface of the metal to give the appearance of
polished and toned ?-C. L. New (Birmingham).
WE entirely agree with your views on the superiority

of the polished effect of the toned metal. How-
ever, the man who pays the piper is justified in calling
the tune, and, quite clearly, you are absolved from all
responsibility for the unsatisfactory nature of the
metal framing.

The best means of brightening the surface of the
frames in the manner which you require is a very
simple one. Use a scratch brush. But be sure that the
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brush is of brass-not of steel, which is too hard for the
metal frames. A brass scratch brushing will, we think,
give just the effect which you want. After this, the
frames should be sprayed over with two coats of a clear
cellulose lacquer.

Yoh can tone the metal by brushing over it, before
lacquering, a solution made by dissolving t part of
sodium sulphide in 99 parts of water. Sodium sulphide
is a photographic chemical, obtainable from any big
photographic dealer. It does not keep well, so do
not buy more than an ounce of it, which should suffice
for your purpose.

Try the effect on a small area at first, and if the
toning is too severe, dilute the solution.

Do not emery the surface. You will only make it
duller-and blacker.

Fluorescent Dyes
y1OULD you please let me know, under their

correct names, which dyestuffs give the
brightest fluorescence under ultra -violet rays
in the following colours, these being the
fluorescent colour with an indication of the
colour in ordinary light :

Blue, green, yellow, scarlet, orange, violet
(mauve).

The dyestuffs are required to be solvent in
methylated spirit.-L. Crisp (London, W.).
Dusing pure substances you will probably not be

able to get the precise fluorescences which you
aim at, but by suitable admixture you will find this
possible.

The following are the dyes which, in spirit solution
(unless otherwise noted) give fluorescences of the various
colours under ultra -violet ray excitation :

Yellow
Phloxine, eosine, eosine scarlet, safranine, rhodamine.
The above solutions are yellow to red in normal

lighting.
Orange

Rose bengal, fast acid violet (in aqueous solution),
violamine (in aqueous solution).

Red
Resorcine blue, rhodamine, 3.B.

Green
Benzoflavine, uranin (in aqueous solution).
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Yellow -green
Fluorescein, cosine. phosphine.

Blue
This type of fluorescence is not given by dyestuffs -

It is best seen in an aqueous solution of quinine bi-
sulphate, or in a solution of Vaseline in paraffin or
petrol. Cadmium or calcium tungstate also give a
good blue fluorescence in the dry state.

A mauve fluorescence must be obtained by experi-
mental admixture of other fluorescent materials.

Papier-mdche Work
SHALL be glad if you will give me some help.
I have been using paper pulp with a handwork

class in school, modelling it round bowls, plates,
etc., as moulds. I have been using a mixture of
newspaper pulp, flour paste and whiting. When
dried, with or without heat, this dries with a very
rough surface. Could you tell me how to retain
the smooth finish obtained when the pulp is wet ?

Also, is it possible to prepare a pulp which will
resist the effects of water when dry ? This would
be used for bulb bowls and the like, as at present
these soften even when varnished and painted.

We are also troubled a good deal by warping
especially when a fairly flat surface is aimed at,
so perhaps you could advise regarding this.
-J. Williams (Teignmouth).
THE rough surface M your papier-mache work is'

we think, due to the use of flour paste. If
yoti would use glue instead of the flour paste, the general
effect would be much smoother. Use a solution con-
taining to parts of glue dissolved in go parts of water,
and add a few drops of carbolic acid, creosote or clove
oil to it to act as a preservative. The solution will set
to a jelly when cold. It must, therefore, be used warm.

By spraying the finished papier-mâché article thus
prepared with a dilute solution of formalin, or by
immersing it bodily in such a solution for a few minutes
and afterwards allowing it to dry again, the glue will
become water -resisting. This is due to the fact that
the formalin renders the glue completely insoluble,
even in hot water. As a working solution for spraying,
brushing or immersion, mix t part of commercial
formalin with 3 parts of water. The solution will
remain good indefinitely, but care should be taken to
avoid getting it on the skin, since it has a powerful
hardening action of the skin and nails, causing them
to break.

To a large extent the warping which you complain
of can be avoided by incorporating a little inert filler
with the paper pulp. Any inert, white fine powder
will suffice, particularly zinc oxide or barytes. Asbestos
powder (obtainable from Messrs. Turner Brothers
Asbestos Co., Ltd., Rochdale, Lanes, or from Messrs.
A. M. MacCarthy, 37, Sandford Road, Moseley,
Birmingham,. t3) will also have a similar effect.

The tendency to warp may also be counteracted by
building up the papier-mâché articles in several lamina-
tions, allowing the one to dry before forming the other
and, again, by gluing down a sheet of paper or thin
fabric over the first lamination before laying down the
second one.

" Embossing" Glass
T SHALL be obliged if you will assist me with theI following problem :

How does one go about embossing glass ; what
is the acid used, and the wax ? Can you explain
the full procedure and preparation ? Also, can
you inform me were I can obtain the acid, wax
and the lead sheet or tinfoil used ? I can obtain
the glass and vitrolite.-B. Anderson (Liverpool).

GLASS articles are not directly " embossed." Such
embossing is normally moulded in the glass, or

else cut into it. The process is not one in which any
etching acid is used.

If you refer to the technique of marking designs on
glass surfaces, this is effected (a) by sandblasting, the
glass being covered with a steel stencil and then subjected
to a hail of sharp sand particles shot from a sandblast
gun, or (b) by acid etching, the glass surface being wax -
or resin -coated, the design inscribed on the prepared
surface and an acid poured over the latter.

Sandblasting is the more usual process, and plant for
this technique can be obtained from Messrs. Grauer
and Weil, Ltd., 3/4, Hardwick Street, London, E.C.r.

The etching fluid used in the latter process is strong
hydrofluoric acid. This is a somewhat dangerous
fluid since it is capable of inflicting burns on the skin.
It cannot be obtained in glass bottles, but it is sold in
ceresin or vulcanite containers, which are non-
returnable and which are charged extra to the cost of the
acid. The acid can be obtained from any chemical
merchants, your nearest one probably being Messrs.
Reynolds and Branson, Ltd., Leeds.- London chemical
merchants supplying this material are : Messrs. Griffen
and Tatlock, Ltd., Kemble Street, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2 ; Messrs. A. Gallemkamp and Co., Ltd., r7-29,
Sun Street, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.2 : Messrs:
W. and J. George and Becker, Ltd., Hatton Wall,
London, E.C.T.

Any wax can be used as a resist for the acid. A good
composition is a mixture of ceresin or paraffin - wax
and resin, used about 50 : _so. This is wiped over the
glass surface when molten. After setting, the design
is inscribed with a sharp stylus oft the wax, so that the
surface of the glass is thereby bared for the solvent action
of the acid. The acid is poured (sparingly) on to the
design and allowed to act for about five minutes, after
which4the wax is cleared off the surlace, theieby reveal.;
ing the design permanently etched on the glass.

The process is not easy, and it is rather dangerous on
account of the highly corrosive nature of the acid.

Lead sheet and tinfoil are not used in the acid -etching
process, since they would both be attacked by the acid.
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STILL MORE BARGA I NS
Selected from our large stocks.

DYNAMOS. Wind dynamo totally
enclosed C.A.V. 12115 volt 10 amp.,
600/1,000 r.p.m. with shaft exc. at both
ends for prop. Circular body £211010.
6 volt 8110 amps. 600/1,000 r.p.m. Shaft for
prop., one end only, 501-. Car type dynamos,
12 v. 10 amp., 1.400 r.p.m., 30/-. Newton
12 v. 30 amp. dynamo, enclosed circular
body, 2,000 r.p.m., 25/- ; 24 v. 30 amps.,
2.000 r.p m., 401-. Leece Neville 30 v.
5 amps., 1,500 r.p.m., 551-. All in first
class condition, tested and guaranteed.
Carriage 5!.. extra on any dynamo.
MOTOR BLOWERS. Keith Blackman
24 volt D.C.. Sin. inlet. Sin. outlet, 1 h.p.
motor, £311010, carriage Si..
PETROL ENGINES. Stuart Turner
P.4, I h.p. single cylinder, 2 -stroke, water-
cooled with petrol tank, £10. .

HEADPHONES for
use with crystal sec ;
bakelite case and caps
with headband and cord,
5/-, post 9d. extra.
Low resistance single
'phone with headband
and cord for circuit
testing, etc., 2/-, post
6d., or 4/- pair post

f free. Moving coif head-
Ifphones. 45 ohms resist -iv

ance, V in. coil, highly
sensitive, coil energised by Alni magnet,
51- each complete in bakelite case, or 716
per pair.  Can be used as miniature mike
or loudspeaker with suitable matching
transformer.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Large lab.
oil type, .0005 mid., in glass case with
heavy Ebonite knob and scale, 101-, carriage
21-.
MORSE I NKERS. Clockworth drive
28 words per minute hand wind, records
on paper, mounted on tape drawer, fine
workmanship, ES.
Here is our bargain of the month.

MICROPHONES
Ex-W.D. precision made moving coil
hand mike in bakelite case, switch in handle,
complete with pair of moving coil head-
phones and cords, 1016. Tannoy hand
mike, multi -carbon type, metal case with
ileac switch in handle, ideal for sports
meetings or any outdoor work, 716.
The Lesdix Table Mike, comprising
Siemens carbon inset mike in bakelite case,
with transformer and mounted on polished
bakelite base, 1216.
RELAYS, ex-G.P.O. stock, 100 -ohm coil,
operate from 2/, volts 15 m.a. bank of
20 relays in case, 20!.. G.P.O. type 3,000,
as new, 150 ohms, 2 m. 1 C.O. contact,
416. P.O. relay in circular case, 30 ohms,
500 ohms, 1,000 ohms, etc., 216 each.
SWITCHES. Dewar key. switch (as
illustrated), 7 -pole
C.O. with top
plate, 51-. Toggle
switches. panel
D. P. C. 0., 3/-,
S.P.C. O., 21-, Yax-
ley 3 -pole 3 -way, or 8 -pole I way. 216 each.
MAGNETS. D.C. electro magnets,
6 volts, to lift 4 lbs.

.

new surplus, 716.
Perm. flat bar magnets, 21in. x I in. x e in.,
drilled two holes each end, 21- pair. Alni
perm. steel disc magnets, 1 in. dia x Si in.
with 3116 in. centre hole, 316 each. Large
stock of Horseshoe magnets -send for
leaflet.
VALVES. A.T.40 transmitting triodes,
6.5 volt. Fil., 1,000 v. 40 watts plate, 3/6,
post 9d.
RELAY AND RECTIFIER UNITS.
Comprising D.P.C.O. relay D.C. and metal
Rectifier unit, 516, postage 6d.
LIQUID LEVEL. Remote indicators,
Electrical type, less meter, with variable
resistance operated by geared float to vary
a reading on a distant dial connected by a
pair of wires and a dry battery, 316 each,
post 6d.
DIMMER RESISTANCES. Totally
enclosed, panel type, 100 ohms 1 amp.
or 50 ohms 1 amp., 216 each, post 6d.
Open type wire wound, porcelain base,
10 ohms I amp., 216.
DAVE NSET D.C.3 BATTERY
CHARGER. 230 volts 3 circuits, 0.8 amps.,
2 amps., 5 amps., for changing 100 cells
per circuit, 3 ft. x 2 ft. x 1 ft. 6 in., fitted
3 meters, 3 charging resistances, 3 D.P.
switches. Terminals, etc., in ventilated
metal . case, £17.
SWITCHBOARDS. 500 watt in metal
case, 15 in. x 15 in.. with doors. 5 M.C.
Meters, 4 variable slider resistances, 3
enclosed cut-outs, switches, terminals, etc.,
£4, ex -Battersea Stores.
PARCELS. 101b. useful oddments for the
junk box. All clean, dismantled from
Government and other surplus apparatus,
716 post free. (Not for Overseas buyers.)

Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.B

Telephone : AAACculay 2159.

QUALIFY FOR

BETTER POST
-by Post!

Let the most progressive, most successful

College in the world coach you by correspond-
ence. Choose your career or be advised by us.
We take a personal interest in all our students
and provide the friendly individual training
that quickly leads to .success. Make the first
move NOW write for free particulars.r CHOOSE YOUR

CAREER

NOW!
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales Management
Agriculture
A.M.I. Fire E. Examination
Applied Mechanics
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation (Engineering and Wireless)
Banking
Blue Prints
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and

Modern Business Methods
Builders' Quantities
Building, Architecture and Clerks

of Works
Cambridge Senior School Certi-

ficate
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Concrete and Structural Engineer-

ing
Draughtsmanship, all Branches
Engineering, all Branches, Subjects

and Examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Institute of Housing
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, All Subjects

Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Novel Writing
Plastics
Play Writing
Plumbing
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Press Tool Work
Production Engineering
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Quantity Surveying -Institute of

Quantity Surveyors Exams.
Radio Service Engineering
Radio (Short Wavel
Road Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship I.S.M.A.
Sanitation
School Attendance Officer
Secretarial Examinations
Sheet Metal Work
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Short Story Writing
Social Welfare
Speaking in Public
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telecommunications

(City and Guilds)
Television
Transport Inst. Examinations
Viewers, Gaugers, Inspectors
Weights and Measures Inspectors
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers

If you do not see your own requirements above, write to us
on any subject. Full particulars free.

Direct Mail to DEPT. 76

Bennett (olle e
SHEFFIELD.
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WILKINSON'S
OF CROYDON
CONTACTOR LAI A precision clock
movement 3lin. x 2/in. mounted on a 3 -stage
filter used for sending impulses by means
of a switch operated by the escapement.
This valuable instrument is fitted in a sound-
proof case : 12 or 24 volts. Brand new. 16'6.
THERMOSTAT SWITCH. Bimetal type
in sealed glass tube, 2/in. x lin. 30 deg. cent.
5 - each.
GENERATORS. Hand operated. 5:-.
MICROPHONE & HEADPHONE SET.
Moving coil with switch. 7'6.
e" GOODMAN SPEAKERS with trans-
former. 21(-.
ROOM THERMOSTAT. Adjustable 45 to
75 Fahrenheit. 42'6 each.
THERMOSTAT. Satchwell 12in. stem,
0 250 volts A.C. D.C., 10 to 90 deg. cent. 35 -.
MUIR HEAD Slow Motion Drives. 7(6.
RHEOSTATS. Suitable for low voltage
model work. 2:6 each.
COCKPIT LAMPS with obscured domed
glass for S.B.C. Bulbs. Brand new with
switch. Diam. 31n. 5:- each.
VOLTMETERS. 0300 D.C. Moving Coll.
2" flush. 10(6 each. Many other types.
MORSE KEYS WITH BUZZERS on
board with Battery Holder. 4:11 each.
ONAN Petrol Generating Sets. 1215 volts
400 watts, with spare parts and tool kit.
Brand new. £35. Also CHOREHORSE,
32 volts 350 watts. £27-10-0. Will charge
batteries, drive light machinery, supply
light.
POWER UNIT, employing a 5Z4G and a
high voltage rectifier SU2150A, together
with a .1 mid. condenser. 2.5 kV. and other
components. 17/8.
A.('. INDUCTION MOTORS. Single
phase. 1,425 r.p.m. All voltages. Ideal for

workshop andindustrial
uses. Heavy
duty. Silent
running. No
radio inter-
ference.

h.p., 66-5-6
68-15-8

h.p £8-7-0
Cge. & eke.

List 2/d. 10 -

L. WILKINSON
201, Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon

11,_11r1HIE
Table Model Fret Jig Saw

and Circular Saw.
Why wait months for delivery
Build your own from easily obtained
parts and material only. Well tested
sets of diagrams and instructions.
Price 316 each or 91- the Three
BUILD YOUR OWN" WIND CHARGER"

also 316, Post Free.

P. M. BARHAM,
Bridge. Avenue, St. Sampsons,

Guernsey, C.I.

PERFECT PASTIMES FOR
PLEASURE AND PROFIT
The Magazine Craftworker lists
Tools, Materials, Equipment &
Fittings for all profitable Crafts
at Home : and Instruction
Books, Booklets, and Leaflets on
Leatherwork, Lampshades,
Plastics, Toys, China and Glass
Painting, Art Jewellery, Toys,
Models and a host of other
Crafts that are Different.

Send III d. for specimen
and full lists to :-

Dept. 2, HOMECRAFTS,
Albion St., Broadstairs, Kent

TRANSFORMERS
Thompson Transformers of various
outputs to suit your requirements.
Special Sizes for Trains and Motors.
12 v. or 39 v. 1/ amps. ... 21'-
12 v. or 20 v. 21 amps. ... ... 26'-
6 v. 7 amp. Ground Heater ... 26 -
Step-up or Down 60 watts ... 21/ -

Rectifiers from 13(6.
Stamp for List and quotation.

T. W. THOMPSON 3 CO., 176, Green-
wich High Road, Greenwich,
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POLycHR044

t I ijell/eVescektICOJ
Beautiful

JARS, 2oz.V9 New Metallic Finish in SIX
TINS, subtle and attractive shades..

pt2/9,-ipt 5/-

A NEW MICRO LATHE
for the DISCRIMINATING CRAFTSMAN

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE LATEST

CRYSTAL VALVE
used in wartime radar equipment.

Adjustable Iron Core.
RECEPTION GUARANTEED.

POLISHED WOOD CABINET,
151-. Post 9d.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE.
ENAMELLED. TINNED AND LITZ.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.

Most gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND LAMINATED BAKE-
LITE PANELS, TUFNOL ROD.

PAXOLIN TYPE COIL FORMERS AND
TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.

PERMANENT DETECTORS,
CRYSTALS, EARPHONES, etc.
Latest Radio Publications. Full Range

Available.
Send smmped addressed envelope for
comprehensive lists. Trade supplied.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send Stamp tot

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

Booklets ::10" Experi-
ments " 7d.
"Formulas"

rod.
" Home
Chemistry "

2/3
Post Paid

BECK(Scientific Dept. A)

60 HIGH STREET,
Stoke Newington, London, N.16

"THE WIZARD"
Brief Specification :
Centre height I in.
Between centres 6h in.
Swing over bed 3 in.
Swing over saddle 2 in.
Swing over gap 4.1 in.

Face -plate 4 -in. dia.
No. " 0 " morse
centre head and
tail. Hole through
both 9132 in. Set
over tailstock.

Fully compounded slide -rest, with " T
slotted milling table, three -speed vee

pulley, i in. belt, Acme L.S.
PRICE £9 4s. 9d. CARR. EXTRA

Descriptive leaflet for S.A.E. Limited number from stock
0 -tin. Drill Chuck "O" M/T Shank, 10s. 6d.

Machined Chuck Back -Plate, Ss.
Lever Operated Countershaft (on baseplate), £2

C. LANE & SON
Dairy Lane, Houghton - le - Spring,

Co. Durham
The Little Lathe that is a Little Different

NOW AVAILABLE i
THE NGELWA SP CR A SRTE N

NO SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS NEEDED TO AVOID AIR BUBBLES.
HAS OVER TWELVE MONTHS LIFE WHEN STORED IN A COOL

PLACE. MAY BE MOULDED GLASS CLEAR,
OR USED WITH FILLERS FOR VARIOUS COLOURING AGENTS

CHEAPNESS. SUPPLIED.

2116 COMMENCING OUTFITS
5116CONTENTS

FLEXIBLE MOULDING COMPOUND FOR MAKING MOULDS :
COLD OR HOT SETTING GLASS CLEAR LIQUID RESIN : PLASTAID
ADJUSTER : CATALYST : ACCELERATOR : FILLERS : COLOURING
AGENTS : INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET : MEASURING VIALS : BULK

SUPPLIES OF MATERIALS ALSO AVAILABLE
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET ON RECEIPT OF 2,6 P.O.

SEND 2)d. STAMP FOR LEAFLET.

SOLCRAFT PRODUCTS, 372, PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX

More Good Kits and Lines for the Home Craftsman
IIAKE A WIRE ECOBI)Eft-approx. cost including amplifier, £15, or only
about £6 if existing amplifier i. used : all parts in stock. SEND 5/- NOW for
constructional gen and blueprint.
MAKE A PHOTO -ELECTRIC EXPOSURE METER -provision for internal
and external lighting. Kit of parts with yen. 15 inc. post. Spare selenium cells
for AVO exposure meters. 6 -.
MAKE A CAR.RADIO-all parts in stock. Rotary transformer for 11.T. supply
from 6 v. or 12 v. batteries, 12/6. Construction book 2/6 plus post 21d.
MAKE A GARDEN WATERFALL, with water tumbling 'over the rocks into a

 lily pool. Electric water pumps, 24 v:for safety, 32,6, plus 1,8 post and packing
pump 350 gallons per hour. Suitable transformer. 230. v. to 24 v., 32/6, plus 1/6.
Pumps can be used for wells or cesspools if kept free from solids.
LISTEN WHILE YOU RIDE -buy a bicycle radio, ready to play, £3 175. 6d.,
plus 1/6 post and packing.
MAKE A BATTERYLESS RECEIVER to drowse the. kiddies to sleep. Crystal
diode permanent detector.. 'Kit of parts with gen and post, 16/-. Also instructions '
for 1 -valve receiver for the bedside -kit complete, 77/6.
MAKE A TRICKLE CHARGER which Is never idle. Night and day it works
front door bell, and at the same time will trickle -charge a 2 v. or 4 v. battery. Kit
with gen, 14/, plus 1/- post. 6 v. kit. 9/6, plus 1
STILL IN STOCK -4 h.p. A.C. motors -(not converted generators), £3 17s. 641. ;
micro -telephones, no mains or batteries needed, 2/6 each ; . motors for sewing
machines, with belt and footswitch, 19/8 : crystal diodes, 2/6 : headphones, 4/11
pair with Jackptug : fine for use with crystal sets.
PARK RADIO of MANOR PARK. 6768, R0444[0441 Road, London, E.12.

Phone : 'ILF 2066.

ELECTRIC ENG RA V ERS.-Powerful
Instruments in fiat case, on stand
with spring attachment, and switch.
Suitable for dog collars, tool marking.
etc., 4-6 volt model, price 48/6 : A.C.
Mains model, 200-240 volts. 55/. : A.C.
Engraver only, 42/6.
TELEPHONE SETS, comprising 2
G.P.O. hand phones, 2 bells, 2 pushes
and SOft. twin wire. Price eo,-. post
free. Single instrument. 22/6.

r110T011.4-6v. dry battery driven,
well made, powerful. 11/6. Illustrated
list, 3d.
BATTERY CHARGERS FOR A.C.
MAINS. FOR CHARGING 2 -volt accu-
mulators at 1 amp. Par ta.mi th diagram.
12/6. Complete 18/8. Postage 10d.
FOR TRICKLE CHARGING CAR
CELLS, parts with diagram. Output
11 amps. for 6v. cells. 28/6 set. For
12v. cells, 30/- set.
Complete on Open Metal Base. 42/6.
Post 1/-, See List for larger sixes.
PHOTO -ELECTRIC ('ELLS. -For all
sound films, high fidelity production,
speech and music. Small tube size,
2in. x fin. dia.. 26/6. Midget tube,
lin. x 11n., 22/6;
COMPLETE OPTICAL SYSTEM for
35 or 16 mm. sound film, 2in. long,
lin. diam.. projects, 0.0005in. light
image. Price £2 2s.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.,
64, London Road, Twickenham,
Middlesex. Tel.: POPesgrov, 1318

You can sell with confidence and
recommend.4

the JUBILEE"
Patent Worni Drive

Hose Clip
For Satisfaction
and a Water-
tight Connection
Remember the Nan,
JUBILEE Worm
Drive Hose Clip, -
Remember the Feet
There's never a
drip through a
JUBILEE CLIP
L. Robinson & Co
(Gillingham) Ltd
30.LorulonChanibers,

=worrimammesemom 11,ri

"61/41 VorModels Metalware ,i/andicra ts

rala
GYC. lh Brilliant

Colours. Hard drying,
Durable, with a rich gloss.

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF ACRABOND
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awe DUNLOP
The bold tread pattern
gives effective grip on
all read surfaces and
resists wear to a remark-
able degree.
This tyre has an outstand-
ing reputation for long
and efficient service.

Cover 8/-

tNIo/ a
INIOP Saddle

PROM THE WORD04FORT
\\.,

9H,303

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Crystal Sets. Our latest Model Is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room. 9/6, post 6d. De Luxe Receiver
in polished oak cabinet. 18/6, post l'-.
Spare Permanent Detectors, 2,- each.
When ordered separately. 213. with clips
and screws. 2/10. post 3d. Headphones,
brand new, S. G. Brown, G.E.C.. etc.. 15/-,
23', and super -sensitive, 30 -a pair, post 841.
New Headphones, DT- a pair. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive). 12,6 a pair.Both post 6d. New Single Earpieces,
316. Bal. armature type. 4/6: ex-R.A.F.
earpiece. 2/ -, post 411. Headphones, in
good order, 416 and 5 6 (better quality,
7,6). all post 8(1. Headphone Cords, 1'3
a pair, post 3d. Replacement Bands.
1 3. post 4d. Wire Bands. 6d. (All
Headphones listed are suitable for use
with our Crystal Sets.)
Bell Transformers. These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. Mains,
giving 3. 5, or 8 volts output at 1 amp..
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder. etc. PRICE
Et, post 6d. BELLS for use with either
the above or batteries, 6'- post 641.
Ex-R.A.F. 2-valte t2 -alt) MleroPhone
Amplifiers as used in 'plane Inter -coin..
in self-contained metal case : can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set, complete
with valves, 20,-. post 113. Useful wooden
box with partitions to hold amplifier.
extra, Ditto, less valves, 10/, One valve
amplifier, complete wth valve. 9i6, Post 1/,
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle,
and lead, 4/-. Similar instrument. moving
coil. 7.6, Post 6(1.
M Bike uttong (carbon). 2/-. Moving ('oil,
4:6 : Transformers. 5/-. All post 4d. each.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip, 3/3, and with gauge, 3/6, post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains, showing " live side of switches,
etc.. 3/6, post 441.
Soldering Irons. -Our new streamlined
Iron Is supplied with two interchangeable
hits. ono each straight and curved 200'250
v. 50 watts, 9/-. Standard Iron with adjust-
able hit, 200/250 v., 00 watts, 9/6. IleavY
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 12,6, all post 6d.
All part; replaceable.
Meters. 0-7v., 2lin.. mic. 9/6 : 15v.. 2lin..
111 c, 9/6 : 150v. 2.in.. ma.. 10.- 300v,. 2lin.,
nti., 13/6: 3,500v.. 3lin., ma, 201- 0.000v..
3lin., Mc. 57/6: 15000v., 2In., m'c, double
reading, ; 31 m'a, 2in. 6/- ; 100
ma.. '21n.. m/c., 7/6 ; 40/128 ma. 2in., m/c..

: double reading, 8 - : 3.5 amp., 2in.
T.C.. 5/- : 4 amp.. 2lin. T.C., in case with
switch, 7/6 : 20 amp.. 21in.. m/i, 9/8. Meter
Movements, 2111. size with magnet and case
(500 microamp). 2/6. Units containing two
movements, 5:-. All meters post extra.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

58. New VI:instead, London, E.3.1.
New illustrated List sent on request with
Id. stamp and S.A.E Letters only.

MODEL ENGINEERS
FOR THE TURNER :

Lathes, and 4,[ S.S. Bench Millers. Drilling Machines.
Hand Bench Shaping Machines.

FOR THE WOODWORKER :
V/ood Turning Lathes, 21" and 5r centres. 4in. Planers. Saw
Benches. Sanders. Spindle Moulders.

Pedestal Jig and Fret Saws.

Perspex -All sizes and colours in stock.

NUTTALL'S (LATHES) LIMITED,
m tNSFIELD, Lows.

NEW ILLUSTRATED

C11E31141 ',Ai a

APPARATUS
CATALOUl'114:

For All Laboratory Chemists
and Industrial Laboratories,

SEND 2/6 POST FREE.

VICSONS Lii).
for all Laboratory Apparatus,

148, PINNER ROAD,
HARROW, MIDDLESEX

Phone : UNDerhill 0906,

Send Id. stamped, self-addressed
envelope to : Dept. E.S. for
List of Apparatus and Chemicals
for the Elementary Student.

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES
203, Staveley Road, Wolverhainpten.
An Astounding one,. in Airerari

Me4el, 111,11.111110111s
In order to reduce our colossal stock of
meters and instruments we are making
the following Special Offer for a limited
Period only :

1. Selection of 3 Aircraft Electrical
recording Instruments, consisting of ;
(1) Course Indicator which is a very
sensitive centre reading micro -amp
meter. (2) A Fuel or Oil Temperature
gauge which Is a sensitive milliamp
meter. and 01 A Fuel Tank gauge which
is a Desyn Follower meter with many
uses. All these Instruments are brand
new and are in original wrappings.
Offered at the Special Bargain Price of
811. carriage paid. NOTE :-A tank
transmitting unit can be :supplied to
suit Item 3 for 511. post paid.

2. This Selection consists of Six
different Aircraft Flying and other
Instruments. In practically all cases
they arc brand new and are taken from
the following range Compasses,
Gyroscopes, Direction Indicators. Alti-
meters. Fuel Indicators, Fuel Trans-
mitters, Air Speed Indicators, Arti-
ficial Horizons, Thermometers, Oil
Gauges, etc., etc. These are put up to
our selection and we do not guarantee
any particular instrument to be in-
cluded, but all are despatched on the
understanding that they are to your
satisfaction, and money will be refunded
In full if returned within three days.
Original Cost of this selection usually
over 2100. Our Special Price Is 21/-,
carriage paid.

A NEW BENCH

MIRING MACHINE

FOR SMALL USERS
A Major contribution to the small
machinery market offered for
immediate delivery. The brief
specification given below will
interest all who have capacity
for this useful machine at a

modest price.
Table Length : 'tin.
Cross Traverse : 21in.
Table Width :
Vertical Movement : 6in.
Spindle Bore : No. 2 M.T.
Price : £20.

Countershaft : 85 extra. Milling
Arbor (tin.) 25!-.

M:.chine Vice : 20/6.

INVITATION

You are invited to send for List
No. MB49. This contains full
details of the above and current
machinery offers, gladly mailed
on request.

T. GARNER & SON, LIMITED
Hand and Machine Tool Division
Redbrook Works, Gawber,
BARNSLEY Phone: 2908
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All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, "THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2.
Phone : Temple Bar 4363

Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

Comments of the Month
Cycle Thefts
IT might be thought, in view of the large

number of bicycles which are stolen
every year, that magistrates would be

particularly severe when a cycle thief is
brought to the dock by the vigilance of the
police. Cycle thefts are difficult to detect,
and the bicycle, because of its very tractability,
is easily stolen. Many thousands of them
are never recovered, and few of the thieves
are caught. An alert police officer the other
day, however, was in a cycle shop at the
same time as a man was endeavouring to
dispose of a bicycle. Suspecting it to have
been stolen he looked for the frame number,
only to find that it had been filed off. The
Forensic Science Laboratory were able to
establish the number from the deformation
of the metal structure caused by the metal
marking stamps, and upon this evidence the
thief admitted his guilt. When he was
brought before the magistrate he was fined
the comparatively modest sum of £3, and as
the bicycle had been stolen over a year
before, the'thief had had the use of a bicycle
for just over a shilling a week. Thi'S un-
wiarranted leniency on the part of the magis-
trates can hardly be said to discourage cycle
thieving. What is wanted are a few stiff
prison sentences.

An aspect of the matter which is surprising
is that a number of bicycles reported as stolen
are recovered by the police and remain un-
claimed, or the owners are unable to identify
them. Few can remember the frame number
or any distinguishing details. It is important
to keep a note of the frame number, the
date of purchase, and the receipt.

The new brake lock which renders the
bicycle unrideable deserves to be popular.
A yale lock is incorporated in the fulcrum
of the brake -lever, and the brakes are locked
in the hard -on position when the bicycle is
left. Thus the bicycle can be carried away,
but, it cannot be ridden or wheeled away.
If a yale lock is good enough to lock the doors
of an expensive motor -car it should be ade-
quate for a bicycle.

The Countryside Bill
RAMBLING has always been ancillary

to cycling, and the National Parks and
Access to the Countryside Bill will make
available to the public a large number of
beauty spots at present enjoyed only by the
few. It is proposed to spend about I.; roo,000
a year on a National Parks Commission, and
the proposal is to provide free access to
mountains, moors, downs, beaches, and other
beauty spots at present closed to the public.
Local planning authorities will manage the
national parks, and it is also intended to
provide hostels and camping sites in the
parks, especially for children. The Youth
Hostels Association should benefit from this
recognition, by the Government, of their
work.

Wheel Sizes
ARGUMENTS for and against 26in. wheels

and 28in. wheels have been going on

By F. J. C.
for the best part of 4o years, and we thought
that the undoubted advantage of the 26in.
wheel had been recognised and, except for
touring bicycles, standardised. This con-
tentious subject, however, has reared its
head again. It is suggested that the conditions
which favoured a 28in. wheel have returned
because of the poor state of our roads due
to the ravages of war traffic. Very little
money is being spent on the roads at present
due to shortage of labour, shortage of material,
and an economic policy which requires the
money for other purposes. A 28in. wheel
is undoubtedly more comfortable to ride on
than 26in. over rough roads. The smaller
wheel will tend to follow the contour of the
road and give a more bumpy ride than a
28in. wheel, which will bridge the pot -holes.
On the other hand, the 26in. wheel gives a
lower riding position, enabling the bicycle
to be straddled with both feet on the ground
at traffic stops, and it therefore makes for a
safer machine. Also, the frame can be
made slightly lighter. For fast cornering,
the lower riding prosition is at a disadvantage
in that it cannot be inclined to the same
angle as a Machine fitted with 28in. wheels.
For this reason 61in. cranks are normally
fitted to machines having 26in. wheels. In
our view, road surfaces to -day, in general,
are so good that the larger wheel is unneces-
sary. Nor do we altogether agree with the
compromise of a 27in. wheel.

Safety Cyclists
AN analysis of accidents statistics shows

a steady drop in the number of cyclists
killed. In 1948, for example, 827 were
killed, in 1947 812, in 1946 833, in 1945
918, in 1944 1,185, in 1943 1,069, in 1942
1,134, 1941 1,355, 1940 1,363, 1939 1,374,
1938 1,39o, 1937 1,42r. Not all of the
credit for this decline can be due to the
increased care exercised by cyclists. Some
credit must be given to the safety measures
which have been introduced, and perhaps a
little to the instructions which those of
accident-prone age receive at school. At
the present rate of decretion it would appear
that in about to years fatal accidents to
cyclists will be non-existent. Indeed, if the
law of average holds good, we can plot a graph
and estimate almost to the month when
accidents to cyclists will cease! Things,
however, may not work that way. Petrol
restriction has cut down the number of miles
covered annually by motorists, and the less
miles a motorist travels the less is the possi-
bility of an accident. Satisfactory though
this tendency is, accidents are still deplorably
high.

Sixty Years of Progress
IT can be said of the late J. B. Dunlop that

he built better than he knew. We do not
believe when he produced the pneumatic
tyre, for his son Johnny, that he had any
other intention than to relieve the dis-
comfort which the boy felt in riding over the
rough stone setts of Dublin. It was others who
foresaw the immense possibilities of riding

on air, and we think that most credit should
go to the Du Cros family who. with com-
mendable business acumen, perceived that the
days of the solid tyres were numbered. In
spite of the importance of the invention, the
pneumatic tyre was by no means accepted in
its early days. It was vigorously opposed by
competitive interests. Many race promoters
banned its use, and handicappers imposed
vicious handicaps to ntake sure that the
pneumatic tyre was kept out of the race. It
is almost unnecessary to say that the arch -
apostle of lost causes-the N.C.U.-sup-
ported, surprisingly enough, by the late George
Lacy Hillier, vigorously opposed the pneumatic
tyre. Those tyres were not the light and
lithe tyres which make bicycles such lively
things to -day. They were crudely attached
to wooden rims, and it was a major operation
to repair a puncture. The tyres, complete
with the wheels, had to he sent back to the
Makers. They were large in section, but not-
withstanding this the rider could put up
faster times than with solids.

One member of the Du Cros family is still
alive and active-Sir Arthur Du Cros, who
has set down in The Wheels of Fortune
the whole history of the inception and develop-
ment of pneumatic tyres. He is to be feted
in London shortly by the Roadfarers' Club, of
which he is a member, and as announced
elsewhere in this issue some of the relics of
the past will be shown.

New N.C.U. President
HS. ANDERSON succeeds E. J.
Southcott as president of the National

Cyclists' Union. Southcott has been keenly
interested in the National Cyclists' Union all
his life, and now that he becomes the first
past president he becomes an officio member
of the General Council.

At a recent meeting of the N.C.U. con-
ditional compensation for loss of wages to
facing men competing outside the United
Kingdom was approved. A motion to permit
massed start racing on the highway was
defeated by 3o votes to 15. This highly
debatable topic was fully discussed, and the
voting shows that members of the N.C.U.
are by no means unanimous in their opposition
to it. We wonder whether the opposition,
such as it is, is a matter of expedience, and
because certain of the officials have not the
courage to admit they are wrong. It cannot
he denied that there are many in the N.C.U.
who allow their pugnacity to blind their
judgment. They intend to impose their will
on the majority.

The new president is 49 years of age, and
a member of the Manchester Wheelers. He
has been closely associated with N.C.U.
section activities.

Certain classes of membership will cost
more. Affiliated fees will be 4/- per member
with a minimum of 40/- per club as com-
pared with the 3/- and 30/- formerly imposed.
Associate members will now pay r/- more.
bringing the annual cost to 4/- per member.
Permits for race meetings will cost one
guinea.
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PARAGRAMS

139 the old bridge ate'

Portinscale.
Cumberla net

Walt Lorina Fells ;nthe 6ackfiround

Club Secretary Dies
THE death has taken place in Chesterfield Royal
A Hospital, at the age of 26, of Mr. Haydn Victor

Brooks, of 31, Hollingwood Crescent, Hollingwood,
Derbyshire, a well-known local cyclist and Chesterfield
Spire Club's racing secretary. Tribute to the work of
Mr. Brooks was paid at the meeting, a few days after his
death, of a neighbouring club, Bolsover Castle Cycling
Club, at which members of the Spire Club were guests.

Good Going
'ELEVEN -YEAR -OLD David Baines, of Woodston,
A, Peterborough, appears to have the makings of a
g sod cyclist. In company with his father he set off the
o her Sunday to ride 6o miles or so to Hunstanton.
'fhey set off about five o'clock in the morning and
reached Hunstanton before to and after several hours
by the sea David and his father faced the return journey
against a head wind ; reaching home about eight
o'clock at night. That night he slept very well indeed!

Bicycles for Berlin
rOR the first time since the beginning of the Russian
A blockade of Berlin bicycles have entered the city
for sale. Aircraft of the airlift have just taken in the
first batch of 125 machines, which will be sold at
normal prices, in spite of the increased cost due to the
machines having to be taken to the city by air. When the
news got round it was expected that there would be
long queues of foot -weary Berliners waiting for the
chance to buy themselves a bicycle.

Olney Pancake Race
TO encourage the competitors taking part in the

annual Olney Pancake Race, in which local house-
wives have to run zoo yards and toss and catch a pan-
cake in a frying pan three times, Mr. R. Perkins, of
Olney, appeared at the course riding the old penny-
farthing cycle which his father used to ride. To add to
the old-world atmosphere he wore an old-fashioned
smock and a false beard. According to the rules, as well
as running the course and tossing their pancakes, the
competitors must all wear aprons.

And the Policeman Said ?
"T THOUGHT I. was being chased by a drunken man,"

A explained a 15 -year -old Grimsby girl when she
was stopped by a policeman and told she would be
reported for cycling without a front light. What the
policeman said in reply was not told to Grimsby County
Juvenile Justices, who dealt with the charge against the
girl and fined her los.

Eighth Time Lucky
AFTER some discussion, Grimsby Town Council,

after allocating seven of the new shops on their
Nunsthorpe housing estate to various tradesmen such
as grocers, chemists and fish fryers, have decided that
the eighth shop may be let to a cycle agent and dealer in
radio and electrical goods.

Disappearing Landmark
THE gales with which March heralded its arrival
A turned Northamptonshire's last remaining post

mill, that at Bozeat, into a heap of smashed timbers and
rubble. The mill had been a landmark in the village
since it was built in 176 t, although it is many years since
it was in use. It stood about 35ft. high on a stout oak
post measuring nearly 3ft. square and the wind toppled
over post and mill with a crash that startled the villagers.

An oak beam 25ft. long projected from the body of the
mill and so well was it adjusted that the mill could be
turned into the wind by one man walking round
pushing the beam.

Mile for Every Year
WHEN Arthur Richardson, ex -soldier and former

trawlerman, of Calverton, near Stony Stratford,
reached the age of 52 he thought it was time he learned
to cycle, so he bought himself a brand new machine
and, to celebrate the occasion, rode a mile for every
year of his life. The next year, tb mark his birthday,
he cycled 53 miles, and to celebrate his last birthday,
his 69th, he has just ridden 7o miles to make an even
figure and give himself good measure. So far, in the
past 17 years, he has ridden some 50e000 miles, and he
feels fit enough to see a few thousand more miles pass
under his wheels.

More Cycle Sheds Wanted
e0 many children are now cycling to Peterborough

schools. that in some cases lack of parking space
is so acute that cycles are stacked six deep against the
school walls, and the teachers are forced to limit the
use of cycles. 'to scholars living more than a certain
distance from school. For some. time the education
authorities have beep urged to provide more cycle
sheds and racks, and they have now allocated £800 in
the current year's estimates towards helping to solve
the problem. One headmaster, commenting on the
position, said : " To -day, just as parents want a car,
so the child wants two wheels, and wants to be able
to ride to school, however short the distance."

Footpath Cycling Allowed !
AT the March meeting of Huntingdon Borough
" Council the Deputy Chief Constable told surprised
councillors that cyclists can ride on footpaths in
Huntingdonshire " which do not adjoin roads ' without
committing any offence. He admitted that the practice
was dangerous and said that notices might help to
stop it. He suggested the Council should make a
by-law prohibiting the practice, as otherwise the police
were powerless to take action.

Kettering Club's New Trophy
WHEN she presented the prizes at the annual dinner

and prizegiving of Kettering Friendly Cycling
Club, Mrs. D. F. Underwood, of Kettering, told
members that she intended to present the club with
a new trophy. The club's 1948 season proved very
successful, and there are high hopes for an even better
season this year.

Saved for the 'Nation
BY theefforts of the Royal. Society of Arts, a row of

eight 16th -century cottages, known as Arlington
Row and standing by the side of -the mill stream in the
picturesque village of Bibury, in Gloucestershire, have
been saved from demolition and will be handed over
to the care of the National Trust. Twenty years or so
ago these cottages took the fancy of an American visitor,
who tried hard to buy .them for demolition and
rebuilding in the United States.

How to Train
MR. LEWIS COOPER, of Boston, who has just

retired at the age of 65 after 5o years in the
printing trade, was well known in the town and district
as a racing cyclist in his younger days. He suggests
that his success on the track was due to his early

training when he first started work, for then he' sad to
ride nearly eight miles to work and back every day.
Also, there was no fear that he might eat or drink too
much and get out of condition, for he earned the
magnificent wage of half a crown a week.

More Cats' Eyes
HOLLAND (Lines) County Council have decided"

to install cats' eyes on a further 24 miles of roads
in their area, which will increase the mileage of roads
having them to 64. The council consider that for
safety reasons the work is amply justified.

New Lincolnshire Club
ANEW Lincolnshire club, to be known as Kesteven

Aces Cycling Club, and with members from the
West Kesteven area of the county, has been formed, and
the officers were elected at the inaugural meeting of
the club held at Grantham. The officers elected are :
president, Mr. J. J. O'Connor ; secretary and'
treasurer, Mr. H. Sutton (of the Midland Cycling and
Athletic Club) ; runs and social secretary, Mr. A.
Broughton, and committee members, Miss J. Willitts,
Miss E. Law, Mrs. J. O'Connor and Messrs. K.
Willitts and J. Rougham. Preliminary plans for the
coming season's activities are being prepared.

Illuminated Targets
JT is reported that certain of the policemen on traffic
A duty in Paris have been issued with illuminated
batons, having red lights at the end, and white helmets
and white caps. The authorities apparently think that
the mortality rate among the police is not high enough,
so they are offering those crazy Parisian motorists better
targets. Perhaps they will next give the police bicycles
so that they can make a quick getaway, and so add to the
sport.

Furious Youth
A14 -year -old boy, charged at Lutterworth (Leics)

Juvenile Court with cycling furiously at night,
was said by the prosecution to have made three police-
men leap for safety because he was riding at such a high
speed. This thrill costs the boy a 5s. fine, with a second
5s. for riding without lights, so his Dick Barton activities
did not cost him as much as they might have done.

New Yorkshire Bridge
WEST RIDING COUNTY COUNCIL are to

proceed with a road improvement project,
estimated to cost £87,000, at Thorpe Marsh, near
Barnby Dun, Yorks, provided a satisfactory grant is
obtained from central funds and the River Ouse
Catchment Board contributes £52,000. The scheme
includes the construction of a length of new road,
and the construction of a new bridge over the River
Don. A channel has been cut to divert the river and the
bridge will cross this new channel.

Fancy Tyres
AMERICAN cyclists, many of whom seem to like

their cycles to resemble motor -cycles as much as
possible, will now be able to buy tyres with white
sidewalls to add to the decorative effect. The new
tyre has been produced by the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co., of Akron, Ohio. Rayon is used instead of
fabric in the making of the tyre, which is said to produce
one twice as strong as an ordinary tyre in resisting
impacts and with a mileage life double that of tyres in
which fabric is used. So although the tyre may be a ,
bit fanciful it appears to be a very useful effort on the
part of the manufacturers.

Paddle -cycle !
AN American inventor has produced a water -bicycle
" which he claims can carry several persons without
any risk ofcapsizing. There are two pontoons carrying
a light superstructure on which is a seat and steenng-
wheel and pedals. The pedals drive an eight -bladed
paddle -wheel through a stainless steel shaft, and with the
use of plenty of muscle power a speed of about four
miles an hour can be reached. Only a foot of water is
needed for this water -bicycle, which can go backwards
quite as easily as it goes forwards.

Modern Morals
DURING a talk to members of a Baptist church club

at Peterborough, a local magistrate referred to the
problems that magistrates have to face. He said he was
recently addressing members of a youth club when a
schoolboy asked : " Will you tell me if, when I am
riding a bicycle without lights, a policeman shouts after
me, can I say I haven't heard him ? " Also, on the
subject of juvenile offenders, he suggested that the
publication of names of the delinquents in the loco
newspapers might in some cases act as a deterrent.

MASTERING MORSE
By the Editor of

PRACTICAL MECHANICS

3rd EDITION

This handbook, written with special regard for service
requirements, will enable even the beginner rapidly
to become proficient in sending and receiving.

Of all Booksellers, or by post 1/2 from
GEORGE NEWNES. LTD. (Book Dept.).
Tower House, Southampton Street,

London, W.C.2
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Around the Wheelworld

The Jubilee 50
THE Jubilee Unpaced Scratch 5o organised

by the Bath Road Club, Ltd., was
this year run over the Roadman's Hilly 5o
course. They are no freakish hills, but it
is a sporting course of give-and-take roads.
The only item worth recording this year
is the fact that the invitation was extended
to tricyclists, as it was thought that riders
of the three-wheeler would like to try their
speed on a course of this type. When is
the Bath Road Club, Ltd., going to organise
an event in which its own members will
distinguish themselves ? At present they
are organising events for other clubs to
win, and their own members put up very
poor shows.

The Cycle Show

THE Cycle Show this year, _which takes
place from October 21st to October

29th, at Earl's Court, will include two
Saturdays, as last year's Show indicated that
this is desirable. The King and Queen have
agreed to be patrons of the Show.

Coloured Tyres

WHITE,
red, silver and translucent cycle

tyres are being produced. I cannot
say that I have seen many departures from
the orthodox colour, but I think that
coloured tyres are a move in the right direc-
tion as ordinary rubber rather spoils the
appearance of a bicYcle finished in flam-
boyant colours. I do not think that they
would go well with the sombre black finish
which is still the most popular " colour."
for bicycles and I do not know whether sun-
light has a deleterious effect on colours
other than the normal. Any reader who
has had experience in this direction is invited
to write to me.

Careless Pedestrians
ARECENT M.O.T. analysis of road

casualties informs me that during the
month of January " 1,102 pedestrians
stepped, ran or walked off the footpath or
verge into the road," and as a result became
involved in accidents. In spite of the con-
tinuing efforts to save pedestrians from the
results of their folly the accidents continue
on an alarming scale. Take the Bath Road
from Hyde Park Corner to the end of the
Great West Road. There are over too
traffic stops and well over zoo pedestrian
crossings, as well as island refuges. This
seriously delays traffic, but pedestrians do
not use the devices made for their safety.
It is my view, which remains unshaken
in spite of the vapourings of so-called
cycling critics and scribes, that pedestrians
should be compelled to obey traffic lights
and also to use the crossings. I am also of
the opinion that a pedestrian is as much
a vehicle as a cyclist. After all, a bicycle
is only a device for geared walking, and
as it is possible for pedestrians to cause
accidents without injury to themselves, and -
escape any penalties for their rash acts, it
seems sensible to adjust the law to make
it apply to them. It is thought by the
authorities that accidents can be prevented
by means of regulations, and it is only
logical that the regulations should be made to
apply to all those likely to be involved in
accidents. It may be true that a chicken
crossed the road in order to get to the other
side, but pedestrians want to cross the road at
any particular point. There are other sections
of road users to consider, apart from
pedestrians, and we do not hear anything

By ICARUS

about the number of accidents they cause
in which they escape scot-free.

Jubilee Year

THE Roadfarers' Club is to pay tribute
to the invention of the pneumatic

tyre, and the tribute will take the form of
a dinner at which will be present most
of those fortunately still with us who were
associated with its developments. Sir
Arthur Du Cros tells me that he is the
sole survivor of the Du Cros family, which
founded the company that acquired
Dunlop's patent. - He has set forth stories
in a remarkably interesting book entitled
" Wheels of Fortune," and at the Road-
farers' dinner he will be the chief guest
of honour. Bob Carlisle, who has been
with the Dunlop Rubber Company for 5o
years, and who was present at that
famous cycle meeting, the Qtfeen's
College Sports Meeting, at Belfast in
1889, will also be a guest of honour.

William Hume, who won the first race
on pneumatic tyres at that meeting, died
a few years ago. He was a well-known
Belfast linen manufacturer. During Jubilee
year, in 1939, he wrote to me pointing out
that the bicycle which he rode in those
events was destroyed, and therefore the late
H. W. Bartleet's claim to have this bicycle
in his so-called " museum," which was really
a heterogeny of nondescript crocks, was
spurious. I have no doubt that all of these
points will be mentioned at the dinner,
which prOmises to be historic.

There will be exhibited a bicycle of the
boneshaker type as well as some examples of
the earliest pneumatic tyres.

A Critic of G. B. S.
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW presumes

to express opinions on every subject
under the sun, not excluding cycling, of
which he can know very little, in spite of his
lengthy membership of the C.T.C. As a cyclist
he was merely a perambulating prattler.
I wonder what the views of Oscar Wilde,

from whom Shaw learned the art, of wise-
cracking at a time when Shaw was comr
paratively unknown except as a music critic,
writing under the name of Corno de Bassetto,
would have been on the subject of cycling ?
Would they have been corny like those of
Corno, more associated with bassoons than
bicycles ? Anyway, Shaw's views on the
Highway Code have penetrated to New Zea-
land, and one of my readers, Mr. C. H.
Mason, who resides there, was constrained,
after reading Shaw's views, to indite* the
following epistolary effort : " I happento be
two years younger than G. B. Shaw, and
after 70 years as a cyclist, eight in York-
shire and 62 in New Zealand, I have had
only two spills ; these were after sunset and
due to pedestrians keeping to the left in the
track of wheel traffic. The ordinary cycle
lamp is often completely neutralised, and
pedestrians in dark costumes become almost
invisible in the glare of an approaching car's
headlights, as every cyclist who has ridden
in the dark knows. In my opinion every,
bicycle should be registered before it appears
on the public highway, and every adult
cyclist should be entitled to vote on all
cycling matters."

The suggestion that the registration of
cyclists will improve their status is quaint,
and as for the other suggestion it will be
many years before any Government adopts
the referendum. Legislation is usually
restrictive, and under such a system no
Government would get anything done. For
example, a referendum as to whether income
tax should be increased would not receive one
vote in its favour, and a similar referendum
on any contentious cycling topic would pro-
duce similar nugatory results. If cyclists,
for example, were asked if they were in
favour of rear lights, the majority of them
would vote against it, and I should be one
of them. I am against rear lights on any
vehicle. The headlights of a car are suffi-
ciently powerful to pick up anything on the
road ahead. It is not the duty of the owner
of any vehicle to warn those behind of his
presence.

Stratford -on -Avon, Warwickshire. The church where Shakespeare lies beside the lovely Avon.
It dates from the twelfth century, and contains many relics and associations with the great poet

and his family.
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY

Aylesbury, Bucks. The fine parish church of St. Mary with its massive battlemented tower.
The King's Head in the market square close by is a good example of a Tudor inn.

Our Good Fortune
ON a Sunday evening late in January-a wonderful

month for winter cycling-I came home from a
fifty miles' jaunt full of fresh air, and very hungry.
After satisfactory attention to appetite I sat by the fire
for an hour and idly pondered on my good fortune-
the enjoyment of a day along the road free from any
-stress or strain, the sight of so many inconsiderable
but delightful things, the company of a good fellow, and
above all the desire to live this little achievement for
the sheer. joy of it. That is good fortune, and
particularly is it good fortune at seventy. What makes
it possible and what is the urge of it ? To answer
this last question first, I think it is just simple, everyday
fitness allied to a love of the ever-changing visions of
the countryside. There is a whole host of things
contained in that reply, enough to fill a volume, and
you can gather them all to yourself if you have the good
fortune to be a country -lover, and I believe most people
are that with the right training and outlook. But at
the moment I am more concerned with the query as to
what' makes it possible. The answer is the bicycle ;
but what kind of bicycle, for it is a certainty that if I
had to ride some of the machines I see on the road
I should not be a pleasure cyclist. It is the type of
bicycle and its equipment that counts, and remember,
in this matter I am writing as an " old man," as the
boys call me, but as someone who, loving touring,
knows very fully the type of machine that gives me
comfort. Often enough we old riders take so many
things for granted and imagine every newcomer knows
all about the differences between riding a bicycle and
comfortably riding a bicycle. I had lust returned
from a fifty miles' jaunt, half of that distance dead into a
brisk breeze, yet sitting in restful ease I was totally
unconscious of having had a saddle as a close companion
for over five hours. What a thing to be thankful for,
and what a compliment to the best in seating accom-
modation. I think the right saddle is indeed the basis
of all cycling comfort, and the most important accessory ;
yet how casual people are in the matter of choice.

The Gift of Gears
T THINK I would put change gears next on the list ;

remember I am writing as an old cyclist and a very
'iappy tourist. My bicycles are normally geared to
6oin., a very modest ratio which allows me to make
a 12 m.p.h. speed by easy pedalling, for I remember
many a year gone that F. T. Bidlake-that elegant
pedaller of the long-ago-told. me a man can pedal
when he can't push. And how true it is you young
folk will discover in due time, in fact you can test it
now on any steep hill by making a slow climb on the
lowest ratio of a four -speed. I do not change my
gears frequently on ordinary give-and-take roads;
it isn't necessary, for the elastic power in the human
muscle is still -the greatest factor in cycling ; but when
conditions of road and wind and weather do become
antagonistic, what a comfort it is to increase the leverage
by reducing the gear, while retaining a decent

approximation to the normal speed of the foot circulation.
That is the ideal way of using speed gear changes :
to hold to the normal beat of the pedals and not go
racing after them to keep the speed level, a mistake
that too frequently occurs with the unwary. I use all
types of gears, and as far as I am concerned the same
remark applies to each. I think my high gears are used
only as a kind of special treat, for the conditions have
to be ideal before they are brought into operation.
After all, I've no urge to travel fast, and no intention
of working my passage when I can make it easy and
thoroughly enjoyable with the aid of a few more
minutes. It is a point worth remembering if you
desire to ride in comfort-as I do. There is a lot of
nonsense talked about gears, and most of them are
badly misapplied in operation, which is a pity, for
personally I find them very good indeed. Perhaps
they were misnamed at the time of their invention ;
they never should have been called speed gears, but
change gears, for the designation " speed " only applies
to the top ratio, and then if used with bad judgment can,
and often does, involve hard work.

Running Easily
T AM thankful, too, for my light -weight open -sided

tyres. They are not racing tyres in any sense, or
they would conform to the narrowest pattern as
detachables fitted to rims. ' They are iiin. by 26in.,
and after trying every conceivable size for my purpose
of easy riding I want none other. Keep them properly
inflated and I find their average life is round about the
7,000 -miles mark if they have the " luck of the road,"
as the Irish say. That works out at is. d. per thousand
miles per cover ; but the price is a side -issue, for in
buying comfort and 'ease, resilience and sweet running,
the cost is merely a compliment to the makers and a joy
to the user. I know quite a lot of people are frightened
of them-they seem so flimsy l-but in reply to that
notion remember I am a town rider daily, with granite
setts in my path, I weigh well over t x stone, and should
hate to be forever repairing tyres. Such tyres then are
certainly another cycling comfort we sometimes fail
to fully appreciate, and it is a mistake to imagine their'
daintiness is a frailty. These things are the counting
factors in comfort awheel, they make an enormous
difference to your enjoyment of the pastime, and if they
are as they should be, part of a decent specification,
the only thing to complete- the perfection is the correct
riding position for saddle and bar. And do not be
afraid of a slightly dropped bar to give you a leaning
position equally dividing the body weight between
saddle, pedals and bar, a writing position at which you
can sit all day without cramping or stretching, yet
bent to the blast or the slope without adopting an
awkward poise that hurts the arms and wrists. Having
enjoyed experience, I know what I want and generally
manage to get it. Now I am quite settled into
comfortable cycling and am duly thankful for these
things that have helped me to that attainment, and in
suggesting them to you I would have you remember
I am seventy, so they may need a little adjustment in
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gear ratio, but nothing else I submit if your desire is
to ride in easy comfort over this delightful land and
feel as happy when the day ends as when it started-
except for the loss of it.
Each to His Own

AYOUNG man said to me the other day that no one
could be called a cyclist unless he was an all -

the -year-round rider and undertook a few night
journeys. A real lover of the country this, but I think
his definition of a real cyclist is a little too vigorous,
for I have known many riders-and good ones, too-
who are innocent of all night journeys, and would look
upon such a suggestion as a form of gentle madness..
And. of course, there are people who, owing to defective
eyesight would be most uncomfortable in those dark
hours before dawn. I have made many night journeys
in my time, frequently in order to get well away from
my usual orbit when holidays were .afoot and I did not
want to spend my limited cash in buying train aid. And
I've been of a club company on numerous moonlight
rides when these fixtures were very fashionable before
long-distance lorries thundered along our main roads;
but afterwards I have nearly always regretted that loss of
sleep, for the next day has found me dozy and a trifle
stale, with the memory of the night journey a little
blemished by the daylight weariness. Perhaps I am one
of those fellows who like my bed at the proper time,
and that is the explanation. Yet I would not dare say
no one can be considered a full,fledged cyclist who has
not ridden through the night on numerous occasions.
In these times I prefer the daylight, but that is probably
owing to the years that have gone over me. I can,
and occasionally do, enjoy a moonlit jaunt providing
there is supper and a bed at the end of it ; but I do not
believe the majority of cyclists enjoy the aftermath of
an all-night ride. The last I did was in the early part
of the late war when a couple of us passed over the
Scottish border in the early hours, had a five a.m.
breakfast in Dumfries, and almost the next thing we
knew was a lunchtime wake-up .by the Solway, some
miles beyond Dalbeatie, very cold, very hungry, and
rather cross. Newton Stewart was quite far enough for
us that day, and we went to bed with the sunset and
very little interest in anything beyond the counterpane.
When Comparisons are
IHAD a new bicycle delivered the other day. ".What-

ever do you want another bicycle for ? " my wife
queried, and, like a complacent husband, I answered,
" To ride, my dear." Apparently it was not the right
reply, for she enumerated the machines I possessed,
and expressed the opinion I was planning to live out the
century. And to be truthful that, would be very nice,
providing I remained supple and sane. Of course I
have too many bicycles, but I like 'em and they give
me the best money value I know. I ,explained this
during the genial argument .that followed, incidentally
mentioning that if all my bicycles cost a fifth of the good
lady's motor -car, we could not afford them, and the
upkeep of the latter. I can understand her attitude,
but occasionally she finds it difficult to understand mine,
even though in earlier times we were the best of tandem
partners. Nor am I now complaining, for considering
all things I am given great liberty of action to follow my
travel habit ; and, to be candid, there are times when a
car is quite useful ; theatres and things, and sometimes
a little shooting when an intelligent dog is part of the
load. Once there was a horse and trap to collect
the goods and do the distant shopping, and the whole
outfit cost little more than a couple of good bicycles ;
but now-well, think- of it in terms of money and it
makes you wonder at the enormous changes that
have taken place in the last half century. Once I could
spend ay jolly cycling week -end on five shillings and
do myself well-once I
This Pitiful Pall
ROAD deaths and accidents are our travel bogey.

They make me shudder every. time they arc
published, and yet most people accept them with
complacency. I see so much of road conduct in my
twenty miles a day in town and suburban' areas that
I know most of them could 'be avoided if people would
be , a little more human, just a trifle more cautious.
We do not stop to think ; to consider our atti,tude to
the other fellow' is just as important to- be correctly
friendly as his to us. Part of the trouble is that the swift
fellow gets away with it because he leaves you no time to
remonstrate, and sometimes very little to act for the
purpose of your own safety. And candidly I cannot see
the need for all this haste which leads so easily to reck-
lessness. Cars, and sometimes cyclists, too, pass me, and
in half a mile I have caught them again where the traffic
stream thickens, and willy-nilly, we all have to crawl
for a period. The other day I assisted an elderly dame
over a crossing near the works ; she was scared by the
hastening stream, although the rule of the road is
supposed to give her a safe passage. It is a shame that
people at the beginning and end of life should be
imperilled by conduct that takes no account of them
other than as a nuisance on the road. There has been
some criticism of the traffic police ; they were wasting
time endeavouring to check faulty road -users instead
of catching burglars. Yet think, the road tragedies are
burglaring life and limb to the tune of hundreds and
thousands a year, and in my opinion the police are doing
too little rather than too much overseeing. Doubtless
man -shortage is part of the trouble, and the killings and
maimings are not helping that problem. If you and I
are decent law-abiding folk we have nothing to fear
in the conduct of a far greater mobile police force, and
personally I would welcome it as the only present method
of restoring sanity -in the Manners and in the minds of
some travellers. I do not want to see liberty curtailed,
but if good manners will not be absorbed by certain
types of traveller, then surely they should be imposed
by the only method known for the better protection
of that huge majority of decent people now horrified
at the size of the casualty lists.
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APEX
'SUPERLITE'
CELLULOID PUMP

15 x r BLACK

Thick Celluloid
Beautifully Polished

Light of Weight
but of

robust construction
SUPERLITE ' 15in.

CELLULOID (with
solid drawn brass 5/ -
plunger tube) each
IN WHITE AND
COLOURS ... 516

'LASTWEL' CELLULOID
(with steel split
plunger tube) 15in,l' 4/6

eat..

The World Famous

BAILEY'S
'SUPER'

PUMP
15 x ,7," BLACK

Steel Lined
Celluloid Covered

Lining is Solid drawn
cartridge fashion, the ends
being solid with the barrel.

Cannot warp nor leak
BAILEY'S 'SUPER' (Steel
lined and Celluloid 5/6
covered) I5in. each
IN WHITE AND
COLOURS ... 61 -

BRASS PUMP, Nickel
Plated or Black enamelled
(with steel split 219
plunger tube) each a

Coloured, same price.

-War PLEASE

NOTE
Apex Celluloid
Mudguards are
again obtain-

able.
BAILEY'S -SUPER"

CELLULOID MUDGUARD IN WHITE
am/3o. OR BLACK

In Wide or Narrow Section. Plain or ribbed,
NEW PRICES

10/6 pair. Wide Fitted Reflector, 11/3 pair.

APEX INFLATOR Co. Ltd.
ALDRIDGE ROAD, PERRY BARR,

BIRMINGHAM 22B
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THE " FLUXITE QUINS "
AT WORK

" These rooks area regular cuss!"
" Come, come, m'lad, what's the

fuss ?
Thanks to good old FLUXITE
We can' put 'em to flight,

For I've mended my old blunder-
buss. -

For all SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the " running " of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

With Fluxite joints eau be "wiped"
successfully that are impossible

by any Other method
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,
10d., 1/6 and 3/-.

AkTO CYCLISTS ! For stronger wheels that
Wwill remain round and true, here's a time -
tested tip. Tie the spokes where they cross
with fine wire AND SOLDER. It's simple-
with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

THE"FLUXITE" ALL MECHANICS WaL HAVEN\

Twant it by a simp

WENpuwtsi:',F,LUyX-

pressure.

Price 1/6 or filled
2/6 IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on he ART OF SOFT- SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on " WIPED JOINTS." Price Id. Each.

FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

...for every
accessory that's

THE HALFORD CYCLE COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office: CORPORATION STREET, BIRMINGHAM
More than 200 branches its England, Scotland & Wales
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the beautiful
faxislx

*toles
Claes,

eithet
colotit

qaarlitle,
black,

is the fluest

Sonietizeo,
steel oi

tau 'be utaa,e.
'

Hercules high -lustre Chromium Plating is
outstanding. Your local Hercules Dealer
will show you the latest models.

The famous

('Kestrel"
light-

weight club model

Hercules
me Rifest eieyde 8u/X4 Tit*

The Hercules Cycle & MOtor Co. Ltd., Aston, Birmingham
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CYCLORAMA H:ELEy

Tenterden
Kent"

One of the great centres
of the weaving industry
the 14"`a ndl5tcenturies.
The church with its massive
perpendicular tower is a well.

known landmaik. . . .

Hobbies for the Cyclist
ONE of the great beauties of cycling is

that it blends in so well with various
hobbies, and lately I have had some inter-
esting chats with riders who have been
telling me of the hobbies which they have
cultivated, and which they are able to exploit
to the full because of their love of the cycling
game. One good fellow (I met him in a
little inn in Buckinghamshire) Was an en-

. thusiastic and quite talented " sketchist," if I
may be permitted to coin a word! On his
tours he carried around with him a sketch-.
book, and he was particularly fond of sketch-
ing old village churches and inns. In that
little and cosy inn not far from Ballinger -
of -the -Cherry trees, I looked at his fine
sketches of ancient village churches, of inns
beside village greens and ponds, and thought
how much genuine pleasure he was getting
from his twin hobbies of cycling and sketch-
ing. A fine and pleasing combination!
Another rider talked of his passion for
entomology, and told me of his travels in
Hampshire, that paradise for the butterfly
hunter; he told me of quite rare specimens
he had found on heath and commons; of the
joy of " mounting" his finds, and putting
them into his cabinet. He talked of Holly
Blues, and Orange Tips, and Yellow Under -
wings, and Purple Emperors, and took me
back to my own days when, with net and
specimen box, I sallied forth in the hope of
a good " bag." Entomology is a fine hobby
and, again, goes particularly well with cycling.
Then there is photography-what a joy to
ride out and take pictures of all the good
old buildings, the ancient abbeys, the crum-
bling ruins, the picturesque old timbered
manor houses, which abound in this England
of ours!

Cycle Exports Continue to Soar
SURELY no industry has con-

tributed more valiantly to
the " export drive " than the
cycle industry ? The latest
available figures show a continu-
ing upward tendency, and I
imagine that Sir Stafford
Cripps must be proud of the
great efforts which the cycle
manufacturers have made to-
wards bridging that famous
" gap." And the industry, be-
cause of the energy of its leaders,
has found it possible to main-
tain good supplies to the home
market . . . and this is most
important, because the bicycle is
no " luxury line," but a vital
necessity to many thousands of
workers. I get about a good
deal in agricultural areas, and
it is there that one realises how
important is the bicycle as a
means of transport. Recently,
in East Anglia, that good and
easy cycling land, I was struck
by, the universality of the bike.
Yes ! the British cycle industry
has a great record, and it has
maintained it valiantly during
these difficult post-war years.

The Baby and the Bike
SOME young married couples

of my acquaintance seem
to deplore the fact that when
King Baby arrives he robs them
of outdoor pleasures and
curtails their normal in-

terests. Others solve this problem by
fixing a " baby basket " on their machines
and conveying the infant with them into the
countryside. The other Sunday, when I
dismounted after a good ride and entered
an inn for what I considered a well-earned
tankard of ale, I chatted with a smiling
couple, the proud parents of a bonny baby
whom they had conveyed away from the
desert of North London into a pleasant little
Hertfordshire village. He had travelled in a
very efficient -looking basket affair, on the
back of father's bike, and seemed to have
enjoyed the experience. " We are making
him a cycling enthusiast in his infancy," said
the father over our pots of ale. And I
thought how wise .. . and what a good thing
it was, on this bright Sunday morning, for
this couple and their child to be finding
pleasure and fresh air, and the delights of the
road . . instead of skulking in some flat
in a North London street. Housing prob-
lems beset many a young married couple, and
the seeds of marital troubles are sown in
fertile groUnd when a family is cooped up in
unsuitable rooms. Is the cycle with the
" baby carrier " one of the solutions ?

The Eternal Wanderer
SOME folk do not like gipsies ; they mis-

trust the tawny -faced folk who wander
around the countryside and earn a somewhat
mysterious living by selling pegs and mats ;
who love to sit over wood fires, and smoke
blackened clay pipes, and let their shaggy
horses graze by the roadside. But, person-
ally, I love this ancient wandering race of
people, who abhor buildings and streets, and
all the crowded life of the town or city. For
them ... the blue canopy of heaven for a roof;

-the song of the birds for music; the whistle
of the wind through the trees to lull them to
sleep when the purpling dusk comes. They
are with us still . . . though one does not
meet them so much as in former years. But
in the south, in Hampshire lanes, in the by-
ways of Sussex, and in the leafy lanes of
Buckinghamshire, one may still meet the
groups of men and women, the dark-skinned
children . . . the ponies, the gaudy vans with
their shining brass -work, and I feel that they
bring romance to our modern world. The
lure of the road is in their blood, and they .

cannot be conformed, or controlled, or
docketed. A little contemptuous, I think, the
Romany goes his ancient way . . . and has
no envy of the sheltered life. . . .

Personal Note
MOST of my readers know, I think, that

I am leaving the hurly-burly of busi-
ness and entering the backwater of retire-
ment. On March the ninth some of my
friends gave me a wonderful farewell party
at the Dorchester, and among the good
friends there was Noel Brealey, of the B.S.A.
Company-representing the cycle industry,
and particularly, the Motor and Cycle Trades
Benevolent Fund-an organisation which will
remain, in the days of my leisure, very near
to my heart. Thank you, Noel, for the
kindly words you said .  and be assured
that in my days in grey Derbyshire I shall
cycle quite a lot, and the bike will remind
me of the industry with which I have been
connected for so long.

Great Times !
A MARCH morning ... and how good the
4-3..world can be! In the garden, the
daffodils swaying in the breeze; out in the

gay pink blossom of the almond
trees in bloom ; from the horse -chestnut tree
on the corner, the glad song of a blackbird
greeting the new day. And purple and
yellow crocuses dotting the lawns with colour
after the long winter. Salute to another
spring!

Diet for the Cyclist
T SUPPOSE that in these days of strict

rationing, and of difficulty in obtaining
certain foods, the question of diet for the
cyclist has fallen into the background : it is
largely a matter of " getting what one can."
But the subject is, nevertheless, an important
one, and it is obvious that if a rider is to get
the utmost out of his pastime he must pay
some reasonable attention to matters of diet.
When undertaking fairly long tours in the
" good old days "- before we heard of ration
books, or of Mr. Strachey, my own
practice was to have a light breakfast, rather
after the French rolls -and -coffee style,
endeavour to get some bread and cheese and
a tankard of ale about noon, -and then maybe
have a cup of tea at one of those good
cottages which used to abound, displaying
notices " Teas Provided "-and then, at the
end of the day's ride, eat a substantial supper.
It seemed to work very well as a system, and,
after supper and a peaceful pipe, I used to
go to bed feeling serene and content. Of
one thing I am certain, it is a bad thing to
eat big meals while " on the job," and
indulgence in alcohol should be sparing.
Perhaps the new tourist I chatted with about
these matters the other week will read and
benefit from these brief notes.

DUSTBIN MENACE
Wastepaper thrown out as rubbish means
dollars lost to Britain-so save every scrap.
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My Point of View
By " WAYFARER "

Blossom Time in Kent. A picturesque corner of Newington

Better Left Unsaid
A GENIAL motorist who has just been deposited in

a safe place for three-quarters of a year as a
punishment for driving when " under the influence "
is reported to have exclaimed, before turning his car
over, that he " would like to 'knock all cyclists down."
Of course, he didn't mean it, but it is not a thing to

any point of view.

Incidence of Punctures
FROM one of the club journals which I see from time

to time I glean, an enlightening piece of information
on the Subject of punctures, which so many people
think occur every ten minutes or so. One member's
mileage for last year totalled 14,763. Five puhctures
were collected-say, one in every 3,000 miles ! Those
figures include 4,359 miles of cycling to and from
work, yielding one puncture. This is about an average
experience, I think, and the figures constitute a useful
answer to the folks who fancy we cyclists spend most of
our time dealing with roadside perforations. That, of
course, is a figment of the imagination.

Biography
ALEADING article in The Times on the subject of

stolen bicycles contains this sentence : " The
mending of a puncture and the straightening of handle-
bars are for the unmechanically-minded the topmost.
limits of practical engineering." That statement may
be viewed as a thumbnail sketch of yours truly I
admit the accuracy of the assertion as regards myself.

Speaking Seriously
rrHE comment in the -foregoing paragraph was
A. written in flippant mood. There remains an

aspect of the matter which calls for a serious word. I
put it in this way : My complete lack of mechanical
knowledge, and my total inability to carry out more than
the simplest operations to a bicycle, have not prevented
me from obtaining an absolute optimum of enjoyment
from the pastime, nor has the fear of anything vital
going wrong discouraged me from visiting and loitering
in such remote places as the Isle of Mull or the Bloody
Foreland. Now, as always, it is the place which is
farthest from what we call Civilisation (with a capital
" C ") that calls me most vociferously. No cyclist-
and I say this with the greatest deliberation-has
extracted more fun from his chosen pastime : no cyclist
has experienced less trouble with " the, bridge that
carries him." Nobody could be more ignorant with
regard to the mechanics of the bicycle, but, always
riding a quality bicycle, and one without anything in
'the way of complications, the dice have been loaded in
my favour. And so, it seems to me, one can cycle
hundreds of thousands of miles (as I have done in the
last 6o years) armed with no more knowledge (or, at any
rate, little more) than that characterised by The Times

as " the topmost limits of practical engineer* " ! Let
no cyclist hesitate to get far afield because of wha
might go wrong with his steed. In practice, it doesn't
happen I

Taking Pace
IT must be admitted that I always view with some

little concern the action of certain cyclists who like to
ride behind, and very close to, fase-moving motor vehicles,
especially buses. One is aware, of course, that the
front wheel of the bicycle can actually rub against the
stern of the vehicle it is following, but the possibility
which hits me between the eyes is of that vehicle having
to make a sudden stop. If the cyclist's normal reaction
to an emergency of this sort is satisfactory, all well and
good, but he has to be pretty quick on the uptake in
checking his speed and avoiding a crash, which would
not be at all healthy for either hinAelf of his steed.
Moreover, while he is taking cover in the manner
indicated, he must concentrate the whole of his thought
on the vehicle in front and must have eyes for nothing
else. Admittedly, this practice of taking cover looks
a lot more dangerous than it actually is. Nevertheless,
I do feel that, in these days of intensive safety _propa-
ganda, it is a practice which is better avoided. Taking
pace behind another cyclist is a very different matter,
because the paced rider can see what is happening ahead
of him, and evasive action can be taken simultaneously
with, or even in advance of, the leader.

No Change
SUPERFICIAL, thinkers appear to imagine that the

process of reversing the Rule of the Road in any
country-in this country-is as simple as boiling an
egg. All you have to do is to issue a notice to the
effect that on and after a specified doge traffic will keep
to the right of the road instead of the left, and the change
is achieved. Or is A moment's straight thought
will demonstrate the weakness and the folly of that
attitude. There is much more in this business than
merely issuing an order or a notice. The reversal of
the Rule of the Road would involve the reconstruction
of millions of motor -vehicles, including buses and
trams-reconstruction, in their case, at both ends.
With a keep -to -the -right driving plan you could not
have a vast majority of motor -cars, etc., with their
existing right-hand drive, nor could you allow passenger
vehicles to disgorge their patrons into traffic -streams.

Then what about our road system as a whole-
our one-way streets, our roundabouts, our wayside
signs, our automatic signals, etc. ? An enormous amount
of work-and expense-is envisaged by the mere thought
of the alterations which would have to be effected.
And a point which would, weigh with me, personally,
is that I would have to learn how to mount, and dis-
mount from, my bicycle on the right-hand side. I
have never attemp ted to master this reversal of the

"Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until May 31st, 1949,
and must be attached to all letters containing
queries, together with 3 penny stamps. A
stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics May, 1949

May, 1949

usual method of doing these things, but, naturally, I
could-and am quite prepared to-try, and I should
hate it to .be thought that my objection to having the
Rule of the Road reversed rested on the fact that
throughout my long cycling career I have got on and
off bicycles on the left-hand side thereof. No ! what
matters is the expense attaching to the oft -suggested
transformation scene. I have frequently wondered
what the total cost would be, and I am now interested to
learn that this has been authoritatively put down at the
stupendous sum of £1 so,000,000. We need not bother
our heads about the advantages (if any) which would
accrue were we to align our Road Rule to that of (I
believe) the majority of other countries. The frightening
cost disposes of the whole problem, even were this
country to possess frontiers abutting on to lands where
the Rule of the Road was different from ours-and 'I
shall continue my innate conservatism by mounting,
and dismounting from, my bicycle on thd left-hand side!

Notwithstanding '
SOMEBODY, describing himself as " a cyclist of some

standing " (the name is quite unfamiliar to me),
writes to one of the daily newspapers to say, amongst
other things, that " when cycling in Hyde Park I invari-
ably take advantage of the mounting blocks," and he
proceeds to express regret " that traffic conditions have
caused so many of these useful aids to the cyclist to
disappear." This is indeed a discovery, and it seems
odd that I have been able to get through quite a long
cycling career without having recourse to the " useful
aids " in question, whether in Hyde Park or outside
those few country pubs which still feature them as a
relic of bygone days. I am presuming, of course,
that the mounting blocks referred to are those established
for the use of horse -riders. Now, the saddle on a horse
is much farther away from the ground than the saddle
on a bicycle, and I am wondering whether our friend
(of " some standing ") is not perched too high up in the
world. Would he not be able to dispense with mounting
blocks (which, in any event, are few and far between)
by the use of a bicycle with a lo.w bracket and a frame of
reasonable height? The suggestion is worthy of con-
sideration, if only from the viewpoint of safety, because
the low -built bicycle is the safe bicycle-an important
point as regards traffic -riding.

I am bound to say that I have seen bicycles with the
saddle so remote from Mother Earth that it might almost
serve the cyclist as a crutch. The riding position which
results is probably one of great dignity. If that point -
possesses any importance, then no doubt those good
folks who like to sit high up in the world will continue in
the error of their ways-for e rror it is. For My part, I
place safety and effectiveness first-and dignity nowhere

Development
IHAVE no doubt that many cyclists view with grave

concern the several schemes which are going for-
ward for the setting -up of hydro -electric stations in
Scotland and Wales. With certain aspects of this
inevitable march. of progress we, in this journal, need
not bother our heads. As citizens, of course, we may
well be glad if the projected development results in the
return to life of the deliberately depopulated Scottish
glens, but that matter is outside our view here.

I always tend to view with grave suspicion these
development schemes of which so much is heard, and
no doubt many of my fellow -cyclists are. in like case,
but it appears to me that we must try to take a long-
and realistic-view of these affairs, setting aside selfish
considerations. Development does not, of necessity,
mean the destruction of amenity. Who is there that
will dare to say that the construction of those reservoirs
in the Elan Valley-made at, that the citizens of Birming-
ham would not die of thirst-despoiled the countryside ?
On the other hand, has not man definitely improved on
Nature, and thus " painted the lily " Personally, I
think so. Exactly the same remark might be made as
regards Lake Vyrnwy, Thirlmere, etc. Did Thomas
Telford ruin the Great Glen when he constructed the
Caledonian Canal ? I think not. I mind me that I
cried aloud against the construction of a new road
through Glencoe, which I felt was unnecessary-and
unwanted. I have long since eaten my words and taken
back all my criticisms. That new road-no longer new,
of course-is an enduring delight to all cyclists, thanks
to its fine surface and. easier gradients. It has not
spoilt Glencoe, and, to me, the traverse of that
highway is a constant source of inspiration and joy.

Perhaps I have wandered a little from my main
theme. The hydro -electric schemes under way will not
ruin the countryside. Public opinion, now very much
alive to the importance of amenity, will see to that.
And, as regards that scheme which concerns Loch
Moray, I rejoice to learn that every care has been taken
of this matter of amenity. At the loch itself the hydro-
electric station has been constructed inside a cavern
hewn out of solid rock beside the river. .If correspond-
ing care is taken elsewhere, we cyclists will not complain
of the march of progress.
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Experimenters ! Build The

MATCHBOX RADIO SET
With the aid of our full instructions you
can build a complete radio set in a
matchbox, using parts easily obtainable
from your radio dealer. This is made
possible by the use of the Crystal -
Valve Radar Detector -a wartime
discovery. Tunes the B.B.C. wave-
lengths, and works off a short, indoor
aerial in many districts. Powered
entirely by the incoming signal no
batteries are required. Full step-by-
step instructions, working drawings,
and theoretical wiring diagram. Price
2(9 post free.

JOHN O'BEIRNE (P.),
137, Cotham Brow, Bristol, 6

Post Orders Only.

TARGET BLOWPIPES

all those small and

The " Target " \\\
FLAME Gas Blowpipe
(self -blowing) is ideal for

deli-
cate soldering and brazing
lobs essential to model mak-
ing. Fine intense flame easily
melts small copper rivets. Sold.
ering and small brazing jobs done
in no time. PR ICE 2s. 64. each.
POST FREE,
The " Target " FIERCE FLAME Gas
Blowpipe (self -blowing). For soldering
and brazing LARGER jobs.
Gives a fierce roaring 4 -inch
flame. Guaranteed to melt
i in. copper tube. PRICE
(with full instructions),
3s. 64. each. POST FREE.
Retailers Enquiries Welcomed

TARGET MFG. CO.,
Wollaston. Wellingborough

(Dent_ P.M.)

CRYSTAL SET, In polished wood
case fin. x din. x 2in., incorporating
latest Crystal Diode Valve. No
batteries, mains, or irritating fiddling
with catswhisker. Just one simple
control, nothing to go wrong. Can be
used outdoors if reasonably good aerial
can be set up. Price 18/6. inc. post.
NEW HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER.
Gives full loud -speaker strength with
above-or any crystal set. The tone is
much better than an ordinary wireless
set. Can also be used for records or
microphone. Supplied ready for use
with matched loudspeaker for £8 15s.
(Technical details on request). Car
Model ready shortly.
HIGH GRADE HEADPHONES.
3,500 ohms. Similar to those used by
B.B.C. engineers, Navy and radio
operators. Fully adjustable to suit
wearer. 12/6 pair. (Ideal for crystal
sets.)
From MORTONS, 13, CAMDEN
ROA IEW ALTI1A MSTOW, LONDON,

WEBLEY Am
Marvellously
accurate for

No licence required to
purchase.

Senior Mark I
Junior Webley Air Rifle

Write for List. WESLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106. Weaman Street, Birmingham, Eng.

PISTOLS

Patent No. 553055 for " Improvements
in and relating to Foot Operated Crank
Mechanisms having a Non -circular
Pedal Path." Owners desire to meet
all demands for the utilisation of this
Patent and invite enquiries from manu-
facturers in Great Britain prepared to
assist in its commercial exploitation.
Address in first instance Messrs. Pollak,
Mercer & Tench, Chartered Patent
Agents, 134, Cheapside, London, E.C.s.

INSULATED COPPER WIRE.
Enamel, silk or cotton covered, all
gauges 13 S. W.G. to 44 S.W.G. Leatheroid
insulation, Empire cloth, armature

sleeving, commutators, etc.
SPECIAL OFFER.-A.C, Single
Phase Electric Motors. New. I h.p.
£5 10s. S h.p. £6 10s. h.p. fr 12s.

Send S.A.E. for List.
L. C. NORTHALL, 16. Holly Road.

Quinton, Birmingham. 32.

ALUMINIUM ?
S.A.E. for LEAFLET.

No order is too small-so don't
be shy !

BULLANCO,
66 Queen's Road, S.E 15

(New X 10921

NO MAN CAN KNOW TOO
MUCH OF MIS PRODUCT
For the close
scrutiny of
every conceiv-
able object,
metals, tools,fabrics,
f i b r e s,
minerals,
precious
stones, paint,
print, manu- NHITIBIl MADE

scripts, biological and botanical
specimens, cutting edges, fractured
surfaces, raw materials, powders, granules,
and innumerable other purposes, thq ULTRA
LENS is invaluable, and presents in many instances
hitherto unsuspected data which'can be used to advantage.

The Ultra Lens is a revealing eye 0. six actual
diametrical magnifications, which brings

out points of strength or weakness, and
enables the most minute measure.

ments to be gauged accurately.
Whether you are engaged

in manufacturing, buy-
ing or selling, itti is an ally of

real value,
No instru-

ment you can
buy will more

quickly justify
and pay for itself.

FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST

Tuti: ULTH A LENS COMPANY,
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2.

The WINCH
Geared hand wheel, with positive drive to din.
Flexible Steel Cable. Suitable for adapting to :
Wire Strainers, Light Winches, Clothes Line
Strainers, Street Lamp Winches, Children's Car
Steering Wheels, Boat Steering Wheels, Centre
Board Winches, Sail Ninches, and many other
uses.
Inquiries welcomed from Manufacturers and
Wholesalers interested in large quantities.
Send 71- p.o. for sample, with wire.

JOHN DOWNTON & CO., 89, HIGH STREET, EPPING, ESSEX

Wbit needlessly I ratalicap yourself
and watch °the' people winning

success and security Y Whatever your
age, you can now prepare for the all
important Matriculation Examiliat
at home Oil "NO PASS-NO FEE"
terms. Write now for our valuable
"GUIDE TO MATRICULATION"
which explains the easiest and quickest
way to matriculate-FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH TUTORIAL INSTITUTE
(Dept. 160), 356, Oxford Street,

LONDON, W.I.

GENUINE BARGAIN SALE
The wonderful new Collaro A.C. mixed
Auto changer in brown and chrom. with
super crystal pick-up. Our special offer
only £14, incl. tax, carr. paid. Collaro
A.C. 47 induction motors with 121n. t.t.
var. (speed, £5. Collaro R.P.49 (A.C.49)
complete A.C. Radiogram Unit with
latest magnetic pick-up and autostop
£5/14/8. The N.R.S. 4 watt A.C. Audio
Amplifier, pick-up and tuner inputs,
volume, tone and neg. feedback controls
wired, tested, compl. valves, £511916.
Complete Kit incl. valves, speaker and
attractive moulded bakelite cabinet to
Meld sensitive 3 valve plus rect. L. and
M. wave receiver for A.C. mains, £7/17/6.
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.M. Bargain
List 2ld.-N.R.S., 102, Parkhill Road,

London, N.W.3.
BOOKS:
ABC's L.M.R., W.R., E.R.. S.R.. each 2/-

L.M.R. & Se,R. or W.R. & S.R. Shed

" How to Build Good 00 Loco." ,., 5/6
" MM. Building Construction " 8/8
" 111y. Modelling in Miniature " 10/6

Sample L.M.S. or C.W.R. Train Postcard
& List 7d.

USEFUL PARTS 00 0
Disc Wheels (Pr. on Axle) ... 94. 1/9
Green Grass Paper, 22in. x llin. 1/6 1/6
M.E.C. Model Motors 4/8 v. D.C. - 15/ -
Scale Station Figures 54. 714.

New Insulated Sleeper, Flexible Two Rail
or Three Rail Track. Brass Rail for Marklin
and similar 00 Systems. Per yard. Two
Rail, 6/1141; Three Rail, 7/4. Fishplates,

6d. dozen.
Postage extra. " 00 " Of " 0 " Parts List

3d. per post.
TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK (M.E.T.A.)
109, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER, 3

OBTAIN A PERFECT FINISH
wit/. it

UNIDA " PAINT GUN
Fits Your Vacuum Cleaner

1916 COMPLETE
Sprays Paint, Cellulose, Distemper,

Creosote, Insecticide, Stain, etc.
Post1./-Iron

VAC ACCESSORIES,
2B, Helena Road, Ealing

ADANA PRINTING MACHINES
Print in the odd hours with an
Adana-still the most absorbing

of crafts. No.1 WS
Machine £4.10.0 -

No. 2 MS Machine
£9. 15. 0. Will pay

for itself in a month or
two. Send for illus-
trated folder to

Dept. P.M. 22.
Adana (Printing Machines), Ltd

15/18, Church St.. Twickenham, Mdx

REYNOLDS RADIO. - Mail order
specialists for all spares, testgear,
television, and gram equipment. Send
for lists. All brand new equipment by
reputable makers at the right price.
Latest Plessey mixer -changer, £18 :
Amplifiers 4 watt, £6 ; 10 watt, £11 ;
25 watt, £26/5/0. B.V.A. and surplus
valves of all types, pickups, motors,
etc. -11. C. REYNOLDS, 21, Heath
Street, London, N.W.3.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION

COUNTERS
Ask for Ir:37.4.717

Leaflet No. 18/6
Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m. .45W4ie

B,& F. CARTER
Co., Ltd., Bolton 5

*Multicraft CATALIN Material*
Rods. Cylinders, Sheets, Sections,
Kits for Book -ends, Tablelamps, etc.
The most versatile of all materials.
Beautiful colours, easily worked.
Sample Box 10)-. Parcels 25/- & 50/-.

Details, Stock List, Sample 6d.
Dept. PM, COULDEN & SMITH,
17, The Mead, West Wickham,

Kent -

1 pint Spray Guns ... £3 10 0
pint Spray Guns ... £2 0 0

3 C.F. Compressors ... ... £9 10 0
6 C.F. Twin Compressors ... £22 10 0
Air Chambers with Gauges £3 10 0
8' Saw Machines  ... ... £7 10 0
Heavy Duty Jig Saws ... £20 0 0
Air Hose, V. Belts, Pulleys, Gauges,
Drill Chucks, Drill Grinding Jigs.

Illustrated Lists.
H. HALL, 2, Glamis Way, Greenford,

Middlesex.

PERSPEX DESIGNS
Make beautiful articles to our designs.
No Bending required, flat sheet only.

1, Teapot Stand 2/-'; 2, Table Mat Holder,
; 3, Jam Dish, 2/- ; 4, Dressing Table

Set Tray, Powder Box and Candlesticks
3/- ; 5, Table Lamp 2/6: 0, Electric Clock 2/6 ;
7, Cruet, etc.
Detailed Drawings and Instructions are

supplied'
J. COSTER,

19, Crawley Ave., Hebburn, Co. Durham.

SPARK'S -
DATA SHEETS

Clear, Full-size Constructional Prints
of Tested and Guaranteed Designs.

HERE IT IS
1 can now announce the release of
THE.," CRITERION "RADIOGRAM
A design for which discriminating
Quality Enthpeiasts have been waiting.
Brief specification. Send stamp for
full details. 2 T.R.F. Stages. Infinite
Impedance Det. Tone Correcting Stage
High and Low Note, Voltage Amplifier,
Phase Splitter. P.P. Output. (I Watts.
Neg. F.B. M.IL. Waves.

3 Sheets of Full-size Plans, Plus
Descriptive matter and all component
values, etc. ... 7/6

THE " CONQUEST." An Efficient
A.C./D.C. ALL -WAVE SUPERHET.
Five Valves, 3 Wave Bands. A.V.C.
4 Watts Output. P.U. Connections 2/9
THE " POCKET PAK." All -dry
Pocket 1 -valve Portable, Frame aerial.
Good 'phone sign. Med. Wave ... 2/9
RADIO UNIT TWO. B.F. Plus Detec-
tor Batt. operation. MJL. waves. 2(9
THE " JUNIOR." 1-valver M/L waves.
All -dry Batts. Good 'phone sign.... 2/6THE " CRUISER," All -dry T.R.F.
3-Valver for use with short aerial, 2/6.
THE " CUB." A.C.iD.C. 2-Valver Plus
Rect. Fine results on M/L waves. 2(6THE " CADET." A.C./D.C. 4 Watt
Amplifier, 2 Valves. plus Rent. ... 2/6TliE " OLD FOLK'S TWO." An
A.C./D.C. 2-Valver, plus Rect., having
Station Selection by Switch ... 2/9TILE "CHALLENGER." An . Out-
standing A.C./D.C. Portable for use inany room without aerial or earth :
3 -Valve T.R.F.circuit, plus Rect. 2/9A.C. TWO -VALUER (Plus Rect.).
M/L Waves. Fine Power and Tone. 2(6
A.C. THREE-VALVER (Plus Rect.).
T.R.F Circuit. M/L Waves ... 2/9A.C. SUPERHET. 3 Valves plus
Rect. All -wave. 4 Watts Output. 2/6
BATTERY. ALL -DRY PORTABLES.
Tiny Two. Med. waves. Local Station
on 21in. Speaker .. ... 2/6
THREE -VALVE PORTABLE. M/L
Waves. A very popular set. ... 2/6THE PORTABLE FOUR. Med.
waves only. T.R.F. Circuit 2/6

MANY OTHER. DESIGNS. Stampfor List and with order. Components
stumped.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M),
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockley. S.E.4
(Nearest Station : Ladywell S.R.)

('Phone : Lee Green 0220.)

Will Teach You to.
Play the Piano

Without Drudgery, Fatigue or
Failure. Even it you are of
middle age and do not know
a note. Sun -clear, fascinating
lessons, using ordinary musical
notation, methods.
BY POST, your home,
inaking e impossible

nil enabling you to read and play
at sight any standard musical
composition. My class is seldom less
than 2,000 pupils. I have taught over
78,010, and I CAN TEACH YOU.
Send for free book and :advice. Say
ii Moderate, Elementary, or Beginner.

Mr. H. BECKER,
(Dept. 158),
69, Fleet St.,

London,
E.C.4

Electric Petrol Gauge;'11- post
paid. Bomb Computor, £1,
wood case 716, carr. 716.
Bombsight Head in steel case,

101-, carr. SI-.

BROWN, 102, Cleveland St.,
Doncaster

The "THAMES VALLEY"
BATTERY CHARCER

2 - 6 - 12 VOLTS I AMP.
with AMMETER

r 200-250 volts 50 cycle mains

37/6 post free
Thames Valley Products

28 Camden Avenue, Feltham, Middx.

EXPOSURE METER KITS
For home assembly of efficient Photo-
electric Exposure Meter. Contains
1st grade " Weston " Meter. Light
cell. Conversion scales. Full assembly
instructions, etc., 25/-, Post 64. Attrac-
tive moulded cases available. Full
details S.A.E.
F. R. LUCAS, 22, Hengrove Rd..

Bristol, 4.



"Jew Ovida -Success tel,
One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, AERO, ETC.
Plastic-Radio-Aero Engines-Aircraft Design-
Welding-Aerodynamics-Electrical Engineering-
Television-Electric Wiring-D i es el Engineering
-Generation and Supply-Works Management-
Metallurgy-Refrigeration-Planning. Estimating.
Rate-fixing-Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspec-
tion-Automobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-
Engineering Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsman-
ship-Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and
Die Draughtsmanship-Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship-Sanitary Engineering.

GENERAL

Matriculation-College of Preceptors-A.C.C.S.-
A.C.I.S.-Aircraft Apprentice.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Housing Manager-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
Engineers-A.R.I.C.S.-L.A.B.S.S.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
courses, Building Draughtsmanshjp, etc. The
It eat post-war Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

-BECOME A 'DRAUGHTSMAN
QUALIFY AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid
positions as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in
Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

"Horne Study" courses
will get you, in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office
should study some
specialised Btanch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Todl Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICAN BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

tf 1

111110h1

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING " said-
We recomMend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in
Engineering" is not a pamphlet. It is a 132 -page book,
containing valuable and vital information on all branches- of
engineering. . . . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The NatiOnal Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains

 Openings, prospecfs. salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

 How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.

A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E. M.R.San.l.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

e

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached Coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building ? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to be the turning point in your
career.

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

FOUNDED 1885-FOREMOST TODAY -OVER I 0 0 ,00 0 SUCCESSES

..// To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.

Please Foi-ward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

FREE COUPON

- \My general interest is in : (a) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branchesarebrancheisnITstedhiC:h)
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(rd. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


